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ABSTRACT 

 

Negli ultimi anni la popolazione mondiale è cresciuta fino a raggiungere la soglia di quasi 7 

miliardi di abitanti e in questo contesto di crescita esponenziale, è aumentata anche la 

richiesta di risorse minerarie e petrolifere. Data l’instabilità politica dei principali paesi 

fornitori di materie prime, i paesi Arabi (scossi da sommosse politiche e infuocate dal 

fondamentalismo islamico), si è alla ricerca di nuove fonti.  

La United States Geological Survey, agenzia scientifica del Governo degli Stati Uniti, ha 

condotto una serie di ricerche al di sopra del Circolo Polare Artico, alla ricerca di nuove 

risorse. Il risultato di tali ricerche è stato reso pubblico nel 2008, con il nome di "Circum-

Arctic Resource Appraisal" (CARA), stimando l’esistenza di 90 miliardi di barili di petrolio 

da scoprire, tecnicamente recuperabili, 1.670 miliardi di piedi cubi di gas naturale, 

tecnicamente recuperabili e 44 miliardi di barili di gas naturale. 

Ecco quindi che una nuova e ricca fonte di risorse è rappresentata dalla vasta area al di sopra 

del Circolo Polare Artico.  

Ma per quale motivo ci si interessa alla zona solo “ora”?  

La risposta è semplice. Il cambiamento climatico e il surriscaldamento globale hanno reso la 

zona più accessibile. Questa nuova condizione, ha portato ad un crescente interesse per la 

Regione Artica dato l’ammontare delle risorse che si nascondono sotto il ghiaccio e che 

possono così essere sfruttate.  

Un tangibile segno del cambiamento climatico è lo scioglimento dei ghiacci. Un simile 

mutamento del clima non sono solo ha conseguenze catastrofiche a livello ambientale, come 

vedremo, ma porta con se alterazioni economiche e politiche. La diminuzione della 

percentuale di ghiaccio al Circolo Polare Artico comporterà infatti l’apertura di nuove rotte 

marine, un maggiore accesso alle risorse presenti nella zona e ad una ridefinizione delle 

geopolitica internazionale. Ma la principale causa scatenante tale interessamento alla Regione 

Artica è la ricchezza al di sotto del ghiaccio. Dalla metà del XIX secolo, la regione artica è 

diventata evidentemente più calda. Dal 1987, la media di estensione del ghiaccio marino si è 

ridotta quasi della metà. Questo assottigliamento in estensione del ghiaccio marino ha messo 

in guardia gli scienziati sin dai primi anni del 2000, in quanto nessuno si aspettava un 

cambiamento così rapido. La Regione artica è fondamentale nel clima globale in quanto 



 

funziona come un grande refrigeratore per il pianeta, contribuendo a mantenerlo più fresco 

perché neve e ghiaccio riflettono la maggior parte dell'energia solare che arriva durante il 

periodo estivo. Pertanto, se il ghiaccio e la neve si sciolgono, la terra può assorbire il calore 

del sole e il mare, che è in grado di assorbire il calore del sole, si surriscalda e amplifica 

quindi il riscaldamento nell'Artico. Questo fenomeno è definito dagli scienziati come 

Amplificazione Artica, ovvero un feedback positivo vizioso, secondo cui cambiamenti 

portano ad altri cambiamenti. Funzionando da refrigeratore per il pianeta, nel momento in cui 

la regione artica si scalda, le conseguenze a livello mondiale sono enormi. Difatti, non solo se 

si sciolgono i ghiacci si innalza il livello del mare, dato preoccupante soprattutto per le città 

costiere che sarebbero così costrette a ripensare tutte le infrastrutture, ma anche per le 

condizioni metereologiche, dato che si assisterà a fenomeni climatici estremi che resteranno 

nello stesso luogo e più a lungo, rispetto ai precedenti. Si pensi ai numerosi tornado e uragani 

da cui è stata afflitta l’America nel 2012.  

Questo crescente coinvolgimento della comunità internazionale nella zona Artica non è però 

limitato ai paesi adiacenti o rientranti nella definizione di Arctic, ma bisogna considerare la 

globalità dell’interesse mondiale verso la zona, in quanto considerata la nuova frontiera dello 

sviluppo economico. Difatti, oltre agli Arctic States, gli stati cioè che rientrano all’interno del 

Circolo Polare Artico quali Alaska (Stati Uniti), Canada, Groenlandia (Danimarca), Islanda, 

Norvegia, Svezia, Finlandia e Russia, ma anche, in un contesto di tensioni politiche e crisi 

economiche, paesi come Cina, Giappone, India o Corea del Sud hanno dimostrato un 

crescente coinvolgimento nella zona Artica, chi per ragioni scientifiche, chi per ragioni 

economiche.  

Ma chi ha il diritto di rivendicare la proprietà sulle ricchezze artiche? La legislazione esistente 

data dalla Convenzione del 1982 suL Diritto del Mare è limitata alle acque costiere per un 

massimo di 200miglia nautiche, ma per quanto riguarda l’alto mare? A chi appartiene? E a 

chi appartengono tutte le risorse sottostanti? Ed è iniziata così, con la prima spedizione russa 

del 2007 che ha piantato una bandiera sul fondo marino per rivendicare l’appartenenza della 

dorsale di Lomonosov alla Russia come estensione della propria piattaforma continentale, una 

catena di rivendicazioni da parte di Canada, Danimarca, Norvegia e così via per dimostrare 

chi sia il proprietario della zona e poterne così sfruttare le ricchezze. Una vera e propria corsa 

alle risorse artiche. Ma questa corsa, sfocerà in un conflitto armato o fungerà da ampio 

contenitore per una maggiore collaborazione internazionale? 



 

Da queste domande nasce la mia tesi, un’analisi approfondita della letteratura scientifica, 

geopolitica, politica ed economica esistente sul crescente interesse verso l’Artico e le sue 

risorse. Partendo da dati scientifici, ho cercato di applicarli al campo della geopolitica, 

analizzando l’impatto che il cambiamento climatico avrà sulla popolazione, l’economia e 

sulla comunità internazionale, per poi affrontare un discorso prettamente politico, specie nel 

caso delle Arctic policies di quasi tutti i paesi interessati, ed infine arrivare alla conclusione 

che, nonostante la presenza militare nella regione sia aumentata negli ultimi anni, l’immagine 

di una nuova Cold War sia poco realistica ma ancor più poco conveniente, e che le tendenze 

generali nella regione sono collaborative e pacifiche, nell’interesse di tutti e per tutti.  

Partendo dalle dovute ricerche e letture analizzate, ho cercato di sviluppare un analisi 

dettagliata dell’argomento concentrando i maggiori sforzi sul perché la propensione nei 

confronti della zona artica sia così globale e non limitata a livello regionale. In questo senso, 

l’analisi è stata ripartita in tre sezioni: la prima si concentra sul ricercare una definizione 

generale ma allo stesso tempo completa della parola “Artico”; la seconda parte invece espone 

le motivazioni che spingono i diversi paesi interessati alla zona e sarà il centro focale della 

mia analisi; ed infine la terza sezione, dove si cercherà di esporre quello che sarà il futuro 

dell’Artico, se il fatto che rappresenti una nuova frontiera per lo sviluppo economico sia di 

per sé spunto di cooperazione internazionale o se le tensioni esistenti (da qui il significato 

dell’evocativo titolo di Cold War) porteranno ad ulteriori contrasti e quindi ad un possibile 

conflitto.  

Nella prima sezione si descrive la regione artica nel modo più esaustivo possibile. Nel primo 

capitolo ci si concentra sull’ individuare una definizione approfondita della parola Artide, 

partendo dall’unificare tre definizioni standard di a) circolo polare artico; b) isoterma ai 10° 

celsius; e infine, c) linea degli alberi. Una possibile definizione che racchiude le precedenti e 

che verrà quindi utilizzata nel corso di tutta la tesi, è quella data dal Report per lo sviluppo 

umano dell’Artico (AHDR, Arctic Human Development Report) e dal Programma di 

monitoraggio e valutazione dell’Artico (AMAP, Arctic Monitoring and Assessments 

Programme) che includono tutta l’ Alaska, tutto il Canada a nord del 60 ° N, Québec e 

Labrador, tutta la Groenlandia, l’ Islanda e le Isole Faroe, Norvegia, Svezia e Finlandia, e 

parte della Russia. Si passa quindi ad analizzare la geografia artica, includendo il clima e i 

fattori che influiscono sul clima, quali temperatura e pressione, per poi concentrarsi sul 

drammatico cambiamento climatico avvenuto nel corso dei secoli nella regione artica e sul 

fenomeno dell’amplificazione artica, termine con cui si suole riferirsi ad un più rilevante 



 

cambiamento climatico alle latitudini più elevate piuttosto che nel resto dell'emisfero o del 

pianeta in risposta ad un forcing climatico, che sia l'incremento dei gas-serra, la radiazione 

solare o altro. Nel secondo capitolo si vedrà come le conseguenze di un drastico cambiamento 

climatico si ripercuotano sulla vita della popolazione, sulla flora e fauna artica e infine 

sull’economia. Difatti, preoccupante oltre all’impatto globale di tale cambiamento climatico è 

l’impatto sulla stessa zona. Non solo per quanto riguarda la flora e la fauna, che subirà (e già 

sta subendo) alterazioni drastiche, ma anche a livello umano, in quanto le popolazioni 

autoctone dovranno adattarsi al cambiamento. Tuttavia, l’impatto più prorompente lo subirà 

l’economia, sia per quanto riguarda il turismo e la pesca, ma soprattutto per quello che 

concerne l’estrazione di gas e petrolio e l’attività mineraria. Da quest’ultima conseguenza ci si 

collega a quella che è la situazione artica odierna, la crescente immigrazione mossa dalla 

possibilità di nuove opportunità economiche e il coinvolgimento di paesi non direttamente 

adiacenti al mar glaciale artico. La recente immigrazione verso l'Artico è aumentata 

radicalmente, tanto che le persone non-indigene sono numericamente superiori alla 

popolazione indigena nella maggior parte delle regioni. Le popolazioni autoctone devono ora 

lottare per ripristinare i diritti sulla terra e sulle risorse, che prima di questo riscaldamento 

globale erano considerate di loro proprietà. 

A questo punto, è lecito chiedersi “Perché tutti vogliono una parte di Artico?” Ecco che è 

necessario evidenziare quali sono effettivamente le opportunità economiche della regione 

Artica.  Rimanendo la caccia, la pesca e la raccolta di bacche e funghi le principali attività 

delle popolazioni autoctone, altra attività remunerativa praticata è la silvicoltura oltre che la 

transumanza, ovvero il pascolo di renne e pecore. Inoltre, ulteriore attività commerciale è il 

turismo, ma tuttora restano importanti soprattutto a livello locale. Maggiore interesse invece 

riscuote la possibilità di avere nuove ed efficienti rotte di navigazione disponibili, cosa che 

permetterebbe ovviamente di sviluppare attività economico-commerciali su vasta scala. In 

realtà questo potrebbe essere un obiettivo raggiungibile nel breve periodo, e questo perché lo 

scioglimento dei ghiacci ha già reso possibile la circumnavigazione dell’Artico stesso (da 

quest’estate). Con queste nuove rotte di navigazione sarà quindi possibile accorciare i 

collegamenti marittimi e commerciali tra Europa e Asia: Si stima infatti che la rotta marittima 

tra Tokyo e Amburgo abbrevierebbe i tempi di navigazione di ben 15 giorni. Parliamo di ben 

8.600 chilometri in meno. C’è chi attribuisce a tutto questo la stessa importanza che fu 

attribuita alla scoperta dell’America per quanto riguarda la possibile ridefinizione degli assetti 

geopolitici ed economici dei paesi europei e dell’area mediterranea. Esiste inoltre la 



 

possibilità che il famoso Passaggio a Nord Ovest diventi navigabile. Questo passaggio collega 

l’Oceano Atlantico all’Oceano Pacifico passando attraverso l’arcipelago artico canadese e 

proseguendo attraverso lo Stretto di Bering, e permetterebbe di percorrere questa distanza con 

un vantaggio di 6 o 7 giorni rispetto al Canale di Panama, ad esempio la distanza da Shanghai 

al New Jersey sarà più veloce da percorrere grazie a questa nuova rotta. Si tratterebbe di 

nuove rotte che limiterebbero il traffico del Canale di Suez, del Canale di Panama, dello 

Stretto di Malacca, e che eviterebbero di passare attraverso regioni politicamente instabili 

come quelle mediorientali, permettendo quindi anche di evitare gli attacchi dei pirati, ancora 

molto frequenti nel Corno d’Africa. Infine, l’ultima rotta usufruibile sarà quella dell’Arctic 

Bridge oltre alle rotte di navigazione convenzionali, una rotta che collega i porti artici di 

Murmansk (Russia) e il porto della baia di Hudson di Churchill (Canada), che potrebbe 

svilupparsi anche come futura rotta commerciale tra l'Europa e Asia. Al giorno d'oggi, il 

Ponte artico è navigabile circa quattro mesi all'anno, ma diventerà sempre più praticabile se il 

clima si riscalda. Problema fondamentale sarà, a questo punto, la ridefinizione delle relazioni 

internazionali dovute al fatto che per ora non esista una accurata e ben definita giurisdizione 

della zona. Ed è anche in questo senso che si parla di Cold War, in quanto esistono delle 

dispute fra i paesi coinvolti quali il fatto che i passaggi Nord Ovest e Nord Est sono 

considerati acque interne rispettivamente da Canada e Federazione Russa; il mare di Beaufort 

è conteso tra Canada e Stati Uniti (due stati storicamente vicini); l’isola di Hans è contesa tra 

Danimarca e Canada; e la dorsale di Lomonosov, è contesa tra Federazione Russa, Danimarca 

e Canada per la rivendicazione della giurisdizione sul territorio secondo l’articolo 76 dell’ 

UNCLOS.  A dimostrazione, il Canada ha sempre considerato il passaggio a nord ovest come 

acque territoriali canadesi, mentre per gli Stati Uniti esso dovrebbe avere lo status di acque 

internazionali: Fino a quando il passaggio rimane essenzialmente non navigabile, questa 

disputa non rappresenta un problema, ma cosa potrebbe accadere nel momento in cui dovesse 

diventare una rotta affidabile? I paesi che hanno la giurisdizione sulle acque infatti possono 

stabilire condizioni per concedere il passaggio di navi sul loro territorio: come la Russia, che 

controlla la rotta marittima del nord, ora come ora richiede il pagamento di un pedaggio per 

permettere alle compagnie commerciali il transito sulle sue acque; evidentemente, l'apertura 

di nuove rotte commerciali permetterebbe alle compagnie di evitare questi costi. Per quanto 

attraente da un punto di vista commerciale, la mancanza di regole pone però grossi problemi 

di ordine legale, ambientale e di sicurezza, che vanno affrontati quanto prima. La prospettiva 

di navi non equipaggiate pronte ad invadere il Mar Glaciale Artico nel periodo della tarda 

estate aumenta l'urgenza di norme internazionali globali che prevedano un'adeguata 



 

salvaguardia dell'ambiente, dei nuovi standard di sicurezza per le navi e aumentate capacità di 

ricerca e salvataggio. Il regime attuale è, fondamentalmente, un regime di Stato costiero, che 

regola le acque interne e suoi porti, limitato dalla convenzione internazionale sul diritto del 

mare (UNCLOS). Nelle acque territoriali (art 21 UNCLOS), il diritto di passaggio inoffensivo 

da poteri molto limitati per garantire campi circoscritti sulla sicurezza, come quella 

ambientale. In alto mare (art 87), gli Stati costieri non hanno alcuna competenza, quindi 

l’implementazione alla Convenzione con un Codice Polare risulta fondamentale per 

regolarizzarne la legislazione. Lo stesso vale per la piattaforma continentale (art 77), la cui 

normativa è limitata alle operazioni per l'estrazione del petrolio. Attualmente, lo sviluppo di 

un codice internazionale di sicurezza obbligatorio in acque polari è stato adottato nel 2014 

dall'IMO (International Maritime Organization), chiamato il Codice Polare. Il codice è 

pensato per ampliare le convenzioni sulla salvaguardia della vita umana in mare (noto come 

SOLAS) e la Convenzione internazionale per la prevenzione dell'inquinamento causato da 

navi (noto come MARPOL). Ciononostante, una prospettiva non inclusa nel Codice Polare 

riguarda la responsabilità e il salvataggio, anche se vi è la necessità che gli Stati costieri si 

assicurino che ci siano le adeguate disposizioni sulla responsabilità. Insomma, anche se l'IMO 

(International Maritime Organization) ha effettivamente fatto enormi passi in pochi anni, vi è 

molto da fare sulla regolamentazione della navigazione internazionale. 

A questo punto, si entra nel vivo della discussione. Come già accennato prima lo scioglimento 

dei ghiacci comporta conseguenze rilevanti. Porta infatti alla luce varie risorse naturali, 

l’USGS stima che nascoste sotto i ghiacci ci siano il 25% delle riserve inesplorate di 

idrocarburi. Si parla di grandi numeri: 13% del petrolio ancora inesplorato a livello mondiale, 

il 30% del gas naturale, il 20% del gas naturale liquido, per un totale del 22% delle riserve 

mondiali di idrocarburi. Per far capire ancora meglio le potenzialità di questi dati, gli 

americani hanno fatto uno studio al riguardo e hanno concluso che questo potenziale di risorse 

potrebbe soddisfare l’intero fabbisogno mondiale di petrolio per circa 3 anni e di metano per 

14 anni.  Ed è ovvio che la presenza di queste riserve sia un buon motivo per cercare di 

accaparrarsi l’Artico. Come dimostrato dagli scienziati statunitensi nell’Artico non ci sono 

solo idrocarburi, ma anche riserve di metalli preziosi, quali diamanti e oro, e combustibili 

fossili, quali carbone e ferro, tutte risorse che il clima, lo scioglimento dei ghiacci e le nuove 

tecnologie renderanno più facili da estrarre. Nonostante le effettive grandi opportunità 

economiche che offre la regione, il motivo per cui sono diventate accessibili è sconcertante, il 

surriscaldamento globale è un problema per la protezione e la sopravvivenza dell’ecosistema 



 

dell’artico. Basti pensare all’assottigliamento ghiacci: nel 1979-2000 era pari a 5.000 mq 

all’anno in estate, mentre nel 2001-2012 erano 20.000 mq all’anno sempre in estate. Una 

crescente attività miniera e petrolifera può portare a futuri possibili incidenti, come nel caso 

della recente “marea nera”: Se accadesse una cosa simile a quella accaduta nel Golfo del 

Messico, sarebbe la completa distruzione dell’ecosistema Artico. Occorre quindi un’ingente 

investimento economico, che non tutti i paesi possono permettersi. È infatti questo il motivo 

per cui alcune delle più grandi compagnie petrolifere al mondo (le Big Oil) quando si tratta di 

estrazione Artica sono molto interessate, ma meglio se si impegnano in joint venture che da 

sole. Prendiamo ad esempio il caso della compagnia russa Gazprom. Per i russi l’Artico 

presenta grandi potenzialità sul piano energetico. Questo in teoria, perché in pratica lo 

sfruttamento delle risorse del profondo Nord presenta difficoltà forse insormontabili. A fine 

agosto 2013 Gazprom ha interrotto i lavori per l’estrazione di gas dallo Shtokman, che con le 

sue 370 miglia quadrate è il secondo giacimento di gas più esteso al mondo e il giacimento 

più capiente d’Europa, dopo l’abbandono del progetto da parte del colosso norvegese Statoil e 

della compagnia francese Total, entrambe partecipanti con una quota del 25%. L’impennata 

dei costi, il calo della domanda europea e il conveniente shale gas americano hanno indotto la 

compagnia russa ad accantonare il progetto. Ciò nonostante, Gazprom ha comunicato il 

termine dei lavori di ampliamento del Gasdotto Settentrionale – com’è altrimenti noto il 

NordStream. Non appena l’infrastruttura avvierà appieno la sua attività, la Russia rifornirà 

l’Europa di 55 Miliardi di metri cubi di gas, che la Germania, attraverso la rete dei gasdotti 

interna europea, smisterà ai vari Paesi del Vecchio Continente.  Dopo questo infelice 

episodio, la Russia sembra tuttavia non aver rinunciato alla ricerca di nuove alleanze per 

l’estrazione di gas e petrolio, anzi, sembra essersi mossa più a est. Difatti, ha spostato 

l’attenzione verso una partnership sino-russa. 

Ovviamente per molti paesi (come Canada, Federazione Russa e Stati Uniti) vedono l’Artico 

con l’ottica della “Nuova Eldorado”, un’immensa fonte di energia. Quindi questa “conquista” 

dell’Artico può essere vista come un modo per cercare di ottenere maggiore autonomia e 

stabilità in campo energetico. Lo stesso discorso vale anche per la Cina che troverebbe 

nell’Artico quei minerali di cui necessita per svilupparsi tecnologicamente. Ecco perché, 

come abbiamo detto prima, Cina, Giappone e Corea del Sud da semplici osservatori del 

Consiglio Artico vorrebbero prendere parte a questa corsa avendo i mezzi, le capacità e le 

possibilità economiche, finanziarie e tecnologiche per trovare ciò di cui hanno bisogno per 

innovarsi ulteriormente. 



 

Quesito rilevante, e motivo scatenante del mio interesse nella zona, è “Who runs the Arctic”, 

ovvero la questione dell’appartenenza politica dell’Artico, di cui si parlerà approfonditamente 

nel terzo capitolo. Il problema dell'Artico è che, a differenza dell’Antartide, che è una 

immensa ammasso di ghiaccio e terra disabitata amministrata dal sistema del Trattato 

Antartico, non esiste un unico regime normativo che copra l'intera regione artica. Quindi, chi 

gestisce l'Artico?  

Partendo dalla giustificazione per la mancata esistenza di un Regime Artico, si approfondirà 

quelle che sono le Convenzioni a cui far riferimento nel caso di un legal framework. Nello 

specifico, si spenderanno alcune parole sulla convenzione di Montego Bay (UNCLOS) e cosa 

implica nel caso della regione artica. Di particolare rilievo nella Convenzione, sono la 

piattaforma continentale e la sua delineazione. Se il margine continentale si estende fino a 200 

miglia marine, i limiti esterni della piattaforma continentale coincidono con la zona 

economica esclusiva (ZEE). I diritti degli Stati costieri nei confronti della piattaforma 

continentale sono esclusivi. Se lo Stato costiero non esplora la piattaforma continentale o non 

ne sfrutta le sue risorse naturali, nessun altro può intraprendere tali attività senza il consenso 

esplicito dello Stato costiero. L'articolo 76, prevede che le informazioni sui limiti della 

piattaforma continentale oltre le 200 miglia nautiche dalle linee di base siano presentati alla 

Commissione sui limiti della piattaforma continentale, istituito ai sensi dell'allegato II della 

Convenzione. Le informazioni appartenenti al comma otto dell'articolo 76 si riferiscono al 

sostegno della domanda con i dati scientifici e tecnici. Se uno stato vuole dimostrare che la 

piattaforma sottomarina che collega le sue 200 miglia nautiche gli appartiene, e può quindi 

considerare l'area come di sua proprietà, deve mettere il tutto per iscritto in un reclamo. Si 

noti che la Federazione russa ha presentato una richiesta di estensione della piattaforma 

continentale nel 2002 che concedeva loro 460.000 chilometri quadrati di risorse sottostanti 

l'Oceano Artico. La loro richiesta è stata respinta per mancanza di dati tecnici. È una 

questione che rimane quindi irrisolta nonostante l’applicazione della Convenzione. Ecco che 

quindi sorgono delle dispute internazionali per accaparrarsi più terra (e acqua/ghiaccio) artica 

possibile, come abbiamo visto prima.  

A conclusione del capitolo, si passa ad analizzare l’unica figura di non-governo ma con forti 

poteri decisionali sulla zona, ovvero il consiglio artico, spiegandone la formazione, i membri 

e il funzionamento. Fatta eccezione per la UNCLOS, che garantisce il quadro giuridico 

onnicomprensivo per la maggior parte dei problemi transnazionali dell’Artico, in realtà non vi 

è alcuna struttura di governo regionale organizzata. Esistono delle strutture di governance che 



 

coinvolgono l'Artico, simili alla UNCLOS, sia a livello globale (come l'Organizzazione 

marittima internazionale), o sub-regionale (come accordi bilaterali). Il Consiglio artico 

rappresenta una forma di non-governo, eppure è l’ “organizzazione” che risulta più attiva 

nella regione Artica. Il primo passo verso la creazione del forum per la cooperazione sulle 

questioni artiche tra gli otto paesi artici si è verificato nel 1991, quando hanno firmato la 

strategia artica Protezione Ambientale (AEPS). Poi, nel 1996, a Ottawa (Canada), gli otto 

Stati artici hanno istituito il Consiglio artico, un forum intergovernativo per affrontare le 

questioni dello sviluppo sostenibile e della protezione ambientale nell'Artico. La struttura del 

Consiglio artico è unica, in quanto è costituita da organizzazioni di indigeni come partecipanti 

permanenti.  

L’importanza geostrategica dell’Artico è legata al cambiamento climatico, che ha portato alla 

luce numerose risorse energetiche. A sua volta però, la presenza di queste grandi opportunità 

economiche ha coinvolto una competizione politica per rivendicare la sovranità sul fondo 

marino, come abbiamo visto. È per questo motivo che gli Arctic States hanno iniziato a 

parlare di nuove responsabilità per la sicurezza e hanno manifestato la necessità di una Arctic 

Security. Di conseguenza queste nazioni hanno incrementato le loro capacità militari per 

raggiungere l’estremo nord. Dalla fine della guerra fredda la regione artica portava i segni di 

una smilitarizzazione grossolana, come ad esempio i resti della DEW line, o le basi militari, 

come quella americana di Thule in Groenlandia, ma con la scoperta delle nuove risorse alcuni 

governi hanno deciso di ri-militarizzare la zona. È il caso della Russia, che ha aumentato i 

suoi investimenti in campo militare, ha creato un servizio di sicurezza federale di guardie di 

frontiera, e, soprattutto, ha ripreso a pattugliare l'Artico. Allo stesso tempo, il governo russo 

ha deciso di ristabilire un certo numero di basi di guerra fredda. Allo stesso modo il Canada, 

sta aumentando le sue capacità navali con navi rompighiaccio. E in tutto ciò, qual è il ruolo 

della NATO? Indubbiamente nella zona c’è un ruolo che la NATO può svolgere, ad esempio 

potrebbero potenzialmente servire come risorsa per l'addestramento militare congiunta, e 

pianificazione di emergenza nella regione artica. Tuttavia a causa dell'opposizione russa e la 

mancanza di consenso dell'alleanza, sembra inverosimile che la NATO possa, al momento, 

assumere un ruolo proattivo. I recenti sviluppi militari nella regione gettano luce su 

l'importanza del collegamento tra il rilievo politico e della sovranità territoriale, che sono 

diventati inseparabili dalle prospettive economiche.  

Nella terza parte della tesi ci si chiede quale sarà il futuro dell’Artico. Analizzando le 

politiche estere con tema la regione Artica, si cercherà di riassumere quelle che sono le 



 

intenzioni di ogni paese interessato, dato che la maggior parte ha dedicato una Policy Strategy 

alla zona Artica. Si passa dalla visione del Canada per l'Artico secondo cui è una stabile 

regione basata su regole con confini ben definiti, una crescita economica dinamica e 

commerciale, vibranti comunità del Nord, e di ecosistemi sani e produttivi, a quella della 

Danimarca, che lavorerà per mantenere la zona tranquilla, e sicura, con crescita e sviluppo 

autosufficiente, nel rispetto del clima fragile dell'Artico, e in stretta collaborazione con i loro 

partner internazionali. Altra visione è invece quella finlandese secondo cui nella nuova 

strategia si sottolineano le possibilità di rafforzare la posizione della Finlandia per quanto 

riguarda la regione artica con la creazione di nuove opportunità di business, simile a quella 

norvegese che cercherà di sviluppare ulteriormente la zona della Norvegia settentrionale in 

modo che diventi una delle regioni più importanti del paese in termini di creazione di valore e 

sostenibilità, o quella svedese che si basa su tre punti fondamentali: clima - l'ambiente - 

sviluppo economico e condizioni di vita per la popolazione della regione. Strategie differenti 

da quella russa il cui obiettivo ultimo sembrerebbe quello di trasformare l'Artico nella base 

strategica più importante della Russia per le risorse naturali entro il 2020, o da quella 

statunitense che riflette l'aumento di interesse degli Stati Uniti nella regione, e si concentra su 

tre linee prioritarie di sforzi: proteggere gli interessi nazionali e la sicurezza interna, 

promuovere una gestione responsabile, favorire la cooperazione internazionale. Infine, si 

vedrà la politica estera europea, che come principale consumatore delle risorse artiche, si 

concentra su sicurezza ambientale, sicurezza marittima e sicurezza energetica, e quella di altri 

paesi non artici come la Cina o l’India, interessate specialmente per scopi scientifici ed 

economici. 

Nell’ultimo capitolo della tesi ci si interroga su quale sarà il futuro della governance artica. 

Partendo dalla fine della leadership canadese del Consiglio Artico per lasciare spazio 

all’insediamento di quella statunitense, guidata da un ex ammiraglio della guardia costiera. 

Compito degli Stati Uniti nel Consiglio Artico sarà quello di concentrarsi sulla zona come una 

regione di responsabilità condivise, in quanto vi è un solo Artico con in comune opportunità, 

sfide e responsabilità. Tra i raggiungimenti di maggior spicco della presidenza attuale vi è il 

fondamento del Consiglio economico artico, che è un business forum circumpolare. Il 

Consiglio economico Artico prevede di: favorire lo sviluppo del business nella regione artica, 

impegnarsi in una più profonda cooperazione circumpolare, e fornire una prospettiva di 

business per i lavori del Consiglio artico. Non essendo ancora stata reso pubblico il 

programma ufficiale per la leadership statunitense, si fa riferimento alle parole dell’ex 



 

ammiraglio Papp per delineare i principali obiettivi della presidenza statunitense del 

Consiglio Artico. Papp sottolinea tre propositi principali: in primo luogo, gli Stati Uniti 

vogliono garantire che lo sviluppo economico sia condotto con attenzione, e prendere in 

considerazione le conseguenze ambientali a breve e lungo termine. In secondo luogo, gli USA 

vogliono trovare il modo per mitigare gli effetti negativi dei cambiamenti climatici 

nell'Artico, mentre, allo stesso tempo, lavorare per migliorare la resilienza del clima. In terzo 

luogo, gli USA devono aiutare i cittadini delle remote comunità artiche ad adattarsi ai nuovi e 

rapidi cambiamenti che stanno avendo un effetto deleterio sul tradizionale modo di vita. 

Ciononostante, è stato suggerito agli Stati Uniti per la loro futura la presidenza del Consiglio 

artico di concentrarsi su principalmente sulla Arctic Security, in quanto i recenti sviluppi 

hanno dimostrato come sia ormai diventato un’urgenza globale.  

Ed infine si concluderà la discussione concentrandosi opportunamente sulla Arctic Security da 

un punto di vista prettamente teorico, analizzando se è effettivamente una zona con un forte 

potenziale per un conflitto o per una robusta cooperazione. Argomentando entrambe le 

ipotesi, si giungerà alla conclusione che nonostante esistano lievi rischi di conflitto armato e 

scontri nell'Artico, come ad esempio le dispute sopra citate, l'ambiente e le tendenze generale 

nella regione sono collaborative e serene. L'aspirazione dichiarata da tutti i paesi, che si 

riflette nelle loro strategie e documenti artici, è quello di sviluppare e mantenere una regione 

di pace, stabilità e prosperità. La potenziale ricchezza di risorse e l'apparente militarizzazione 

dell'Artico hanno portato a vari pronostici sul possibile conflitto imminente tra le nazioni 

artiche. Ciononostante, questa possibilità sembra essere poco probabile, perché, in realtà, i 

depositi di idrocarburi si trovano principalmente nelle zone economiche esclusive non 

contestate. D'altra parte, vi è una lunga tradizione nella regione artica di cooperazione e di 

soluzione negoziata delle dispute di confine. Infine, se guardiamo i programmi militari in 

particolare, questi non sono orientati verso un nemico di per sé, ma più orientato a trattare con 

una sfida ambientale dell’operare nella regione artica. Naturalmente, la crescente attività 

economica umana e l'attività militare nella regione hanno fornito la possibilità di alcuni rischi, 

e ci si può aspettare una quantità significativa di esercizio di politica di potenza nella regione, 

almeno finché il ghiaccio continua a sciogliersi.  

Ma questa importante crescita geostrategica dell'Artico ci si augura rappresenti in futuro una 

delle più importanti zone dove testare la cooperazione tra, in primo luogo, Stati Uniti e 

Russia, ma anche la cooperazione a livello internazionale tra stati con interessi diversi.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In recent years, world’s population has grown up to reach the threshold of almost 7 billion 

people, and in this context of exponential growth, also the demand for energy resources 

increased. Due to the political instability of the main suppliers’ countries of raw materials, the 

Arab countries, the International Community is looking for new sources of such materials. In 

this sense, the Arctic has gained a fundamental role.  

The United States Geological Survey, the scientific agency of the Government of the United 

States, conducted a series of researches above the Arctic Circle. The result of these researches 

was published in 2008, with the name "Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal" (CARA), 

estimating that there are 90 billion barrels of oil to be discovered, technically recoverable, 

1.67 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, technically recoverable and 44 billion barrels of natural 

gas. 

Hence, a new and rich source of resources is represented by the large area above the Arctic 

Circle. But why we are interested in the area only "now"? 

The answer is simple. Climate change and global warming have made the area more 

accessible. Actually, the Arctic is warming not without dreadful consequences.  

This new circumstance has led to a growing global attention toward the Arctic Region, given 

the amount of resources to be exploited, hidden under the ice. The global climate change has 

catapulted the Arctic into the center of geopolitics as melting Arctic ice transform the region 

from one of primarily scientific interest into a maelstrom of competing commercial national 

security and environmental concerns with profound implications for the international legal 

and political system. 

The Arctic region is important as long as it is part of planet and it is connected to the rest of it. 

The significance of an Arctic rendered increasingly accessible by the melting of the polar ice 

as a result of rising global temperatures should not be underestimated. A tangible sign of 

climate change is the melting ice. The consequences of such a climate change are 

environmental, economic and political. The reduction in the percentage of ice in the Arctic 

Circle in fact result in the opening of new sea routes, greater access to resources in the area 

and a redefinition of international geopolitics. However, the main trigger for such interest is 

the wealth beneath the ice. From the mid-nineteenth century, the Arctic region has become 

clearly warmer. Since 1987, the average of the sea ice extent has decreased by almost half. 
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This decrease in sea ice extent has warned scientists since the early 2000s, because no one 

expected such a rapid change. The Arctic region is crucial in the global climate as it acts like a 

kind of a large refrigerator for the planet, helping to keep it cooler because snow and ice 

reflect most of the solar energy that comes during the summer. Therefore, if the ice and snow 

melt, the land can absorb the heat of the sun and the sea, which is able to absorb the sun's 

heat, overheats and then amplifies the warming Arctic. Scientists describe this phenomenon as 

Arctic amplification, which is nothing but a positive feedback cycle, according to which 

changes lead to other changes. Helping keeping the planet cooler, if the Arctic warms, the 

consequences for the world are enormous. In fact, not only if the ice melt the sea level rises, 

but also there will be significant concerns for coastal cities. Indeed, we will assist to extreme 

weather events that will stop for a longer period in the same area causing enormous disasters. 

As an example, we can cite the number of tornadoes and hurricanes that devastated the United 

States of America in 2012.  

Thus, climate change is affecting particularly the Arctic. This means, regarding the access to 

the resources, that what has until recent time been not competitive to extract due to the high 

cost of operation turns out into new opportunities for resource extraction and exploitation. 

Although, not without consequences. This growing involvement of the international 

community in the Arctic is not, however, limited to the countries adjacent to or within the 

definition of Arctic, but we must consider the totality of worldwide towards the area, because 

it is considered the new frontier of economic development. In fact, over the Arctic States, 

states within the Arctic Circle, which are Alaska (United States), Canada, Greenland 

(Denmark), Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia, in a context of political tensions 

and economic crises, also countries like China, Japan, India and South Korea have shown a 

growing involvement in the Arctic, some for scientific reasons, some for economic reasons.  

The problem is to whom belong to these resources. Thus, who owns the Arctic? The existing 

legislation based on the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea is limited to coastal waters, 

but as far as the high seas? Who owns it?  

The Arctic region has been a peaceful zone of cooperation since the post-Cold War period. 

Then, everything seemed to start to fall with the first Russian expedition of 2007, when 

Russian scientists were patrolling the Arctic and planted a flag on the seabed to claim the 

ownership of the Lomonosov ridge. From that moment on, begin a chain of claims by Canada, 

Denmark, and Norway, to prove who the owner of the area is and so is able to exploit the 

resources. A real race for Arctic resources. The question is “Will this race result in 
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confrontation or does the Arctic region work as a container for greater international 

collaboration?” International media called for a “New Cold War for the Arctic Resources”, 

but how is actually like the tendency in the region? 

From these questions raised my personal curiosity to investigate the circumstances that 

increased the strategic importance of the Arctic.  

In this sense, to better study the topic, the analysis has been divided into three sections: part I, 

description of the Arctic area, which is an introduction to the region; part II, the reasons why 

everyone wants a piece of the Arctic, which is the focal point; and part III, future of the 

Arctic, which investigates the future of the region.  

The first part includes a comprehensive description of the Arctic area, enlightened in the first 

chapter, defining its characteristics, such as geography, flora and fauna and population. In the 

first chapter are delineated the Arctic by uniting different definitions, to reach a 

comprehensive one by the AMAP and the ADHR. On the other hand, in the chapter is 

described the geography of the Arctic, including the climate and the factors that affect the 

climate, such as temperature and pressure, and then focus on the dramatic climate change that 

occurred over the centuries in the region and on the phenomenon of amplification Arctic. In 

the second chapter, we will see how the consequences of a drastic climate change affect the 

life of the population, flora and fauna of the Arctic and ultimately the economy, and the 

importance of the Arctic region in the global climate and its armful warming. 

The second part describes the reasons why the interests in the Arctic are regional and at the 

same time global. In the first chapter of this second part are described the economic 

opportunities that the Arctic can offer, which are, in addition to the traditional fishery, 

forestry and tourism, new maritime shipping routes and energy resources, such as oil and gas, 

and minerals. Being hunting, fishing and gathering berries and mushrooms, the main activities 

of indigenous peoples, other gainful activity is forestry as well as transhumance or grazing 

reindeer and sheep. Moreover, further commercial activity is tourism, but still remain 

important especially at local level. Instead, further interest, as we will see, receives the 

opportunity to have new and efficient navigation routes available, which would allow 

developing business activity on a large scale, or gas and oil extraction as well as mineral 

exploration.  Focusing particularly on oil and gas production, at the end of this first chapter 

has been done a case study of international oil companies. The second chapter is the juridical 

part of the analysis, in which is study the legal framework of the Arctic region, describing the 
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existing legislation of the region regarding governance and describing the Arctic Council, 

with regards to non-governance. Thus, the geostrategic importance of the Arctic is linked to 

climate change, which has brought to light a number of energy resources. In turn, however, 

the presence of these great economic opportunities involved a political competition to claim 

sovereignty on the sea floor, as we will see. It is for this reason that the Arctic States have 

begun to talk of new security responsibilities and expressed the need for an Arctic Security. 

Consequently, these nations have increased their military capabilities to reach the far north. 

The last chapter is about the military presence in the Arctic, how it was in the past and how it 

like is nowadays and the role of NATO in this context.  

Finally, the last part of the analysis, the third, is about the future of the Arctic region. The first 

chapter is an attempt to outline the geopolitical impacts of the warming Arctic with the 

support of the Arctic Policies of the eight Arctic counties and the non-Arctic countries. 

Analyzing these policies, we will try to summarize what are the general trends in the region. 

The last chapter of the analysis is a review of the past chairmanship of the Arctic Council and 

the delineation of the future one. On the other hand, the chapter ends with the examination of 

both possibility of confrontation or cooperation, focusing on Arctic Security from a purely 

theoretical point of view.  
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Part I: DESCRIPTION OF THE ARCTIC AREA 

 

I  

WHAT IS THE ARCTIC 

 

1.1.1. The High North 

In some respects, the Arctic is the least explore part in the world. It could be said that we 

know more on the surface of the moon than we know on the Arctic.  However, one thing that 

scientists universally agree is that the Arctic is warming. The ice is melting rapidly, and the 

consequences of the changes will affect the whole world. Before going into details, we should 

begin with a brief introduction about what we do actually know about the Arctic.  

 Finding a comprehensive definition 

Etymologically speaking, to the ancient Greeks arktikos meant “near the bear”, which refers 

to the constellation known as “the Great Bear”, or the Big Dipper. When we talk about the 

Arctic, in general we refer to the Arctic Region, which is the northernmost area of the world, 

shrouding almost 14.5 million square kilometres. There are three most modern definitions of 

“what is the Arctic”: the tree line, the 10 degrees Celsius isotherm, and the Arctic Circle at 

66° 32” North. 

The Arctic Circle 

Using the Arctic Circle definition, scientists refer to the imaginary line at 66° 32” N (dashed 

blue circle in fig. 1) that circles the globe. This modern definition describes the latitude north 

of which the sun remains above the horizon on the summer solstice and below the horizon in 

the winter solstice. This means that at the North Pole, the sun rises once each year and sets 

once each year: there are six months of continuous daylight and six months of continuous 

night.  

The 10 degrees Celsius isotherm 

This definition is based on temperature, and refers to the line north (red line in fig. 1) of 

which the average summer temperature is below 10°C (or 50 degrees Fahrenheit). 
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The tree line 

This definition coincides with the northern limit of tree growth (green line in fig. 1). The 

region so defined refers to the tundra biome, where low temperatures and short growing 

seasons prevent trees from growing, and boreal forest.  

 

 

Figure 1 

This map shows the definitions of the Arctic: in green the tree line, in a dashed black line 

the 10 degrees Celsius isotherm, and in black the Arctic Circle at 66° 32” North. 

Credits: AMAP, 1997 

 

There are other human-centred definitions, as the authors Le Miere and Mazo relate (2013; 

page 10), based on the distribution of languages, cultures or people, or even sub-national 

political boundaries.  

In this in-depth analysis, an interdisciplinary definition is needed, so we will better refer, as 

Le Miere and Mazo do (2013; page 11), to the 2004 AHDR’s (Arctic Human Development 

Report) and AMPA’s (1997, Arctic Monitoring and Assessments Programme) definition 

(figure 2). Thus, the Arctic include all of Alaska, all Canada north of 60°N plus northern 
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Quebec and Labrador, all of Greenland, Iceland and Faroe Island, the northernmost countries 

of Norway, Sweden and Finland, and part of Russia. 

 

 

Figure 2 

This map show the Arctic boundaries defined by AMAP (green line) 

and by AHDR (red line). 

Credits: http://www.discoveringthearctic.org.uk/8_where.html 

 

What we have to take into consideration is that Arctic is not isolated from the rest of the 

world.  

 

1.1.2. Geography of the Arctic 

 Climate 

When we talk about climate, we must consider that the majority of the Arctic is composed of 

the Arctic Ocean, formed when the Eurasian Plate moved toward the Pacific Plate thousands 

of years ago. It is connected to the Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean via several straits and 

seasonal waterways such as the Northwest Passage (between the U.S. and Canada) and the 

Northern Sea Route (between Norway and Russia). Much of the Arctic region is composed of 

http://www.discoveringthearctic.org.uk/8_where.html
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a drifting ice pack, which can be up to three meters thick during winter, and in summer, is 

replaced mainly by open water. In addition, considering the climate of the Arctic we should 

take into account the variety of the factors by which it can be affected.  

 Factors Affecting Arctic Weather and Climate 

Climate is affected by many factors. The most affecting factors are latitude, the proximity to 

the sea or large bodies of water, which means less cold winters and cooler summers, the 

altitude makes the temperature more rigid, the mountain ranges hinder the currents of humid 

air, extensive forests increase evaporation favouring rains, sea currents affect temperature and 

precipitation and etcetera. Regarding the Arctic, as analysed by the NSIDC (National Snow 

and Ice Data Center), there are three main affecting factors: 

Effect of Latitude on Sunlight Angle 

 

Figure 3 

The amount of sunlight hitting the Earth's surface is affected by the tilt of 

the Earth and its atmosphere. 

Credits: NSIDC 

The Arctic is also known as the land of the midnight sun. The Earth inclination on its axis is 

the cause of the so-called polar day at the North of the Arctic Circle, where the sun does not 

set for a cycle during summer, whose extent is determined by the proximity or distance to the 

north. The sun's energy gets more concentrated at the equator than at the poles, where is 

distributed over a larger surface at the poles, then with less power. Moreover, the sunlight is 

under the equator for almost six months, and vice versa. This corresponds to sex months of 

continuous daylight, from March up to September, with a day of continuous daylight in June, 

at the summer solstice. The more you get nearer to the Arctic Circle the less will be long the 
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period of days of continuous daylight, and vice versa during the six months of continuous 

darkness, in winter. In winter solstice, the North Pole undergoes a day of continuous darkness.  

Pressure 

Similarly, decreases or increases in pressure can affect weather and climate. Starting with the 

assumption that the areas where there are different pressures correspond to areas where there 

are air masses of different “weight " and of a different nature (wet air, dry air, clouds, 

precipitation, etc.), it is clear that the pressure variation in the different places of the earth 

surface corresponds to the movement of air masses (and of winds) that carry and transfer the 

specific weather conditions associated with such masses air.  

Geography 

 

Figure 4 

In this schematic drawing of North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean 

waters circulation, red arrows represent relatively warm water 

from lower latitudes entering the Arctic, while blue arrows 

show the export of colder water from the Arctic. Shaded white 

shows the average area covered by sea ice.  

Credits: NSIDC 

 

The heat capacity of water compared to heat capacity of air allows marine waters to mitigate 

climate. 

At the equator, average surface temperatures are 27 ° C, 23 ° C in the tropics, and 0 ° C at the 

poles. The Arctic temperature is moderated by the Ocean, which allows to the air above the 

ice to get severely cold up to the freezing point. In the Arctic Ocean, the Gulf Stream, a warm 
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sea current, bring heat from warmer regions, which mitigate its temperature. On the contrary, 

the Humboldt Stream, a cold sea current, mitigates the coast of Peru and Chile reducing the 

amount of precipitations. 

 

These are only some examples of the factor that affect the climate; there are many others such 

as wind, humidity etc. Although, going back to the description of the Arctic region, in the 

next two paragraphs we are going to describe the population and the flora-fauna of the area.   

 

1.1.3. Flora and fauna 

The vegetation is limited to the continent and the islands affected indirectly by the Gulf 

Stream; lichens and many mosses characterize formation that prevails in the tundra to the 

north. Going down, the vegetation becomes lusher with dwarf willows, small birch, 

ericaceous and other species similar to some of those found in the higher mountain areas. The 

most characteristic animal is the polar bear. There are also the Basque whale, bowhead, at risk 

of extinction, the Walrus, the narwhal, the beluga, several sea lions and seals, reindeer, foxes, 

wolves, various rodents, including some lemmings, musk ox and, among birds, eider, the gull 

Ross and some razorbills.  

 

1.1.4. Population 

The native population is small in number: in the American continent the largest groups are the 

Inuit (formerly called Eskimos, 'eaters of raw meat'), the Athabasca (Alaska) and Yupik; 

Eurasian continent in the Sami (or Lapps) in northern Scandinavia, the Yakutsk (or Sakha), 

the Nenets and Chukchi (Siberian). In many areas, nomadic character of these people is 

disappearing: various villages, inhabited by whites and natives, arose near the mines, 

scientific research stations, airports and military bases (i.e. Eureka and Alert on Ellesmere 

Island, Thule in Greenland, Kugluktuk (formerly Coppermine) on the Arctic Coast Canadian 

etc.). 
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Figure 5 

The map shows the population distribution in the circumpolar circle.  

Credits: http://www.grida.no/graphicslib/detail/population-distribution-in-

the-circumpolar-arctic-by-country-including-indigenous-population_1282, 

the United Nations Environment Programme information office. 

 

As we can see in the figure 5, non-Indigenous people compose the majority of the population 

in the Arctic, with the only exception of Greenland and Canada. Although, Indigenous people 

have a fundamental role in the Arctic council as Permanent Observer.  

Long before the Europeans reached the Arctic, the region was lightly populated, with the 

exception of Iceland, which was completely uninhabited. The indigenous peoples belonged to 

different ethnic groups, speaking different languages, but they were all from Asia. The Inuit 

(Eskimos) came to the Atlantic Ocean, Greenland, while the Lapps touched Norway. 

The Arctic regions of Russia are populated by about a dozen ethnic groups. In Arctic regions 

of North America live three main ethnic groups - the Aleut, American Indians and Inuit 

people - 65,000 of whom 51,000 in northern Canada and Alaska. The Aleut are mainly 

located in the Aleutian Islands, and American Indians generally occupy areas where lie the 

prairies; the Inuit, however, live mainly in Alaska and northern Canada, as well as in coastal 

areas of Greenland.  

http://www.grida.no/graphicslib/detail/population-distribution-in-the-circumpolar-arctic-by-country-including-indigenous-population_1282
http://www.grida.no/graphicslib/detail/population-distribution-in-the-circumpolar-arctic-by-country-including-indigenous-population_1282
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All indigenous peoples of the Arctic originally depended entirely on hunting or fishing, or 

both, and used natural raw materials for clothing, tools, houses and vehicles. These products 

were cleverly designed and manufactured, and some were artistically decorated.  

The Arctic was soon settled by people from more southern areas. Norwegian and Russian 

reached the coast of northern Europe more than a thousand years ago, a time when the 

Vikings settled in Iceland. In recent times, scientists, miners and missionaries have given rise 

to some communities in the Arctic regions. 

In the Arctic regions of Alaska, Canada and Greenland there are no large cities: the most 

populous settlements usually have less than 10,000 inhabitants; but the Arctic regions of 

Scandinavia and Russia, however, several cities of considerable size, such as Murmansk in 

Russia and Tromsø in Norway. Even Reykjavik, Iceland's capital, is an important urban 

centre. 

 

Having defined in the most all-embracing way what include the Arctic, we are now going to 

see the in details how it is changing due to global warming, and how will it affect the whole 

world.  
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II  

THE WARMING ARCTIC 

 

 

Front page of Time, 3 April 2006 

 

Front page of The Economist, 16 June 2012 

 

1.2.1. Contexts 

This is a time of unprecedented change in the Arctic. Conditions are changing faster than at 

any time in the past 10,000 years. Many scientists tried to explain that rising temperatures in 

the Arctic could have disastrous impacts on the rest of the planet. Scientists forecast that the 

Arctic Ocean will be in twenty or forty years free of ice. This ice melting will have impacts 

on the entire world; it will affect and change biodiversity, or the sea level, which will rise, and 

many coastal cities will disappeared inundated by water. The ice melting itself does have 

impacts on the climate change, as the ice reflects energy coming from the sun. Therefore, as 

the north warms, due to the greenhouse gases, the ice thaw, this will warm the Arctic Ocean 

and, as a result, will dissolve more ice. It is a disastrous kind of a circle: more changes mean 

more changes.  
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Thus, we are assisting to an abrupt climate change, which is especially extreme in the High 

North. Of particular relevance is the global connection of the Arctic resources to global 

market.  

The next paragraph briefly reviews the human and environmental history of the Arctic.  

 

1.2.2. Historical background 

The exploration of the Arctic actually began after the discovery of America. Even though, the 

first historical documents indicate the beginning of the explorations in 325BC, when the 

Greek navigator Pytheas reached a frozen sea in attempt to find a source of the metal tin. 

Then in the Middle Ages, in the 9th century, many Scandinavian tried to reach the North Pole, 

but not all settlers were successful due to the adverse weather conditions and the changing 

climate. Between the 16th and the early 20th century, Arctic expeditions were led by the 

curiosity to learn more about the vast unknown lands. European interest in the Arctic 

increased after the discovery of the New World, in the 16th century, mostly financed by 

commercial interest. 

In search of a north-west passage to the East Asian seas, it was firstly set out by M. Frobisher 

(1576) and J. Davis (1585-87), who discovered the west coast of Greenland and Baffin Island. 

In 1609 and in 1616 H. W. Hudson and Baffin discovered the bays that were named as them. 

The search for the passage was later carried on by J. Ross (1818 ) and WE Parry ( 1819-20 ) , 

who discovered the island of Melville (1827) and then stepped up to the Svalbard till the 

latitude of 82 ° 45 ' . In those years, were reached the coasts of Hudson Bay and the Bering 

Strait. The unknown fate of the expedition of J. Franklin (1845) caused others, to find him, 

that allowed to reach almost all American Arctic Archipelago. Between 1850 and 1854, R. J. 

McClure finally found the passage. After a while, the passage of the Northeast was 

discovered, already tried much earlier by British expeditions (H. Willoughby, 1553; S. 

Borough, 1556) and Dutch expeditions (W. Barents, 1594) and then by Hudson (1607), while 

Russians had explored the coast of Siberia. The passage was found by A.E. Nordenskjold 

with the ship “Vega” (1878-79).  

On 6th April 1909, the American R.E. Peary reached the North Pole for the first time. R. E. 

Amundsen found a new passage to the North-West (1903-06), at the North of Siberia. The 

innermost part of the Arctic Ocean was explored further, but almost only by air (Amundsen, 
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1925, R. Byrd, 1926 U. Nobile 1928 and other, after the Second World War, with the 

discovery in 1948 of new islands). In 1957-58, were installed in the Arctic more than 80 

stations, many of which are still active, with significant results.  

As we have already said, after this brief history of the Arctic, we should focus on how has it 

changed in years. The Arctic is clearly warming, and it is since the middle of the 19th century, 

when begin the rising of economic development. Since this century, the climate started to 

change. “Average annual temperature in the Arctic has increased by approximately double the 

increase in global average temperatures” declares the scientist of the CIEL (the Center for 

International Environmental Law) in their report Climate Change and Arctic Impacts.1 One of 

the most visible effects of this global warming is the decrease of the sea ice extent, which is 

the total area of the grid square with an ice concentration higher than, more or less, the 15% 

of the covered, with ice, area.  

 

Figure 6 

Monthly (October) ice extent from 1979 to 2014, shows a decline of -6, 9% per decade relative to the 

1981 to 2010 average.  

Credits: NSIDC 

                                                 

1 http://www.ciel.org/Climate_Change/Climate_Arctic.html 

http://www.ciel.org/Climate_Change/Climate_Arctic.html
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In the next paragraph, we will see how climate actually changed in years and which the 

consequences are. 

 

1.2.3. Climate changing 

 

 

Figure 7 

Spatial distribution of daily sea ice concentrations on the minimum sea ice extent per day in year 1987, 1997, and 

2007 shows clearly the shrinking of Arctic sea ice coverage, which is occurring faster than most of the climate model 

predictions. 

Credits: http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/ArcticIce/arctic_ice3.php  

 

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, the Arctic region has become evidently warming. 

As the figure 7 shows, the snow covered land and glaciers have shrunk in almost Arctic 

Region, in Greenland and northern Canada. Since 1987, the average of sea ice extent has 

decreased almost half. This decreased in sea ice extent has warned scientist since 2000s, 

because no one expected such a rapid change. The Arctic is fundamental in the global climate 

as it works as a sort of a big refrigerator for the planet, helping to keep it cooler because snow 

and ice reflect most of the sun energy that comes in during the summer period, as we can see 

in figure 8. Therefore, if ice and snow melt, the land can absorb heat from the sun and ocean 

can absorb heat from the sun and warmer further and amplifying the warming in the Arctic, 

which is a vicious positive feedback (best explain in the next paragraph).  

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/ArcticIce/arctic_ice3.php
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Figure 8 

The figure shows how works the Arctic albedo. 

Credits: 

http://www.climateemergencyinstitute.com/the_arctic.html 

Global weather patterns are driven by the temperature difference between the equator that 

receives most of the sun’s energy and the Polar Regions which less of that energy. Although, 

if this said difference changes, the speed of the large-scale weather systems that move around 

the planet will change. These weather systems will move slowly though the atmosphere and 

there will be more extreme weather conditions, such as storms or hurricanes, which will last 

longer in a particular region. 

NASA researchers of the Earth Observatory warn, “Temperatures increased on average by 

almost one and a quarter (1.22) degrees Celsius (C) per decade over sea ice in the Arctic 

summer. Conversely, Arctic winters cooled from the 1980s to the 1990s. The study finds that 

winters were almost 1 C (0.89) degree cooler per decade.”  
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 Arctic amplification 

 

 

Figure 9 

This image shows trends in mean surface air temperature over the period 1960 to 2011. Notice 

that the Arctic is red, indicating that the trend over this 50 year period is for an increase in air 

temperature of more than 2° C (3.6° F) across much of the Arctic. The insert shows linear trends 

over the period by latitude.  

Credits: NASA GISS 

The term Arctic “amplification” refers to a more significant climate change at higher latitudes 

than in the rest of the hemisphere of the planet.  

Going into details, we should start from the concept of positive feedback in which an initial 

change in a climate system induced by an external force starts a chain of events that amplify 

the initial change itself. In the Arctic area, we find the basis of the relationship between ice 

and albedo effect (or reflection coefficient). This is a simplified view of the feedback: the 

increase in temperature melts more ice and snow discovering surfaces (land and ocean) that 

have a lower albedo. This increases the heating thus producing a further melting of snow and 

ice, and then another heating. The feedback will be greater in the polar region because it is 

where we find the most average of snow and ice on the planet and because during most of the 

year there are temperature inversions in the lower layers that restrict remixing and prevent 

from heating the surface. When the snow starts to melt increases its grain size, and this 

decreases the ability to reflect solar radiation (albedo) accelerating the rate of dissolution. 

When the sea ice starts to melt formed pools of water that reduce the albedo. When the ice 

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/
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starts to fracture the surface becomes irregular favoring the absorption of a greater amount of 

radiation. 

The mechanism to be effective, it is necessary that the extra heat accumulated arrivals in its 

effects until the following summer season. The interaction between the warming of the Arctic, 

the extent and thickness of the ice is crucial in this respect. Since autumn until spring, ice, 

with a thickness of typically 1-4 meters, protects the ocean from contact with the considerably 

colder air. More ice surface is lost during the summer more heat will accumulate the ocean. 

The ice will return to form in the autumn-winter but with more difficulty and less thickness, 

and so the heat will be transferred to the atmosphere through the cracks and channels in the 

ice. This explains why heat transfer is expected (and found) an increase in surface 

temperatures stronger in autumn and winter. However, some of the heat will be retained until 

spring when the thin ice begins to melt before exposing it to sunlight early in a growing 

portion of the ocean. This will absorb so a greater amount of solar radiation and amplification 

will then continue from year to year, perpetuating the positive feedback. At the same time the 

increase in radiative is directly linked to the effect of greenhouse gas increase. At the end of 

the process, there is the stunning prospect of an ice-free Arctic Ocean in summer. 

 

1.2.4. Climate change consequences 

Global warming had and continues to have frightening consequences on the entire world; 

especially in the Arctic, it has significant impacts. The Arctic is important because what 

happens in the Arctic does not just remains here, if the climate warms, the ice, the glaciers, 

and the sea ice melt, which means that the sea level rises.  

The Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) concluded in 2005 a report on the melting of 

the ice where they make predictions on the likely disappearance of summer Arctic ice 

between 2060 and 2100, considering also the increasing levels of ultraviolet radiation as a 

consequence of thinning of the ozone layer. According to the ACIA report, the reduction of 

the ice will have devastating consequences for polar bears, seals and for local people who find 

in these animals the main source of food. In some cases, the infrastructure of the Arctic will 

have to be revised when the permafrost will melt the foundations of some buildings will 

become unstable and even major roads are impassable. The report strongly highlights that the 

phenomena that are shaking the poles of the Earth are not a local issue and the Arctic is not 
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only the region most vulnerable to climate change, but also a real regulator of the climate of 

the planet.  

Focusing on the Arctic region, we are going to see how this global warming will affect the 

Arctic environment, people and economy.  

 On the environment 

Beginning with Arctic wildlife, the ice melt will have a warning impact on it. For example, 

marine mammals, which rely on an ice platform for feeding, breeding and resting, such as 

polar bear or ringed seals, will see its habitat completely changing. They will have to face the 

loss of breeding habitat, reduced newborn survival and reduced feeding season.  

On the other hand, the Arctic tundra is going through a dramatic change due to global 

warming. We have already seen an increase in the number of animals in the south, such as the 

red fox, moving toward the tundra. Today the red fox contends food and territory to the arctic 

fox, and the long-term impact on this delicate animal remains unknown. The permafrost of the 

Arctic, which is the basis of much of the exceptional ecosystem of the region, is deteriorating 

because of global warming. Permafrost is a layer of frozen soil and dead plants that stretches 

for about 450 meters below the surface. In much of the Arctic, the tundra remains frozen all 

year. In the southern regions of the Arctic, the surface layer above the permafrost melts during 

the summer, forming marshes and shallow lakes that attract an explosion of animal life. The 

insects swarm around the marshes, and millions of migratory birds flock to eat them. With 

global warming, the chill autumn arrives later in the Arctic and the southern portion of the 

increases in the process of melting permafrost. Shrubs and firs that in the past could not take 

root in the permafrost now dot the landscape, threatening to alter the habitat of native animals. 

Another issue of great concern is the fact that the melting of the permafrost exacerbates global 

warming. Scientists say that the permafrost contains about 14 percent of terrestrial carbon. 

Until recently, the tundra acted as a sink of carbon and captured huge amounts of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere in the cycle of photosynthesis. This process was used to prevent the 

buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Today, however, as the permafrost melts and 

the dead plant material decomposes and releases CO2, the tundra has developed from a sink 

to a carbon source. With a temperature increase of about 2 to 4 ° C, mainly in winter, and a 

possible increase in precipitation of 20%, the simulation models of climate change show a 

reduction of the tundra and the displacement of forests to the Arctic Sea, resulting in a 
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moving the tree line. Higher temperatures will raise the snow line of 150 m per degree Celsius 

rise, which will move the large belts plant boundary further north and higher latitudes 

respectively of 150-550 km and 150-550 meters. Some terrestrial ecosystems are not able to 

move in the same directions and as quickly and due to global warming may be at risk of 

extinction. In addition, the rate of migration of the main plant components depends 

on their life cycles and the ability to reproduce and spread in the area, and can be slower than 

the speed of climate change. This could then lead to new forms of vegetation based on species 

that can move more quickly, such as those related to winds; long-range migratory animals 

would be the ones that adapt more quickly. Oceanic forests of birch, for example, represent an 

ecosystem highly restricted, which mainly develops only in a large area of northern Norway, 

and are one of the typical ecosystems most threatened by climate change. The Norwegian 

lemming, key species of the tundra system, can in turn be threatened and influences 

populations of carnivores and raptors.  

The ending result would be a global loss in biodiversity.  

 On the People’s lives 

The main change on people’s lives is that the prospects and opportunities of gaining access to 

important natural resources have attracted a large number of people to this region. Thus, is 

possible another kind of shift in regard of people: indeed, the availability of resources could 

lead to major changes in economic conditions and subsequent shifts in demographics, societal 

structure, and cultural traditions of the region. 

The climate change, as a result of global warming, carries with it the increase of the 

population vector - insects and birds– which are very dangerous for people, especially from 

the point of view of health. This increase in temperature not only produces the reproduction of 

these insects, but also the multiplication of pathogenic microorganisms transmitted, from the 

latter animals, people, other animals and plants, causing serious diseases. Many of these 

diseases are zoonotic, for example transmitted from animals to people, which can cause 

serious health problems in the countries of origin as well as in countries in which, because of 

the colder climate, there were not such diseases. The migration of the population, as a result 

of ecological disasters, is another serious problem caused by climate change. Migratory 

movements usually involve disadvantaged economically, but also socially disadvantaged, 

generally speaking, they also bring with them a very precarious health condition. The 

http://www.greenfacts.org/glossary/abc/biodiversity.htm
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movements of people from other latitudes, generates the displacement of issues concerning 

health difficult to control, increasing the risk of the spread of biological threat. 

 On the economy 

The economy of the Arctic shows signs of a slow evolution. Although, from an economic 

point of view, the effect of the climate change are primarily two. Firstly, new routes can be 

exploited as trade routes with significant timesaving over traditional sea routes. Important 

examples in this regard are the Northern Sea Route also called the Northeast Passage and the 

famous Northwest Passage. Secondly, the climate change and the resulting melting of the ice 

allow greater and easier access to the resources of the area. In this sense, it will undergo a 

remarkable impulse the activity of fishing, but also the extraction of oil, gas, and mineral 

resources. 

These two main aspects are the reason why many states are interested in the Arctic region, as 

we will see in deeper in the next chapter.  

 

1.2.5. The Arctic Today 

Nearly four million people live in the Arctic today, with the exact number depending on 

where you draw the outline. They include indigenous peoples and newcomers, hunters and 

shepherds, and the inhabitants of the city. Many different indigenous groups are found only in 

the Arctic, where they continue traditional activities and adapt to the modern world at the 

same time. In recent centuries, the influx of new arrivals has increased the exploitation of fish 

and wildlife harvests and industrial development. Part or all of the territories of eight 

countries form the Arctic: Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Canada, Russia, and 

the United States, as well as the homelands of dozens of indigenous groups including 

subgroups and communities. 

The recent immigration towards the Arctic has increased radically, insomuch as non-

Indigenous people are numerically superior to the indigenous population in most regions. 

Many of these immigrants were fascinated by the prospect of new opportunities, such as the 

development of natural resources. The indigenous people have now to struggle to restore 

rights to land and resources, which before this global warming was of their own.  

The populations are changing and the northern regions are more closely linked economically, 

politically and socially. The prevalence of native language, however, has declined in most 
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sectors, with different languages in danger of disappearing in the next few decades. The 

region's economy is based largely on natural resources, from oil, gas and metal ores to fish, 

reindeer, caribou, whales, seals and birds. In recent decades, tourism has added a growing 

sector in the economies of many communities and regions of the Arctic. Public services, 

including the military are also an important part of the economy in almost all areas of the 

Arctic, which in some cases is the source of more than half of the jobs available.  As Le Miere 

and Mazo stressed (2013, page 20): “In 2001 the total GDP equivalent of the Arctic was US$ 

230 billion, of which two thirds was from the Russian Arctic”.  This is just to underline that 

there are regional and national significant differences on the economy. On the other hand, it 

must be consider that the world population is increasing, it has been estimated that by the 

2050 there might be 10 billion people on the planet. In addition, with that consideration, the 

world demand for fossil fuel is expected to increase 2-3 per cent per year. This means that in 

the foreseeable future (excluding renewables) oil is going to be a major player with applying 

the required energy of this increased population. As we are going to see in the next chapter, 

the Arctic region is an area of great wealth regarding resources.  

As we have already see, climate change and the melting of the Arctic sea-ice allow the access 

to more energy resources and waterways. In practice, what are these resources and why are 

countries interested in them? In the next chapter, we will discuss the economic opportunities 

in the Arctic, the problem of the Arctic governance and a (re) militarization of the area.  
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Part II: WHY EVERY ONE WANTS A PIECE OF THE 

ARCTIC 

 

III  

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES  

 

As we have shown and demonstrated up to now, climate change is affecting particularly the 

Arctic regarding the access to the resources, which is the focal point of this analysis. What has 

until recent time been not competitive to extract due to the high cost of operation turns out 

into new opportunities for resource extraction and exploitation. In this chapter, we will see the 

amount of the resources and the economic opportunities of the Arctic. Finally, we will argue 

about how (and why) are some countries involved with the Arctic issue.  

 

2.1.1. Fishery, Forestry and Tourism  

The economic exploitation of the Arctic has led to a population increase, albeit varying from 

region to region, which above all has led to a marked phenomenon of urbanization, resulting 

in the growth of larger urban centres.  

The importance of the traditional activities of acquiring food locally remains high both on 

land and sea, although harvesting techniques could become more effective. Hunting, fishing 

and gathering berries and mushrooms are still the main activities for indigenous communities 

and for many other settlements in the region, although today only a few people live with only 

these activities. Except small mammals and birds, most of the animals of the tundra are 

hunted for meat and fur. The hunt takes place over a wide area: a single hunting trip can 

develop over thousands of miles of tundra. Gathering involves many plant varieties: berries, 

roots, mushrooms and vegetables as foods, herbs for medicinal uses and to weave baskets or 

isolating shoes. This exploitation has depleted over time the local populations of many 

species, even though most of the traditional uses of the tundra have had a short duration 

impact on biodiversity. Today gathering (of berries, mushrooms, lichens) is not for domestic 

use but for commercial use, with a risk of biological impoverishment of some areas. 
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The capture of animal fur has been practiced for centuries in the arctic forest, looking for 

bears, lynx, wolverines, wolves and a multitude of small mammals such as stoats. The trade 

of trapped animal fur was and is practiced, as a local tradition. The fur trade was an important 

factor in defining the transport routes through the Arctic and introduced manufacturing 

activity in the region. 

In the Russian Federation the packaging of fur on the Arctic Coast was once thrived economic 

activity to satisfy the strong demand from central Russia. Many specimens of marine 

mammals were driven to provide nourishment to the foxes for fur. In the Scandinavian part of 

the Arctic a major source of income was, until the '50s, the catch of ptarmigan. Today, if the 

activities related to the fur are reduced compared to the past, they are still important in many 

areas. 

The freshwater fishing is still among the most common uses of water resources in the region. 

The Arctic waters provide each year a large amount of fish for subsistence, sport and 

commercial fishing. The number of species is relatively low, but there are many examples of 

species such as salmon and whitefish, which have much value, both as food and as a source of 

income. Other fish, such as lake trout, char and grayling, attract anglers from all over the 

world, and supply the fishmongers. The most common impact of fishing is stock reduction for 

the excessive fishing effort. The high economic value of sport fishing has led to the 

introduction and spread of cultivated species of salmon and trout. There is also a growing 

interest in biotechnology addressed to the genetic coding of the mechanisms Arctic survival 

(cryogenes), for example in fish. 

Despite the arctic forests are under the influence of men since few centuries, only the minority 

areas today remain untouched. Arctic forests are generally less exploited than boreal forest, 

mainly for two reasons: firstly, the arboreal growth is slow, the trees are smaller and therefore 

less suitable for the manufacture of wood products, and secondly, forest regeneration is very 

slow and the access to the sites is often difficult. Local production of timber and firewood has 

declined in recent decades due to the greater availability of imported products. However, 

because of the growth of the timber industry, Arctic is experiencing a greater interest in these 

areas, especially in the northwestern part of the Russian Federation, where an increasing 

proportion of rich and productive forest areas of the southern boundary of the region is 

employed with plantations of firs (Picea abies). This leads to a fragmentation of the birch 

forests that could lead to the destruction of important ecological processes such as population 

fluctuations of small mammals and midgets. Deforestation by the early inhabitants who 
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colonized Iceland, followed by sheep overgrazing, is leading to the disappearance of the forest 

and strong erosion. Similar trends were also observed elsewhere in the Arctic, where the 

intensive use of grazing sheep and reindeer inhibited the regeneration of birch trees. 

Reforestation today is at very low levels, even though Iceland has long-term programs for 

this, which includes mainly the use of non-native species. 

 

Tourist industry involves five million tourists that visit the broader Arctic every year. 

Destinations mostly visited include Norwegian coast, Svalbard, Iceland, the west coast of 

Greenland, the Aleutian Islands and the Bering Sea coast of Alaska. As the region warms, 

tourism is expected to increase not only due to improve access but also because it will become 

an increasingly attractive destination (as Le Miere and Mazo note, 2013 page 33).  

2.1.2. Maritime Shipping Routes  

Conventionally speaking, there are three sea routes in the Arctic: the Northwest Passage 

(NWP), the Northeast Passage (NEP, including the Northern Sea Route, NSR), and the 

Transpolar Passage (TPP), as we can see in figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 

The figure shows the maritime shipping routes.  

Credits: http://www.thearcticinstitute.org/2012/11/the-future-of-arctic-shipping-

along.html  

http://www.thearcticinstitute.org/2012/11/the-future-of-arctic-shipping-along.html
http://www.thearcticinstitute.org/2012/11/the-future-of-arctic-shipping-along.html
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 NWP 

The Northwest Passage, between the Bering Strait and the Atlantic through the Canadian 

Archipelago, is becoming increasingly ice-free. Traffic along this route increased from seven 

ships in 2009 to twenty two ships in 2011, which is not so much considerable due to the ice 

extent and the more cost-efficient use of rail transit. Even though, the development of this 

route could potentially reduce transit time from North America and Europe to Asia. Indeed, 

an imaginary trip from London to Tokyo through the NWP would be 4350 mile shorter than 

the Panama Canal and 3050 miles shorter than the Suez Canal2.  

The international legal status of the NWP is an uncertainty: Canada considers the NWP as 

internal waterways, while the International Community consider it an international passage. 

Even though, U.S. vessels have twice used the NWP without soliciting Canada’s permission.  

In addition to legal issue, the NWP has to face other problems, such as the inadequacy of the 

infrastructure, which means a huge expense. This might be the reason why Canada in the 

future would opt for seeing the NWP as an international waterway. 

 NEP-NSR 

The Northeast Passage is defined as the set of sea routes from northwest Europe around North 

Cape (Norway) and along the north coast of Europe, Asia and Siberia trough the Bering Strait 

to the Pacific. The North Sea Route is defined as a set of marine routes from Kara Gate (south 

of Novaya Zemlya) in the west to the Bering Strait in the east. Several of the routes are along 

the coast, making use of the main straits through the islands of the Russian Arctic; other 

potential routes run north of the island groups3. 

The navigation traffic in the 2012 increased from the previous year about a 53% more, with 

forty-six vessels. The NEP is shorter than southern routes, about 7400 kilometres less. This 

means reduced transit time and fuel cost, but on the other hand the NEP is seasonally 

passable, and to be competitive with transportation costs through the Suez Canal, Russian 

tariff of icebreaking must decrease by harshly 25 percent.  

We should mention that there is an ongoing international dispute over the legal status of the 

Northern Sea Route, which is consider as an internal passage by Russia and an international 

                                                 

2 “Arctic Economics in the 21st Century”, H.A. Conley, A report of the CSIS Europe Program, July 2013 

3 “Arctic Maritime Shipping Assessment” Report, 2009.  
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waterways by international community. Although the United States and other countries 

consider the NEP an international strait with the right of navigation (article 38, UNCLOS) 

without requiring Russia permission, no foreign vessels have traversed the passage without 

Moscow’s consent since the 1965 attempt to cross it without Russia authorization. The NEP 

has a strategic economic importance not only for Arctic countries but also for China, Japan 

and South Korea that would benefit from the developing of this new shipping route. 

 TPP 

The Transpolar Passage, which is between the Bering Strait and the North Atlantic. The 

Bering Strait traffic has increased from 245 vessels up to 400 vessels in 2011, as estimated by 

the U.S. Coast Guard.  

The TSR represents the most direct route for trans-Arctic shipment but it remains a possible 

route yet, as the year ice-extent is still a significant obstacle. However, due to climate change 

during recent times, the Arctic passed from an inaccessible frozen desert into a seasonally 

navigable ocean. 

This is the reason why the TSR is a foreseeable route in the future, and it will be not a 

substitute of actual routes but instead an additional one, a variable non-coastal sea-lane across 

the Arctic Ocean, near the NSR but outside the Russian EEZ.  

 The Arctic Bridge 

In addition to the conventional shipping routes, we can mention the Arctic Bridge, a shipping 

route linking the Arctic seaports of Murmansk (Russia) and the Hudson Bay port of Churchill 

(Canada), which could also develop as a future trade route between Europe and Asia. 

Nowadays, the Arctic Bridge is navigable about four months of the year, but it will become 

more and more viable if the climate warms.  

If the mentioned passages become reliably open to maritime traffic, even if only seasonally, 

as we have already seen, they could provide economic benefits, shortening the distances and 

the traffic times. Although, this cannot be automatically translated into time and money 

savings, which are directly connected to climate change conditions. In addition, it must be 

said that, up to now, the existing infrastructure are inadequate, which represent a significant 

obstacle.  

Despite these additionally routes would limit the traffic in the southern routes (Suez and 

Panama Canal and the Strait of Malacca) and would avoid going through politically unstable 
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regions like the Middle East, there is the concern that an increase in maritime traffic could 

help accelerating the reduction of the ice sheet. In addition to the inadequacy in infrastructure, 

maritime ships, and legal framework, it must be notice that Arctic (and non-) countries are not 

prepared for an environment calamity that a drifting vessel or ice breaking could cause. 

Conclusively, it is almost impossible to relate a 100 percent reliable study to estimate 

potential cost-savings for using one of the cited Arctic routes rather than a traditional one.  

 

Figure 11 

The maps show the future of the Arctic shipping routes, comparing it with the actual shipping. 

Credits: http://www.ship-technology.com/features/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-

opportunities/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-opportunities-2.html  

 The future governance of the arctic shipping  

In 2012, the Arctic experienced its lowest summer ice extent, on record. As we have seen, the 

sea ice loss is leading up to a new wave of attention focused on the region and extending 

shipping in the Arctic. In 2009, the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment published through the 

Arctic Council the first comprehensive review of shipping in the Arctic, which discloses 

potential impacts and recommendations for future Arctic management, dealing with pollution 

from Arctic shipping and current international and regional regime. As analysed Dr. Lawson 

Brigham4, current shipping routes have grown through the Arctic, four vessels sailed the NSR 

                                                 

4 Dr. Lawson Brigham is a distinguished professor at the University of Alaska Fairbanks and a long-time 

contributor to the work of the Arctic Council. During 2004-09 he was chair of the Council's Arctic Marine 

http://www.ship-technology.com/features/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-opportunities/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-opportunities-2.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/features/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-opportunities/featurecold-hard-facts-arctic-ice-cap-melt-shipping-opportunities-2.html
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in 2010, while in 2013 the NSR authority received approximately 400 applications. This 

increment on shipping led to the need to regulate shipping practices. In 2011, the Arctic 

Council concluded the Arctic Search and Rescue Agreement (formally the Agreement on 

Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic), an international 

treaty, on 12 May in Nuuk, Greenland. The treaty coordinates international search and rescue 

(SAR) coverage and response in the Arctic, and establishes the area of SAR responsibility of 

each state party. In 2013, the eight Arctic Council members signed a Marine oil-pollution 

Preparedness and Response agreement aimed at improving interstate coordination, but drilling 

regulations are still left to individual states. Currently, the development of a mandatory 

International Code of safety in polar waters by the IMO (International Maritime 

Organization), named the Polar Code, has been adopted in 2014. The code is thought to 

implement the conventions on the Safety of Life at Sea (known as SOLAS) and the 

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (known as MARPOL). 

The Polar Code (MSC/94/3/1) is an instrument being developed by the IMO, to ensure safe 

operations of ships in the polar areas. There are actually two polar codes already: a 

26/Resolution 1024 and a MSC/Circ. 1056- MEPC/Circ. 3995. We are not going into details 

of these two previous codes, as they are simply guidelines. The MSC/94/3/1 has been draft on 

30 July 2014, and is divided into different sections: part I-A and part I-B. The first part 

contain safety measures, such as polar water operational manual (chapter 2), safety of 

navigation (chapter 9) and so on, while the second part contain additional guidance. This code 

is intended to cover the full range of matters relevant to ship operating in the waters 

surrounding the two poles, addressing many design and operational elements needed to avoid 

environmental disaster, such as an oil spill. However, it does not specifically require direct 

protection measures such as a ban on heavy fuel oil. Thus, the IMO has to go further and 

resolve these loopholes such as the use of heavy fuel oil or the emission of black carbon, 

which may contribute significantly to global warming. Moreover, the code does not address 

an essential part of safety such as availability of search and rescue, or navigational aids, such 

as chart, which are left to coastal states. The part of the code that needs more development 

and negotiation is the MECP 67/WP.8 part. Again, it is divided onto part II-A, pollution 

prevention measures, and part II-B, additional guidance. The code is supposed to be 

                                                                                                                                                         
Shipping Assessment (AMSA) and Vice Chair of the Working Group Protection of the Arctic Marine 

Environment (PAME). 

5 MSC stands for Maritime Safety Committee (2-13 December 2002); MEPC stands for Marine Environmental 

Protection Committee (7-11 October 2002).  
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mandatory, while previous code were only guidelines, which means that all flag states are 

expected to implement it and force it for their own vessels.  

The actual regime is, basically, a coastal state regime, which regulate internal waters and 

ports. Although, there is not very clear weather the ports state actually is limited by the 

international convention (UNCLOS). In the territorial waters (art 21 UNCLOS), the right of 

innocent passage give very limited powers to ensure safety of the environment for example, 

but this has to refers to general accepted rules and standards, such as the Polar Code and the 

existing guidelines, even though are more fragmentary. Then, in the EEZ (Art 56 and 234 

UNCLOS), the general jurisdiction will not give the coastal states very many powers to 

regulate such safety measures, although there is a discussion whether the 234 article areas will 

be limited by the new polar Code. In the High Seas (art 87), the Coastal states have no 

jurisdiction, thus the Polar Code will be very important to regulate them. The same goes for 

the Continental Shelf (art 77), which is limited to the operations for petroleum extraction. 

Another prospect not addresses by the Polar Code is about liability and insurance, although 

there is the need for Coastal States to make sure that there are liability provisions.  

Even though the IMO has actually done enormous steps in few years, there is a lot to do about 

international navigation regulation, which must be address by the IMO.  
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Figure 12 

The map shows the maritime jurisdiction of the Arctic.  

Credits: www.durham.ac.uk./ibru Durham University.  

http://www.durham.ac.uk./ibru
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In the next paragraph, we are going to see more in details the amount of Arctic resources, 

according to the USGS and other scientific researches.   

 

2.1.3. Arctic Undiscovered Resources 

 Mineral Resources 

In addition to fishing, hunting, and maritime trade, there are areas of mineral resources 

deposits: for example, there have been found coal in Svalbard, on the coast of Siberia and 

Greenland, or cryolite and graphite in Greenland. One particular group of minerals are the 

rare-earth elements (REE). Rare elements have hundreds of industrial uses and develop an 

extensive implementation in high technology, including application in automotive, alternative 

energy, electronic and communications industries. The REE’s market has gone through 

several phases in the last 30 years. In the ’50-‘60s the demand was bound to Europium, 

necessary for the production of cathode ray tube (the device for display images) and the 

Mountain Pass mine, in California, was the major supplier. In the ‘80s and early ‘90s the 

increased demand for Cerium, necessary for computer and television screens, allowed the 

Bayan Obo mine in Inner Mongolia, rich in such element, to become a leading supplier in the 

world. In 1998, the Mountain Pass mine was forced to close due to environmental reasons and 

price competition6. In 2005, China began reducing REE’s exports by half, justifying this 

measure as a result of “environmental problems, declining productivity and increasing 

domestic demand”7. However, nowadays China is the major provider of REE, providing 

about more than the 40% of global production. The largest producers of LCD, cellular 

phones, computers, electronic motors, etc… demand depend on Chinese sources in the hang 

for more than 60%. The current use of REE involves huge implications in terms of toxic 

pollution. Usually, mineral processing take place with an intensive energy process that release 

carbon in the atmosphere and toxins in the ground. Indeed, these elements, among which we 

find the mercury, barium, lead, chromium and cadmium, are extremely harmful to the 

environment. The results of a recent survey of the United Nations University (UNU) and the 

World Health Organization (WHO) on the impact of electronic waste on children’s health 

have raised concerns about the chemical burn, cancer and reduced growth. The removal of 

these substances from electronic waste is difficult and expensive, which is the reason why 

                                                 

6 Le Miere and Mazo, Arctic Opening :Insecurity and opportunity page 31.  

7 Ibid.  
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many of these are exported to developing countries under the pretext of re-use, but actually 

end up being thrown in garbage.  

We can identify two areas where the amount of mineral resources8 are (or expected to be) 

found the Alaskan Arctic region and the Circumpolar Arctic region.  

 The Alaskan Arctic Region 

 

 

Figure 13 

The map represent where are situated the Alaskan Arctic 

Mineral resources (in purple).  

Credits: http://dggs.alaska.gov/gmc/inventory.php 

Although extraction of non-petroleum minerals in Alaska represents only the 4 percent of 

Alaskan Arctic gross region product (GRP, in 2005)9, mining and quarrying of mineral 

resources produce an exceptional quantity of annual national export income. In 2010, exports 

of mineral in this region generated around $ 1.3 billion and constituted the 36.8 percent of 

Alaska’s foreign export earnings10. The majority of mineral production, more than half, 

comes from the American Arctic. Due to technological advance, increased access to 

resources, and the possible (and needed) improve in infrastructure, we can easily say that 

there is significant potential growth for mining operation in the Arctic. It must be notice that 

                                                 

8 The majority of information about mineral resources have been found at the website 

http://arcticcentre.ulapland.fi/barentsinfo and http://www.arctis-search.com/Arctic+Mineral+Resources  

9 Le Miere and Mazo, Arctic Opening Insecurity and Opportunity, 2013, page 30.  

10 Charles Emmerson and Glada Lahn, Arctic Opening: Opportunity and Risk in the High North, 2012. Page 26.  

http://dggs.alaska.gov/gmc/inventory.php
http://arcticcentre.ulapland.fi/barentsinfo
http://www.arctis-search.com/Arctic+Mineral+Resources
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this mining improvement will be possible in the near future, but not without the opposition of 

environmental groups and indigenous people.  

In the north-western Alaska, there is the second largest mine in the world, the Red Dog mine, 

open- pit lead and zinc mine. Lead has a variety of uses in the manufacturing, construction 

and chemical industries, and is likewise used in X-ray shielding equipment and at nuclear 

plants. Zinc is used in special alloys for its unique industrial properties from great strength to 

unusual plasticity, and zinc coating of iron and steel products make them more corrosion 

resistant. The Red Dog mine alone provides the 5 percent of the global (and 79 percent of the 

U. S.) zinc production, and the 3 percent of global (and 33 percent of the U.S.) lead 

production. With over 60 million tons of ore reserves, the mining operations in the Red Dog 

are estimated to continue until 2031. The American corporation11 of this mine is collaborating 

with a small Canadian company, Zazu Metals Corporation, to explore zinc, lead and silver 

mine northwest of the Red Dog mine, which they called the Lik project. The Lik, an open-pit 

deposit is estimated to hold 23 million tons of undiscovered resources. The project was 

approved in 2010 by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), but in 2014, is still in 

its early phases12.  

Gold mining in Alaska is based on proposals. Gold, historically used for jewellery and as a 

base for global monetary reserves, has likewise a wide range of uses from catalysts in 

industrial processes to dental material and for decorative purposes. It is more like a gold rush. 

Indeed, in the Alaska’s Seward Peninsula, there is the Rock Creek, a gold mine, whose owner 

nowadays is the Bering Strait Native Corporation (BSNC). The Rock Creek, closed in 2008, 

was reopened in 2012, due to the estimated reserves of 500,000 ounces of gold. In addition, 

there are prospects of development of the Pebble mine in Bristol Bay and the Donlin Creek 

mine in the Yokun-Kuskokwim region, which are supposed to hold, respectively, 107 and 42 

million ounces of gold13. 

The Ambler Mining District, in the upper Kobuk River Valley in the northwest Alaskan 

Arctic, is one of the largest undeveloped copper and zinc districts in the world. Copper has its 

                                                 

11  The Red Dog mine is a joint venture between the mine operator, Teck Alaska Incorporated (a U.S. subsidiary 

of Canadian company Teck Resources Limited), and the land owner, NANA Regional Corporation, a regional 

Alaska native corporation owned entirely by Iñupiat shareholders. 

12 http://www.zazumetals.com/s/Projects.asp  

13 http://www.novagold.com/index.asp  

http://www.zazumetals.com/s/Projects.asp
http://www.novagold.com/index.asp
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ends uses in construction and in the electrical and electronic sector. The NovaCopper, a 

subsidiary of NovaGold (purchased by the BSNC), owns the largest deposit, the Upper Kobuk 

Mineral Projects (UKMP). These districts hold over 19 million tons of indicated mineral 

resources and other 11 million tons of inferred resources. There are also two other deposits 

under exploitation: the Sun deposit owned by Andover Ventures Inc., and the Smucker 

deposit by Teck Alaska Inc. (the owner of the Red Dog mine).  

The Nanushuk formation, in the North Slope region, is expected to found 3.2 trillion tons of 

coal resources, according to a U.S. Geological Survey in 2004. However, the Naqsragmiut 

tribal government for the village Anaktuvuk Pass has strongly opposed to coal exploration 

plans, warring about potential environmental damage and reduction of vital resources to the 

tribe. Furthermore, coal mining in permafrost continues to be difficult and expensive, and 

sometimes problematic.   

Uranium is a very important element because it provides us with nuclear fuel used to generate 

electricity in nuclear power stations. It is also the major material from which other synthetic 

trans-uranium elements are made. The largest uranium deposit in Alaska is the Boulder 

Creek, near Elim Village on the Seward Peninsula in north-western Alaska. It is expected to 

hold 1 million pounds of uranium oxide resources. The Canadian Triex Minerals 

Corporation14 in 2006 started experimental drilling, but once again, it was forced to stop due 

to local opposition, whose concern over toxic contamination of the Tubuktulik River and 

health and environmental impacts. 

  

                                                 
14

 Triex Minerals Corporation is a Canadian junior mineral exploration company currently focused on uranium 

opportunities in three separate districts in North America. 

http://www.nafinance.com/Listed_Co/english/triex_e.htm  

http://www.nafinance.com/Listed_Co/english/triex_e.htm
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 Circumpolar Arctic Region 

Greenland  

 

Figure 14 

The map shows the advanced mining projects in Greenland.  

Credits: http://greenlandtoday.com/gb/category/danish-debate-

regarding-greenlandic-mining-income-374/ 

 

Greenland is rich in deposits of minerals, including REE, uranium, iron ore, copper, gold, lead 

and zinc. Nevertheless, under Denmark’s “zero tolerance” policy influence, Greenland bans 

the extraction of all radioactive elements. However, since 2010, Greenland asked for a greater 

autonomy (actually, it is an autonomous country within the Kingdom of Denmark) and the 

“zero tolerance” policy was mitigated. The government allowed exploration of sites 

containing uranium and allowed prospecting license to mining and exploration companies in 

2012. “Greenland is fast becoming an attractive Arctic mining destination as accessibility 

improves with the shrinking of the Greenland ice sheet,” stated Heather A. Conley15 in her 

survey, underling that the recent discovery of large reserve of REE in the region draw the 

attention of China to the Arctic. The Ilumaussaq complex, on the southwest coast of 

Greenland, host a treasure trove beneath the rocks and the ice that represents the world’s 

largest known reserve of rare earth elements, estimated to fill a quarter of the global demand 

                                                 

15
“Arctic Economics in the 21st Century”, H.A. Conley,July 2013. 

http://greenlandtoday.com/gb/category/danish-debate-regarding-greenlandic-mining-income-374/
http://greenlandtoday.com/gb/category/danish-debate-regarding-greenlandic-mining-income-374/
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for the next fifty years. A recent study conducted by Greenland Minerals and Energy Ltd in 

2012, reveal that the complex holds a total stock of 10.3 million tons of rare earth oxide, 575 

million pounds of uranium concentrates and 2.21 million tons of zinc16. In southern 

Greenland, there is another large reserve of REE, the TANBREEZ project, owned by the 

Tanbreez Mining, a Greenland Company (owned by Australian prospecting company Rimbal 

Pty Ltd). TA stands for tantalum; NB for niobium; REE for rare earth elements; and Z for 

zirconium. All the elements are contained within the single mineral of eudialyte. As the 

company states in their web site “The current inferred resource is more than 4.3 billion tonnes 

of eudialyte bearing ore, which contains variable contents of extractable rare earth elements”. 

The Tanbreez mine construction should have begun in 2013, but nowadays is still a project in 

the early phases. However, mining operation could start in 2015 at an annual production rate 

of 500,000 tons of ore.   

Greenland has outstanding reserves of iron ore, especially at Isua, Itilliarsuk, and along the 

Lauge Koch Kyst complex in far Northwester. An interesting deposit is the Isua complex, 

explored since the 1960s, and purchased by the London Mining Company in 2005, whom 

nowadays is proposing a $2.3 billion iron ore mine-project. This deposit is estimated to hold 

over 1 billion tons of iron ore resources containing 70 percent iron with low impurities, to be 

mined starting in 2015. Once again, China is central to the global iron ore market, dominating 

supply and demand market. Global production is concentrated in China, with a 44 percent 

share, Brazil, with 18 percent, and Australia, with 13 of output in 2013. Despite this 

percentage, China is heavily dependent on imports, with 73 percent of its demand coming 

from imports in 201317. 

Another important metal in the global consumption is copper, third only to iron and 

aluminium. Regarding to copper China accounts for almost the 40 percent of the global 

demand. However, China has limited production of copper. World’s largest producer of 

copper is Chile, followed by China, Peru, and the United States. Despite Greenland is 

expected to hold excellent potential copper resources, there has been little exploration and 

copper mining will depend on further exploration. It have been estimated that the larger 

                                                 
16 Greenland Minerals and Energy Ltd., “Zone 3 Mineral Resource Estimate Takes Kvanefjeld Project Global 

Resource Inventory to 575 Mlb’s U3O8, 10.3 Mt’s Total Rare Earth Oxide,” June 2012, http:// www .ggg .gl/ 

docs /ASX -announcements /Zone -3 -Mineral -Resource -Estimate .pdf   

17 http://www.brookings.edu/research/reports/2014/09/24-greenland-energy-mineral-resources-boersma-foley 

Brookings, Tim Boersma and Kevin Foley, Sep. 24.2014  

http://www.brookings.edu/research/reports/2014/09/24-greenland-energy-mineral-resources-boersma-foley
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copper deposits are located in the northeast and central east. Furthermore, other unexplored 

deposits are those of zinc and lead. In Greenland there is a major zinc mine known as the 

“Black Angel” mine, which operated between 1973 and 1990 and is now under development 

by Angel Mining PLC. The zinc mines are expected to be rich also in lead.  

The first Greenland’s gold mine, and the only active, was inaugurated in 2004, known as the 

Nalunaq, and, until 2009, there was regular mining and shipping of ore. In the same year, 

Angel Mining purchased the gold mine and invested to develop infrastructure to facilitate the 

extraction. However, in October 2013 production from the Nalunaq complex stopped due to 

environmental issue, and Angel Mining was forced to clean-up, which is excepted to finish in 

2014. The Nalunaq mine is estimated to hold 400,000 tons of reserves with a gold grade of 21 

grams per ton and an additional 1.6 million tons of indicated resources with an average gold 

grade of 18 grams per ton18. 

As the Financial Times analyses, “The discovery of iron ore, zinc, gold and rare earth deposits 

has attracted prospectors and mining companies from around the world”19, which might bring 

prosperity to a country that cannot survive with only its economy based on fishery, forestry or 

tourism. Greenland resources potential is real and attractive to reach the needed independence 

from Denmark. The major problem is that, actually, the country lacks both the physical and 

human infrastructure to support the rapid development that will derive from these resources 

massive investment.  

  

                                                 
18 Arctic Economics in the 21st Century”, H.A. Conley, July 2013  

19 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/02ef37e6-4966-11e4-8d68-00144feab7de.html#axzz3M97lYNY2  

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/02ef37e6-4966-11e4-8d68-00144feab7de.html#axzz3M97lYNY2
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Canada 

 

Figure 15 

The map shows the mineral resources of Canada: copper (red); gold (yellow); diamond (orange); tungsten (lilac); 

uranium (purple); lead/zinc/silver (grey); REE (green).  

Credits: http://www.northernstrategy.gc.ca/cns/cns-eng.asp 

 

Canada is rich in mineral resources such as gold, coal, and quartz in Yukon; gold and 

diamonds in the Northwest Territories; and iron ore, nickel, lead, and zinc in Nunavut. Thus, 

Canada is a major player in the development and production of Arctic minerals. Despite this, 

much of Canada’s North has not been explored in terms of resources to a sufficient level to 

encourage substantial investments. In Nunavut, nickel and lead-zinc were mined for a time, 

but then the huge distance from markets and high development costs forced these two mines 

to close. Nonetheless, one of the most significant mining plans is the Mary River iron ore 

project, located in Northern Baffin Island in Nunavut territory. The mining operations started 

in September 2014. The iron ore deposit, containing higher grade ore (67% iron), is owned by 

Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation (BIMC), which is owned by ArcelorMittal a joint venture 

between Luxembourg- based steel giant ArcelorMittal and U.S.- based Iron Ore Holdings LP 

(each with 50 percent shares). The mine is expected to produce up to 18 million tons per year 

for 21 years. 

  

http://www.northernstrategy.gc.ca/cns/cns-eng.asp
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Russia 

 

Figure 16 

The map shows mineral resources in Russia, distinguishing in metallic minerals (red/green/brown/black points) and 

non-metallic (blue points).  

Credits: http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/GEOG308HeartlandMaps.html  

As we can see in the map (figure 16), Russia has the largest reserves of Mineral Resources of 

the world. About one-third of world’s ores and coal deposits are in Russian territory. The 

richest coal deposits are located in Siberia and in the extreme - Eastern Russia, most valued in 

Western Siberia, in northeaster European Russia, the Moscow Region and in Urals. Near 

Kursk, there is a large deposit of iron ore, while minor deposits of manganese are located in 

the Urals. Other important minerals as nickel, tungsten, cobalt and molybdenum are present in 

several areas of the country. Russia also has important quantities of non-ferrous metal ores, 

such as copper, present in large quantities in the Ural Mountains. Lead and zinc abound in the 

North Caucasus, in Far East Russia and the western edge of the basin of Kuzbass, in Siberia. 

Russia also has one of the largest gold reserves in the world, as well as deposits of mercury 

and asbestos. In addition, bauxite reserves are located mainly in the Urals and in the 

northwester European Russia, in Western Siberia and the Far East in the region near the 

mouth of the Amur River. Pond is extracted in northeaster Siberia, and lead and zinc in 

Siberia and the Far Eastern region. Finally, it is important to underline the manganese 

deposits in the Urals, Western Siberia and the Far Eastern region. Urals Western abound raw 

http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/GEOG308HeartlandMaps.html
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materials for the chemical - manufacturing industry such as salts of potassium and 

magnesium. The Kola Peninsula is one of the world's largest deposits of apatite, the mineral 

from which is obtained the phosphate. Southwester Urals and south-west of Lake Baikal have 

also extensive deposits of natural salt. 

It is difficult to determine with accuracy how much of Russian minerals production is found 

in the Arctic. As for Canada and Greenland, there are more and better information about some 

areas rather than others. As we have already seen, the most abundant mineral resources are 

located on the Kola Peninsula, where more than 700 different minerals have been found. The 

Murmansk Oblast (in the Kola Peninsula, in the north-western part of Russia) has more than 

200 deposits of 40 types of minerals. There are large reserves of nickel-copper ores, alumina, 

rare metals, titanium, construction materials and semi-precious stones, to mention just a few. 

It is the biggest producer of phosphate fertilizer in the world. The total resources of phosphor-

bearing ores are estimated to be 16 billion tons including proven reserves of 5.8 billion tons. 

The region contains 687 million tons of proved reserves of apatite ores, and ten iron ore 

deposits with total reserves of 3.2 billion tons including 1.8 billion tons of proved iron ores 

reserves. Titanium resources are believed to amount to more than 10 billion tons. The 

resources of building materials are huge, including decorative building stones, sand and sand-

gravel formations and some clay deposits. The Arkhangelsk Oblast (which includes the Arctic 

archipelagos of Franz Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya, as well as the Solovetsky Islands in the 

White Sea) has total bauxite reserves of 120 million tons, and the north Onezhsky bauxite 

mine is the largest in Europe. Total reserves of diamond deposits are estimated at 130 million 

carat of diamonds of unusually high quality. The Republics of Karelia and Komi also have 

their share of valuable mineral resources and rare metals like gold silver, platinum, diamonds, 

nickel, chromium, cobalt, titan, wolfram, molybdenum and so on. 
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Norway, Sweden and Finland 

 

Figure 17 

The map shows the mineral resources of Norway, Sweden and Finland. 

Credits: http://en.gtk.fi/informationservices/databases/fodd/  

Coal, the world most abundant and widely distributed fossil fuel, is mainly extracted in 

Russia, but there is some minor production in Norway at Svalbard Island. Iron ore is the basic 

raw material used for the iron and steel-making industry. Although iron has many specific 

uses, e.g., pipes, fittings and engine blocks, its main use is in the production of steel. The 2.3 

per cent of the global iron ore extraction takes place in the Arctic, of which three-quarters is 

in Kiruna in Sweden. Another mineral, chromite, a strategic metal used for hardening and 

corrosion resistance, in produce only in Northern Finland, where we find the 4.2 per cent of 

total global production. Small amounts of production of gold take place in Northern Finland 

and Sweden.  Finally, around 80 percent of Arctic silver production takes place in Alaska, and 

there is a small production in Arctic Russia and Northern Sweden.  

Compared with the other Arctic countries, Iceland has insufficient mineral resources but has a 

large aluminium industry. 

 

http://en.gtk.fi/informationservices/databases/fodd/
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The most profitable market, however, is not the one of mineral resources, due to the high 

costs of extraction and environmental problems, but of oil and gas resources.   

 Oil and gas resources 

Oil and gas extraction represent, in the Arctic, the most profitable economy and investment, 

the majority consisting in hydrocarbons. Consider that about the 10 per cent of global oil 

production and 25 per cent of gas production take place in the Arctic, as assert Le Miere and 

Mazo (2013, page 31), underling that the “97 per cent of this oil and gas production comes 

from onshore fields in Russia”. What about undiscovered resources? 

US Geological Survey has done the most reliable assessment of undiscovered conventional oil 

and gas resources in the Arctic. The USGS is a scientific agency of the United States 

Government, which, in 2008, studied specifically the undiscovered resources in all areas north 

of the Arctic Circle. The USGS appraisal, named the “Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal” 

(CARA), relies on a probabilistic methodology of geological analysis and analogue 

modelling, and the methodology for the estimation included a comprehensive framework 

description for each province founded mostly on existing literature, and the delineation of 

petroleum systems and assessment units (AU) inside this system. The USGS study refers only 

to the believed recoverable resources using existing technology, but assuming “[…] for 

offshore areas that the resources would be recoverable even in the presence of permanent sea 

ice and oceanic water depth”20. Production costs and risks, economic benefits or labour costs 

were not taking into consideration. Finally, the USGS specified that researchers did not 

include in the appraisal the so-called nonconventional resources such as oil shale, coal bed 

methane, gas hydrate and tar sand.  

The USGS survey estimates that there are 90 billion barrels of undiscovered, technically 

recoverable oil, 1,670 trillion cubic feet of technically recoverable natural gas and 44 billion 

barrels of natural gas. These are very detailed estimates of 33 geological provinces, and if 

estimates are correct, this represent the 1/5th of the world’s conventional undiscovered 

resources.  The survey is a largely statistic base study, and produced diagrams to explain the 

amount of Arctic resources.  

The first diagram is a map of probability (fig. 17). It shows the probable presence of at least 

one undiscovered oil and/or gas field with the recoverable resources greater than 50 million 

barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE). 

                                                 
20 USGS: “Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal” 2008 
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Figure 18 

The figure shows the probability of the presence of at least one undiscovered oil and/or gas 

field with the recoverable resources greater than 50 million barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE).  

Credits: USGS, CARA 2008 

 

As we can see from the diagram, the seventy per cent of undiscovered resources are expected 

to be found in Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Russia. Within the 33 provinces analysed, 25 

of these have been quantitatively evaluated, and eight of them have been judge to have less 

than a 10 per cent probability, thus not assessed. Within the provinces, there are the west 

Siberian basin, the Arctic Alaska, the East Barents Basin, etc. (as we can see in table 1).  
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Figure 19 

The figure shows the estimated undiscovered gas resources. 

Credits: USGS, CARA 2008  

 

The second diagram (fig. 19) shows the estimated undiscovered gas resources in the Arctic 

Circle. The majority of them are expected to be found in Russia and Alaska (about 70%), 

considering that the Kara sea is estimated to contain alone the 39% of the resources, which 

amount around the 47.24 trillion m3 of gas. The total amount of the undiscovered resources is 

about the 30% of the world’s undiscovered gas resources.  
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Figure 20 

The figure shows the estimated undiscovered oil resources.  

Credits: USGS, CARA 2008 

The last figure (fig. 20) shows the estimated undiscovered oil resources, which amount at 

about the 13% of world’s undiscovered oil resources. As we can see, the 70% of them are 

expected to be found in Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Russia, specifically in the East 

Barents Sea. The estimated quantity is estimated to amount around 90 billion barrel of crude 

oil for a total of 412 billion barrels of equivalent oil. The dark green areas correspond to 

billion barrels of oil (BBO) provinces.  
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The USGS drawn up exhaustive table of undiscovered resources for each analysed province.  

USGS Petroleum Province 

Name 

Crude oil 

(billion 

barrels) 

Natural 

Gas 

(trillion 

cubic feet) 

Natural Gas 

Liquid 

1/(billion 

barrels) 

Total resources, 

Oil equivalent 

2/(billion 

barrels) 

West Siberian Basin  3.66 651.50 20.33 132.57 

Arctic Alaska 29.96  221.40 5.90 72.77 

East Barents Basin  7.41 317.56 1.42 61.76 

East Greenland Rift Basins  8.90 86.18 8.12 31.39 

Yenisey-Khatanga Basin  5.58 99.96 2.68 24.92 

Amerasia Basin  9.72 56.89 0.54 19.75 

West Greenland-East 

Canada 

7.27 51.82 1.15 17.06 

Laptev Sea Shelf  3.12 32.56 0.87 9.41 

Norwegian Margin  1.44 32.28 0.50 7.32 

Barents Platform  2.06 26.22 0.28 6.70 

Eurasia Basin  1.34 19.48 0.52 5.11 

North Kara Basins and 

Platforms 

1.81 14.97 0.39 4.69 

Timan-Pechora Basin  1.67 9.06 0.20 3.38 

North Greenland Sheared 

Margin 

1.35 10.21 0.27 3.32 

Lomonosov-Makarov  1.11 7.16 0.19 2.49 

Sverdrup Basin  0.85 8.60 0.19 2.48 
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Lena-Anabar Basin  1.91 2.11 0.06 2.32 

North Chukchi-Wrangel 

Foreland Basin 

0.09 6.07 0.11 1.20 

Vilkitskii Basin  0.10 5.74 0.10 1.16 

Northwest Laptev Sea Shelf  0.17 4.49 0.12 1.04 

Lena-Vilyui Basin  0.38 1.34 0.04 0.64 

Zyryanka Basin  0.05 1.51 0.04 0.34 

East Siberian Sea Basin  0.02 0.62 0.01 0.13 

Hope Basin  0.002 0.65 0.01 0.12 

Northwest Canadian Interior 

Basins 

0.02 0.31 0.02 0.09 

Total  89.98 1,668.66 44.06 412.16 

Table 1 

Arctic Mean Estimated Undiscovered Technically Recoverable, Conventional Oil and Natural Gas Resources 

By Arctic Province, Ranked by Total Oil Equivalent Resources 

Source: U.S. Geological Survey, “Circum-Arctic Resource Appraisal: Estimates of Undiscovered Oil and Gas 

North of the Arctic Circle,” USGS Fact Sheet 2008-3049 Washington, DC (2008), Table 1, page 4.  

 

To sum up the data (table 1 and figure 21), we can say that the 84 per cent of undiscovered 

resources are expected to be found offshore. Specifically, as we can see in the figure 21 and in 

table 1, the 70 per cent of the undiscovered oil lies in or off  Alaska, Canada, Greenland and 

Russia (in particular, the East Barents Sea) and an equivalent portion of gas in or off Russia 

(primarily) and Alaska.  Thus, Russia is expected to own more than half of the total Arctic 

resources and the largest amount of natural gas resources, while the largest oil resources are in 

the US portion of the Arctic (Alaska). In fact, the South Kara sea is estimated to contain alone 

the 39 per cent of the undiscovered gas, as underline Le Miere and Mazo (2013, page 27). 
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These estimated resources represent the 30 per cent of the world’s undiscovered gas and 13 

per cent of undiscovered oil. This data is the most attractive reason for investing countries.  

 

Figure 21 

The map shows the active gas/oil production and, in grey, the prospective gas/oil areas and reserves. The major 

development sites are circle in red.  

Credits: http://www.nordregio.se/Maps--Graphs/05-Environment-and-energy/Resources-in-the-Arctic 

http://www.nordregio.se/Maps--Graphs/05-Environment-and-energy/Resources-in-the-Arctic
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 Production Costs and Risks 

Even though the resources in the Arctic has become more accessible in recent years due to 

climate change, the financial, technical, and environmental risks of operating in the Arctic 

create substantial challenges for future production in the region. Many resources areas are 

isolated, which means operational challenges, requiring substantial costs and amplifying the 

potential consequences of risk events. In the next paragraph, we are going to discuss about 

costs and risks factors that, actually, companies have to cope with if they decide to operate in 

the Arctic.  

Operational costs and risks factors 

Firstly, the distance from consumption centres increases transportation times and costs and 

distance from manufacturing centres requires a high-developed infrastructure system and high 

assets for investing companies. Additionally, hash weather conditions still represent a major 

challenge for investing companies, for instance, offshore production facilities can be damaged 

by ice flows and severe storms. An additional challenge for onshore oil and gas drilling may 

be the melting permafrost, which can raise the risk of drill-rig instability. Scientists and 

scholars have listed a number of challenges to Arctic resource recovery, which can be sum up 

in this way:  

 Harsh weather conditions: particularly during winter, the intense cold, the potential 

ice-pack damage to offshore facilities etc., require an especially designed equipment to 

overcome the  icy temperatures; 

 Limited existing infrastructure: the existing infrastructure for oil drill and mining is 

not adequate to the Arctic area, whose harsh weather conditions can require additional 

site groundwork to avoid or be prepared for equipment or facilities sinking ( as 

happened in the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, in the Gulf of Mexico); moreover, poor 

soil condition and the boggy Arctic tundra can impede exploration activities, thus, 

additional equipment would be necessary;  

 Distance: distance from manufacturing centres require an high level of technological 

infrastructure, which can ensure reliability;  

 Limited transportation access: at the moment, the sea routes are accessible only 

seasonally, the same is for the icy land, which, again, require a high level of 

technological infrastructure for transport.    
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“Many of these challenges can be managed through the application of the existing 

technologies”, as suggest Charles Emmerson and Glada Lahn in their Arctic Risk Report21. 

The matter in hand is that a developed technology requires a high investment, thus, additional 

costs. Thus, it seems clear that only the world’s largest oil companies, most likely in joint 

venture projects, have the possibility in terms of investment and recovering it, to achieve the 

costly, long-lead-time projects determined by Arctic conditions.  

Environmental risks 

The Arctic environment, which is highly sensitive to damage, seems to have long-term 

impacts. Firstly, the Arctic has long been exposed to the effects of pollution from outside the 

region. The region has been contaminated by small particles of black carbon, which derives 

from the burn of combustible fossils. These particles facilitate the absorption of solar 

radiation, thus accelerate the Arctic warming. There is, also, a range of potential pollution 

sources within the Arctic do to oil and gas drilling, quarrying mines, civilian and military 

nuclear installations and so on. However, the risk of an oil spill is probably the most relevant, 

in terms of environmental damage, potential cost and insurance. The existing technology for 

drilling and mining is still limited and not adequate for the hostile Arctic and, as we have 

already said, it would be expensive developing technology. We can cite, just as an example, 

the environmental disaster happened in the Mexican Gulf in April 2010. The Deepwater 

Horizon oil spill is considering the largest accidental marine oil spill of the petroleum 

industry. Imagine a disaster of the same extent in the Arctic region… it would be the end of 

the Arctic as we know it.  

Another worrying data is the exponential increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere: it 

has been estimated that for the extraction of 8 million barrels per day of oil and gas there will 

be 520 million tons of greenhouse gases by 2020, and there will be 1.2 billion of tons of 

greenhouse gases by 2030. Additionally, Researchers found that the flaring of the gas 

produced by oil extraction in the Arctic accounts for 42% of the black carbon, or soot, that is 

contributing to the relatively fast rate of warming on the region22.  

                                                 

21 Charles Emmerson, “Arctic Opening: Opportunity and Risk in the High North”, March 12, 2013.  

22 Wouter Meindertsma and Kornelis Blok, “Effects of New Fossil Fuel Developments on  the Possibilities of 

Meeting  2°C Scenarios” Ecofys, The Netherlands, 2012. 
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Hence, Vera Alexander, President of the “Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S. 23” has 

underlined the importance of Safety, and has suggested a number of recommendations done 

by the U.S. Consortium. Firstly, industries, to operate in the Arctic region, should establish its 

own “Safety Institution”, and in this sense develop and enforce industry standards of 

excellence. Secondly, companies should adopt a “culture of safety” as a collective 

responsibility, thus, establish a focused commitment to constant improvement and zero failure 

rate. Thirdly, industries should benchmark safety and environmental practice rules against 

recognized global best practices. Finally, companies should develop effective containment 

technologies, which could be immediately available.  

At this point, the question is “Whose liability?” In the uncertainty of the inexistent Arctic 

Regime, environmental liability for ship-owners is limited to economic losses caused by the 

pollution and the reinstatement of clean-up costs and only extends to damage in coastal 

maritime zones. As of the time of writing, there is not yet an international instrument on 

liability and compensation resulting from spills from offshore oil rings, pipelines and sub-sea 

wellhead production systems.  

Political risks 

Last but not the least, given the unique risk challenge mentioned above, we should mention 

also the political risks. Indeed, government have an essential role in setting acceptable risk 

thresholds, monitoring activity and ensuring that knowledge gaps are sufficiently addressed. 

Government should insist on a comprehensive corporate risk management, fundamental for 

companies to work safety. However, a lack of clear political control in the Arctic region arise 

uncertainties. Firstly, short-and medium- term regulatory uncertainty. In fact, countries’ 

energy policy and control of energy companies is subject to conflict between policymakers. 

Furthermore, another case that could create a state of ambiguity is represented by the risk of 

losing access to Arctic exploration and extraction license. For instance, in Russia, Gazprom 

and Rosneft are competing with each other for licenses, which depend on government 

decisions. On the other hand, it also is in government decision the amount of taxes imposition. 

In this sense, tax breaks are critical to enable Arctic oil extraction and substantial changes in 

tax breaks may force a company to stop Arctic extraction.  

                                                 

23 Opening Plenary: Governance, Security, Economy, and the ecosystem of the Changing Arctic- American 

Geographical Union 
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As we have seen up to now, there is no point denying the actual economic opportunities in the 

Arctic, however, it seems that would not be so easy to grab (literally) the resources and not 

without a possible environmental disaster. According to the “Arctic oil and gas offshore 

resources” an assessment of December 2011, by U.S. Energy Information Administration, 

“while risks associated with economics, the region’s harsh environment, and ongoing 

territorial disputes are considerable, potential rewards are immense”24. We shall ask 

policymakers and Big Oil…Does it really worth the effort? 

In the next paragraph, we are going to see in deeper three of the main oil companies (between 

the “Big Oil”), their alliances and in particular their Arctic approach and policy.  

 

2.1.4. Case study: International Oil Companies (IOCs) 

Given the high production costs and environmental risks for the extraction in the Arctic lands, 

of particular interest, before analyzing three of the largest oil companies in the world, we shall 

make a brief introduction about the major alliances among the world’s biggest oil companies 

to cooperate in the Arctic. As of the moment of writing, we can mention just few examples of 

the corporation presence in the Arctic: ExxonMobil is in Russia and Alaska; shell is in 

Canada; BP is in Alaska; Statoil is in Norway and Russia; and Gazprom is in Russia.  

As investigated by Forbes in 2012, the majority of these alliances seem to be taken out 

primarily between the two Russia’s biggest natural gas and oil producers, Gazprom and 

Rosneft, and the other world’s biggest oil companies. The reason for this trend is attributable 

to the estimated 76 billion tonnes of oil equivalent in the Russian continental shelf. In this 

area, Gazprom and Rosneft have exclusive access, but lack the expertise and the capital to 

invest in difficult offshore Arctic projects. Thus, Russian companies need to clinch joint 

ventures with Western partners, and according to the agreements western partner (Eni, 

ExxonMobil and Statoil) provide all or most of the investment while Russian partner holds 

the majority stake. We can mention, just as examples, some JVs: firstly, BP plc (British 

Petroleum) forged a joint venture with Rosneft, abandoned in 2012, but sold its existing 

Russian venture, the TNK (Tyumenskaya Neftyanaya Kompaniya, Tyumen Oil Company) to 

Rosneft in return for cash and shares. This is how BP has become Rosneft’s largest 

                                                 
24

U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Arctic Oil and Natural Gas Potential,” December 21, 2011, 

http:// www .eia .gov /oog /info /twip /twiparch /111221 /twipprint .html  
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independent shareholders. Another JV was the Royal Dutch Shell and Gazprom collaboration 

in Sakhalin Island development. In 2013, ExxonMobil forged a joint venture with Rosneft to 

explore the Arctic and Siberia. Moreover, Rosneft, again, has cut similar ventures with 

Norway’s state oil giant Statoil as well as Italy’s champion Eni25.  

In the next paragraphs, we are going to see in deeply three of the Big Oil companies, with 

particular attention to their history and Arctic policy.  

 Gazprom 

Open Joint Stock Company Gazprom (abbreviated OAO Gazprom), is the largest natural gas 

Russian production, the largest natural gas extractor in the world and one of the world’s 

largest companies. Created in 1989, the company owns 18 per cent of global and 70 per cent 

of Russian natural gas reserves (in 2010). In 2013, Gazprom produced 487, 4 billion cubic 

meters of gas; 14.7 million tons of gas condensate; and 33.8 million tons of oil26.  

 

Figure 22 

The map shows Gazprom reserves in 2010.  

Credits: http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/reserves/ 

Of relevant importance, specifically from a European point of view, is the Shtokman Field. 

The Shtokman Field is one of the world’s largest natural gas fields, which lies in the north-

western part of the south Barents basin in the Russian sector of the Barents Sea (as we have 

seen, an area of dispute between Russia and Norway). Its reserves are estimated at 3.8 trillion 

                                                 
25 http://www.forbes.com/sites/christopherhelman/2012/07/16/the-worlds-25-biggest-oil-companies/  

26 http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/extraction/  

http://www.forbes.com/sites/christopherhelman/2012/07/16/the-worlds-25-biggest-oil-companies/
http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/extraction/
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cubic metres of natural gas and more than 37 million tons of gas condensate. Since the early 

1990s, Gazprom started talks with different companies to participate in the field’s 

development. In 2007, after a going-over selection between five companies-Statoil, Norsk 

Hydro, Total, Chevron and ConocoPhillips- the Russian company signed a framework 

agreement to organize, design, financing, construction and operation of the Shtokman 

Development AG with the French energy company Total and the Norwegian Statoil ASA. 

However, due to the global liquefied natural gas oversupply and the United States shale gas, 

the shareholders of the Shtokman decided in 2010 to postpone the project for 3 years. Based 

on this, the pipeline gas production might start in 2016 and the LNG production in 2017. In 

2012, Statoil and Total give the project up due to the high costs and low gas prices. Thus, 

even Gazprom was forced, momentarily, to renounce to the project for the same reasons and 

postpone a final investment decision.  

Gazprom suggested the Shtokman field “a highly competitive project, as there are no transit 

countries crossed by the pipeline gas running from the Shtockman field to Western Europe via 

the offshore Nord Stream pipeline27”. Here is the focal point: this ambitious infrastructure 

allows Russia to supply Germany directly, and from there to supply all Europe, bypassing 

European countries politically hostile to Russia such as Poland, Romania, and Lithuania and 

so on. Thus, the principal aim of Gazprom, where the Russian government currently holds the 

majority stake, is to maintain its hegemony energy in Europe and thrust Poland out of the 

supply market of natural gas in Europe. Thus, it can be said that President Vladimir Putin uses 

Gazprom as a political tool.  

Despite this temporary unsuccessful deposit project extraction, Russia has successfully passed 

the test of the work in arctic conditions. In April 2014, Gazprom began shipping from the 

field "Prirazlomnoye" in the Pechora Sea. For the exploitation of this deposit was built an 

extraordinary drilling platform and designed specifically to operate in arctic conditions.  

In the website of the company (see http://www.gazprom.com/about/) it is underlined: 

“At present, the Company actively implements large-scale projects aimed at exploiting gas 

resources of the Yamal Peninsula, Arctic Shelf, Eastern Siberia and the Far East, as well 

as hydrocarbons exploration and production projects abroad.” Thus, it is clear that gas 

resources development in the Arctic seas is a business priority for the company.  

                                                 
27 http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/projects/deposits/shp/  

http://www.gazprom.com/about/
http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/projects/deposits/shp/
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 ExxonMobil 

ExxonMobil Corporation, or ExxonMobil, is an American multinational oil and gas 

corporation headquartered in Texas. Formed in 1999, is the world’s fifth largest company by 

revenue and the second largest publicly traded company by market capitalization. It operates 

in most of the world’s countries and is best known with it familiar brand names: Exxon, Esso 

and Mobil. At the end of 2013, ExxonMobil’s reserves were 25.2 billion Barrels of oil 

equivalent (BOE), and daily produces 3.921 billion BOE.  

As of the time of writing, the company is subject to numerous criticism, not only for the 

grievous experience of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska happened in 1989 (widely 

consider to be one of the world’s worst oil spill in terms of damage to the environment). This 

strong criticism is due to the decision, announced in September 2014, of ExxonMobil to be 

partner of the Russian state oil giant Rosneft for the work exploring in the Laptev Sea, north 

of Siberia, in spite of the sanctions imposed by the United States and the European Union to 

Russia for the Ukrainian crisis (and the annexation of Crimea). In the same month, the two 

companies have discovered oil during drilling on the Universitetskaya-1 well in the Kara Sea. 

In August 2013, Rosneft and ExxonMobil's joint venture company Karmorneftegaz began 

drilling at the Universitetskaya-1, Russia's northernmost well, using the West Alpha rig. The 

drilling was scheduled to finish in 70 days, but US sanctions gave American companies until 

September 26 to cease all operations with blacklisted Russian companies, including Rosneft. 

In the company website, (see http://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en/energy/arctic) there is not a clear 

position of the company through Arctic exploration. However, they assure that “ExxonMobil, 

with the industry's longest history in the Arctic, is best positioned to unlock the region's vast 

energy potential” adding “We’re committed to improving economic opportunity, health and 

education in local communities, and to safeguarding the environment where we live and 

work.”  

 Shell 

Royal Dutch Shell plc, commonly known as Shell, is an Anglo-Dutch multinational oil and 

gas company, headquartered in the Netherlands and incorporated in the United Kingdom. In 

2014, Shell was one of the fourth largest company in the world in terms of revenue and one of 

the “super majors” (BP plc, Chevron Corporation, ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch Shell plc, and 

Total SA).  

http://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en/energy/arctic
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In 2006, Shell initiated a drilling program in Arctic, after having purchased the Kullulk oil 

ring and leased the Noble Discoverer drillship. Due to the renovation of rings, Shell only 

commenced drilling work in 2012. Then, Shell had to face with organizational problems such 

air permission or severe damage to essential oil-spill equipment. At the end of 2012, the 

Kulluk “rig ran aground amid a controversial and error-prone Arctic drilling season for Shell” 

as reported by BBC news28. 

Nevertheless, in the company website (see http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-

the-arctic.html) we can find Shell’s Arctic strategy and projects (figure 23).  

 

Figure 23 

The map shows Shell’s project in the Arctic.  

Credits: http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-the-

arctic.html 

The oil company assures: (even though) “The Arctic presents harsh physical conditions (…) 

Shell has developed a range of technologies to produce oil and gas in this region and to meet 

social and environmental challenges.” Shell is conscious of its failure in 2012, in fact they 

declare: “we failed in 2012. In 2015, we are going to #FailBetter”.  

Greenpeace’s strong opposition to Shell’s drilling in the Arctic began in 2012 when its 

activists shut down 53 Shell petrol stations in Edinburgh and London, and concerns increased 

after the Kulluk oil rig accident. Greenpeace’s major campaign to protect the Arctic is “Save 

                                                 
28 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-20937504  

http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-the-arctic.html
http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-the-arctic.html
http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-the-arctic.html
http://www.shell.com/global/future-energy/arctic/shell-in-the-arctic.html
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-20937504
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the Arctic” campaign, whose aims to prevent oil drilling and industrial fishing in the 

surrounding area of the Arctic-Environmental Economic-Zone. This campaign, which began 

in 2012, focused in 2013on a principal subject: Royal Dutch Shell. In July 2014, Greenpeace 

launched a global boycott campaign to persuade Lego to cease producing toys carrying 

Shell’s logo (in oil station for instance) in response to the oil company's plans to drill for oil in 

the Arctic, a partnership which date backs to the 1960s. At the end of 2014, Lego announced 

it would not renew the contract with Shell29.  

Despite Greenpeace’s effort, Shell assures it would continue with Arctic projects 

development.  

 East-oriented alliances 

As of the time of writing (2014), Russia is quickly moving its priorities towards the east and 

is looking forward for a partnership with China. The so-called western pipeline or Altay route, 

a projected line running through the Russian Altay region and into China’s Xinjiang province, 

will supply China with an annual of 30 billion cubic meters of gas. The new supply line 

comes in addition to the eastern route, through the Power of Siberia pipeline, which will 

annually deliver 38 bcm of gas to China. Among Gazprom’s projects to which the CNOOC 

(China National Offshore Oil Company) could be invited is the Dolginskoye in the Pechora 

Sea, and possibly also the nearby Prirazlomnoye project. In addition, Rosneft is in the process 

of embracing the Chinese in its shelf projects. In fact, Rosneft is cooperating with Chinese 

companies in the Barents Sea and the Pechora Sea; and it might have signed a deal with 

CNPC (China National Petroleum Company) about the development of the Zapadno-

Prinovozemelsky, Yuzhno-Russky and Medynsko Varandeysky structures.   

                                                 
29 http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/10/09/lego-non-rinnovera-laccordo-con-shell-dopo-video-di-greenpeace-

contro-trivelle/1149299/  

http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/10/09/lego-non-rinnovera-laccordo-con-shell-dopo-video-di-greenpeace-contro-trivelle/1149299/
http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/10/09/lego-non-rinnovera-laccordo-con-shell-dopo-video-di-greenpeace-contro-trivelle/1149299/
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Figure 24 

In the map we can see the Altai pipeline (on the left continue yellow line) and the Power of Siberia pipeline (on the 

right continue yellow line).  

Credits: http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/projects/pipelines/ykv/  

 

It must be noted that China is interested in Arctic resources since 2009, when two private 

Chinese mining companies have invested in mineral prospecting projects in Greenland.  

 

The questions pointed out up to now and the answers (sometimes partial) gave, have the 

purpose of think about the reasons why oil companies of politically adverse countries forged 

alliances: the Arctic is quickly becoming a strategic region. A similar direction will be taken 

in the VI chapter, where we will discuss about foreign policy of each Arctic country in the 

aim of cooperation or, conversely, conflict. Before doing so, it will be useful for the 

discussion see how has increased military presence in the Arctic and the most important dude 

about “Who actually runs the Arctic?” since as the first discovery of the expected resources 

has caused a Race for who owns the region.  

 

  

http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/projects/pipelines/ykv/
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IV  

WHO RUNS THE ARCTIC? 

 

 

The front page of the Time, 1 October 2007 

This is the only front page of an international magazine or 

newspaper that I found, regarding “who owns the Arctic”. 

 

2.2.1. Arctic Legal Regime  

As we have seen, in the Arctic, the warming climate and corresponding reduction in sea ice 

cover has led to frenzied mentality, typical of the Gold Rush in the ‘wild west’, a sort of race. 

The rises of many natural resources and economic opportunities has caused many disputes. 

For instance, these are only some example of dispute: over the status of the North West 

Passage, the ownership of the Hans Island, extended shelf claims and others manifestations of 

the jurisdictional challenges that are happening in the Arctic international Community (and 
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that we will better describe in the next chapter) to control resources and activities in the 

Arctic.  

The problem of the Arctic is that, unlike Antarctica, which is an uninhabited landmass 

administered by the Antarctic Treaty System, there is no single regulatory regime covering 

the entire Arctic region. Hence, who runs the Arctic?  

In 2008, the European Parliament proposed a Resolution calling for an international Arctic 

Treaty. However, the five Arctic states (United States, Russia, Canada, Norway and 

Denmark) do not believe that is necessary a new comprehensive international legal regime to 

govern the Arctic.  In the same year, the Five Arctic States issued the:  

ILULISSAT DECLARATION: announced on May 28; one of the chief goal was to 

blockage any "new comprehensive international legal regime to govern the Arctic Ocean". 

The Five Arctic States stated their commitment to the existing legal framework (established in 

the UNCLOS) and to their cooperation with each other and interested parties to protect the 

environment and its natural resources. 

Originally, nobody run the Arctic. While the Arctic landmasses, as part of countries, are 

sovereign territories, the answer is not so simple for the Arctic Ocean. The increased interest 

in the last 10 years on the region has posed the problem of the splitting up of the Arctic area. 

In the beginning, there have been advanced many hypotheses in order to divide the region 

between the interested countries. The most discuss theory is the Arctic Sectorial Concept, 

proposed at the beginning of the 20th century by the Canadian Senator P. Poirier, which 

provided to divide the Arctic region into sectors belonging to the Arctic rim states. However, 

the theory was later abandoned, as the principal of contiguity was considered insufficient to 

sustain the theory. Thus it has been globally recognized that the Arctic is basically a sea and 

should therefore be subject to the international maritime law (A. Perrone, pages 34-35). In 

this context, this is the fundamental principle that enabled the international community to 

submit the Arctic to the legal regime of the Montego Bay Convention, during the third 

Conference on the Law of the Sea.  

 UNCLOS 

United Nation Convention on the Law of the Sea (Montego Bay, 10th December 1982). The 

convention has been firmed by 164 states, but not all have ratified it, for example, the United 

States have not. 
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The convention established a legal regime but did not foresee any special regime for the 

Arctic, and set the limit of various areas, measured from a baseline, which, generally 

speaking, is a line that follows the low-water line. The recognized areas are (figure 25):  

 Internal waters: all waters and waterways on the landwards side of the baseline 

(Article 830);  

 Territorial seas: from the baseline out to 12 nautical miles (22 kilometres; 14 miles), 

the coastal state (with additional provisos for archipelagic states) is free to set laws, 

regulate use, and use any resource (except for innocent passage or transit passage for 

military craft) (Article 4-16);  

 Contiguous zone: extending the 12-nautical-mile (22 km) limit up to further 12 

nautical miles (22 km), it is a zone in which a state can continue to enforce laws in 

customs, taxation, immigration and sanitary laws, but otherwise all states have the 

right of navigation and overflight (Article 4-16);  

 Exclusive economic zone (EEZ): extending the 24 nm miles up to 200 nm, in which 

coastal states have sole exploitation right over natural resources in the seas and 

seabed, but all states have the right of navigation and overflight (Article 55-75);  

 Continental Shelf: defined as the natural prolongation of the land territory to the 

continental margin’s edge, or 200 nm (300km) from the coastal state’s baseline 

(Article 76-85);  

 The High Seas: all states have the freedom of operation as long as are peaceful 

operation; all the resources are intended as “common heritage of the mankind” under 

the jurisdiction of the International Seabed Authority (ISA) (Article 86-120). 

                                                 
30 http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/closindx.htm  

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/closindx.htm
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Figure 25 

The figure explains the scale of rights established by the UNCLOS 

Credits: http://www.unclosuk.org/group.html National Oceanographic Centre, Southampton, Natural Environment 

Research Council. (UK)  

Of particular significance are the continental shelf and its delineation. Where the continental 

margin extends up to 200 nautical miles, or is less, the outer limits of the continental shelf 

coincides with the EEZ. The rights of the coastal States in respect of the continental shelf are 

exclusive. If the coastal State does not explore the continental shelf or exploit its natural 

resources, no one else may undertake these activities without the express consent of the 

coastal State. The Article 76, paragraph 8, provides that the information on the limits of the 

continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the 

territorial sea is measured shall be submitted to the Commission on the Limits of the 

Continental Shelf set up under Annex II of the Convention. The information belonged to 

paragraph eight of Article 76 refers to supporting the claim with scientific and technical data. 

If a state con prove that the undersea shelf that connects to its 200 nautical miles belong to 

him, it can consider the area as of his own property, and have to put it in a claim. This claim 

can be done at least after ten years the state has ratified the Convention. After examination of 

such scientific and technical data, the Commission shall make recommendations to coastal 

States on matters related to the establishment of the outer limits of the continental shelf. The 

limits of the shelf established by a coastal State based on the recommendations shall be final 

and binding. It must be noted that the Russian Federation submitted an extended continental 

shelf claim in 2002 that would grant them 460,000 square miles of the Arctic Ocean’s bottom 

http://www.unclosuk.org/group.html
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resources. Their claim was rejected for lack of technical data, but they have since resubmitted 

their claim with new data. 

The Article 82 is unique to UNCLOS in that it deals with payments and contributions to the 

International Seabed Authority for exploitation of resources beyond 200nm. 

The convention encourages the diplomatic resolution of disputes, but, as Le Miere and Mazo 

underline (2013, page 22), “provides for compulsory and binding arbitration through a variety 

of mechanisms, ranging from the International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea and the 

International Court of Justice to various defined and ad hoc tribunals”.  

 

 

Figure 26 

Territorial claims of Arctic countries. 

Credits: http://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/jul/22/arctic-ice-melting-oil-drilling 
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 Arctic economic sovereignty claims 

Denmark, Canada, Norway, Russia, and the United States have overlapping economic 

sovereignty claims in Arctic waters. The existence of these offshore boundary disputes could 

forestall Arctic oil and natural gas resource development in areas where the sovereignty 

claims overlap. As we have seen, the UNCLOS permits countries to claim economic 

sovereignty as much as 350 nautical miles beyond the point where the sea depth exceeds 

2,500 meters (8,200 feet) of water. As suggested by P. Budzik, “ the existence of extensive 

Arctic continental margins and numerous subsea ridges possibly related to those continental 

margins, permit the littoral nations to make competing claims for most Arctic waters” (Figure 

26)31.  Under the auspices of UNCLOS, the Arctic countries have made territorial claims and 

the reasons can be ascribed to economic reasons do to the oil and natural gas potential of the 

areas.  

Although the existence of the UNCLOS has increased the number of overlapping claims of 

economic sovereignty in Arctic waters, two pre-existing claims also remain unresolved. One 

dispute is about land border and the other disputed offshore boundary exists between Canada 

and the United States in the Beaufort Sea. 

The land border dispute is between Canada and Denmark (figure 27). It is about the 

ownership of the Hans Island, at midway in the narrow Nares Strait between Ellesmere Island 

(Canada) and Greenland (Denmark). The island has no economic value, even though, has a 

purely symbolic importance, “as an expression of national resolve with regard to other Arctic 

disagreement” (Le Miere and Mazo; 2013, page 23).  

                                                 
31Philip Budzik ,U.S. Energy Information Administration Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting Oil and 

Gas Division, Arctic Oil and Natural Gas Potential , October, 2009.  
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Figure 27 

The figure shows the Hans Island position in the 

Nares Strait.  

Credits:http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/satellite-

imagery-moves-hans-island-boundary-report-

1.684285 

The other unresolved maritime territorial dispute involves the boundary between the US and 

Canada in the Beaufort Sea, which include an Exclusive Economic Zone and an area rich in 

hydrocarbon resources (figure 27).  

 

Figure 28 

The figure shows the boundary dispute between Canada and US.  

Credits: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-10834006 

On the other hand, there are the continental-shelf claims. Up to now, only Norway and Russia 

have submitted to the CLCS (Commission of the Limits of the Continental Shelf), and only 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/satellite-imagery-moves-hans-island-boundary-report-1.684285
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/satellite-imagery-moves-hans-island-boundary-report-1.684285
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/satellite-imagery-moves-hans-island-boundary-report-1.684285
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-10834006
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the Russian 2001 submission has been returned demanding for more research and data. Russia 

wants to demonstrate that the Mendeleev and Lomonosov ridges are part of its continental 

shelf (figure 29).  

 

Figure 29 

The figure shows the Lomonosov Ridge and the 

edge of the Russian Continental Shelf.  

Credits: 

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attuali

ta%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-

nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-

00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero 

Russian scientist studied sea bottom, took samples of the soil and planted a Russian flag, to a 

depth of 4,261 meters underwater32. If the Russian submission will be accepted (which 

depend on the United Nation Commission), it means that Russia owns 460,000 miles square 

of the sea bottom and can exploit all the correspondent resources. On the other hand, after 

Russian claim, Denmark launched an expedition of 40 scientists to gather evidence that the 

Lomonosov ridge is actually an underwater extension of Greenland and not of Russia.  

Norway’s 2006 claim was about three areas: the so-called ‘Banana Hole’ in the Norwegian 

Sea, the ‘Loop Hole’ in the Barents Sea and the western Nansen Basin in the Arctic Ocean. 

The commission in 2009 confirmed that these areas are actually part of a continental shelf, 

partly Russian and partly Norwegian. The problem has partially been solved with bilateral 

agreements between the two countries.  

                                                 
32 Source: http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-

nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero  

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/SoleOnLine4/Attualita%20ed%20Esteri/Esteri/2007/08/russia-polo-nord.shtml?uuid=498562ac-4022-11dc-99c8-00000e25108c&DocRulesView=Libero
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Except for the UNCLOS, which grants the all-embracing legal framework for most 

transnational Arctic issue, actually there is no organised regional governance structure. What 

do exist, are governance structure that involve the Arctic, similar to the UNCLOS, which can 

be global (as the International Maritime Organization), or sub-regional (bilateral agreements 

for instance). The Arctic Council represents a form of non-governance structure, as we will 

see in the next paragraph.  

2.2.2. Non-governance: The Arctic Council 

The Arctic Council was established in 1996 by the five Arctic coastal states Canada, 

Denmark, Norway, Russia, the United States and Sweden, Iceland and Finland. It was 

founded as a “high level” intergovernmental forum to promote “cooperation, coordination and 

interaction (...) on common Arctic issues”33.  

 History  

The first move towards the creation of the pre-eminent forum for cooperation on Arctic issues 

between the eight Arctic countries occurred in 1991 when they signed the Arctic 

Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS). Then, in 1996, in Ottawa (Canada), the eight 

Arctic states established the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum to address issues of 

sustainable development and environmental protection in the Arctic. The structure of the 

Arctic Council is unique. Actually, it brings Indigenous Permanent Participant Organizations 

to the table with Arctic States, which are the Arctic Athabaskan Council, the Aleut 

International Association, the Gwich’in Council International, the Inuit Circumpolar Council, 

the Russian Arctic Indigenous Peoples of the North and the Saami Council. 

The roots of the Council are in innovative scientific research that values the traditional 

knowledge of northern inhabitants. The works of the council is carried out in expert working 

groups focusing on issues such as climate change, pollution in the Arctic, sustainable 

development, biodiversity, emergency preparedness and the living conditions of Arctic 

residents. Scientific assessments produced within the Arctic have shown the world the impact 

that climate change and pollution coming from far away have had on the Arctic. These 

assessments have contributed to important international agreements including on persistent 

organic pollutants and mercury.  

                                                 
33 “The Ottawa Declaration of 1996”  
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As interest in the Arctic grows, the Council is evolving to become more of a policy-making 

body on issues that matter the peoples of the North. For example, a legally binding agreement 

on Arctic Search and Rescue was signed under the auspices of the Arctic Council at the Nuuk 

Ministerial Meeting in 2011. On the other hand, of particular relevance is how resources are 

developed in the region. The Arctic Council has developed Arctic Offshore Oil and Gas 

Guidelines. In 2013, Arctic States concluded an agreement on Oil Pollution Preparedness and 

Response. To help built resilient communities, the Council shares information, best practices 

and tools with decision makers who manage emerging issues such as adaptation to the 

impacts of climate change.   

 

Chairmanship Year Chairmanship Year 

Canada 1998 (Inauguration) Norway 2006-2009 

United States of 

America 

1998-2000 Denmark 2009-2011 

Finland 2000-2002 Sweden 2011-2013 

Iceland 2002-2004 Canada 2013-2015 

Russian Federation 2004-2006 United States of America 2015-2017 

 

Table 2 

Arctic Council chairmanship since the foundational year.  

 

 Structure 

Membership 

According to the Ottawa Declaration, membership is limited to states with territory in the 

Arctic, thus are Canada, Denmark (representing the dependencies of Greenland and Faroe 

Islands), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, United States and Sweden.  
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Chairmanship 

Chairmanship of the Council rotates every two years and the current chair is held by Canada, 

which will serves until the Ministerial meeting in May 2015, then will be replaced by The 

United States (till 2017).  

 Observer states 

According to the Ottawa Declaration, observer status is open to three categories: non- Arctic 

states, intergovernmental and inter-parliamentary organizations, global and regional, and non-

governmental organizations.   

Permanent observer states 

The status of ‘observer’ is open to non-Arctic states approved by the Council at the 

Ministerial Meetings (once every two years), which invites the states to participate at the 

meetings but have no voting rights. Up to May 2013, the observer states are China, France, 

Germany, India, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Netherlands, Poland, Singapore, Spain and United 

Kingdom.  

Non-governmental observers 

In addition, the Arctic Council has given to nine intergovernmental and inter-parliamentary 

organizations the observer status: 

- International Federation of Red Cross & Red Crescent Societies (IFRC),  

- International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN),  

- Nordic Council of Ministers (NCM), Nordic Environment Finance Corporation 

(NEFCO), 

- North Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO),  

- Standing Committee of the Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region (SCPAR),  

- United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-ECE),  

- United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 

- The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP).  

Moreover, the Arctic Council elected eleven Non-governmental organizations as observers:  

- Advisory Committee on Protection of the Seas (ACOPS),  

http://www.ifrc.org/
http://www.iucn.org/
http://www.norden.org/
http://www.nefco.org/
http://www.nefco.org/
http://www.nammco.no/
http://www.arcticparl.org/
http://www.unece.org/Welcome.html
http://www.undp.org/
http://www.unep.org/
http://www.acops.org.uk/
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- Arctic Cultural Gateway,  

- Association of World Reindeer Herders (AWRH),  

- Circumpolar Conservation Union (CCU), 

- International Arctic Science Committee (IASC), 

- International Arctic Social Sciences Association (IASSA), 

- International Union for Circumpolar Health (IUCH),  

- International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA),  

- Northern Forum (NF), University of the Arctic (UArctic),  

- The World Wide Fund for Nature-Global Arctic Program (WWF). 

Finally, the Arctic Council works through six Working Groups and four Programs and Action 

Plans: Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP); Conservation of Arctic Flora 

& Fauna; Emergency Prevention, Preparedness & Response (EPPR); Protection of the Arctic 

Marine Environment (PAME); Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG); and 

Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP) (since 2006). Programmes: Arctic Biodiversity 

Assessment; Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring Program (CBMP); Arctic Climate Impact 

Assessment (ACIA); and Arctic Human Development Report (AHDR). 

The Ottawa declaration of 1996 does not concern peace and security, inasmuch the founders 

though was not onto their priorities. However, changes in the Arctic environment and the 

increased participants to the Arctic Council have led to reconsideration of the relationship 

between geopolitical matters. Thus, it has been suggested to involve peace and security in the 

Ottawa Declaration.   

http://arcticculturalgateway.org/
http://www.reindeerportal.org/
http://www.circumpolar.org/
http://iasc.info/
http://www.iassa.org/
http://iuch.net/
http://www.iwgia.org/
http://thenorthernforum.org/
http://www.uarctic.org/Frontpage.aspx?m=3
http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/where_we_work/arctic/
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V  

MILITARIZATION OF THE ARCTIC 

The presence of mineral, oil and gas resource and the probable shift in global maritime trade 

routes are a proof of the increasing interest in the Arctic and of its strategic value. Yet, where 

there is strategic value, there is often competition. In this context, military activity and 

presence have increased.  

 

2.3.1. Historical Background 

As we have already seen, the firsts explorations in the Arctic were led by nations interested in 

the unknown area. The causes for these explorations can be found in the need for new trade 

routes and in developing trade in new areas, such as in the case of the Vikings. Then, since 

the 12th century, the commercial routes had gained a growing importance and the overseas of 

alternative routes has become crucial. Thus, explorations were focused on finding a passage 

that would connect the Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean: the Northwest Passage or the 

Northeast Passage through the Arctic Ocean. This has been the reason why for the subsequent 

centuries many explorations have occurred in the Arctic region. Then, in the late 19th and 20th 

century, the international scenario was transformed by the changing global economy. During 

the Industrial Revolution and after, the production increased, due also to the development of 

technology, which increased the need for new markets and raw material.  These needs 

resulted in an imperialistic race that would lead to World War. Under these circumstances, the 

Arctic region gain strategic importance in order to reach new markets and control new trade 

routes. As Le Miere and Mazo assert “it was during the Second World War, however, that the 

Arctic, from a strategic perspective, came into its own”. In fact, the Arctic emerged as a key 

strategic area as it constituted an Allies’ supply route. For example, the URSS received many 

convoys from the United States through the Arctic route, which was the shortest and the most 

direct way to reach Russian territory. On the other hand, the Nazi German strove for the 

opening of an “Arctic frontline”, by conquering Denmark and Norway. However, the so-

called Winter War between Finland and the Soviet Union stopped expansive aims of 

Germany, and outlined the difficulties of operating in the harsh weather conditions in the high 

north. Then, in 1941, after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the United States decided entry into the 

World War II, and the Arctic regain a strategic importance, as it was fundamental to control 

the North Atlantic through which Great Britain received essential supplies. During 1940s, 
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Nazi German principal efforts were led to destroy weather stations, which granted a safe 

travel to American convoys headed for Great Britain and the Soviet Union.  At the end of the 

World War II, the international scenario was almost divided into two spheres of influence, on 

the one hand under the United States and under the Soviet Union on the other hand. Hence, 

the Arctic has retained its strategic importance during the Cold War.  

 

2.3.2. The Arctic as a theatre of military operations 

 The Arctic during the Cold War 

At the end of the Second World War and during the followings years down to the 1940s, the 

Arctic region experienced a near total transformation in strategic and political importance. 

The polar region represented the shortest route between the Soviet Union and the continental 

United States for aircraft and ballistic missiles. Thus, the Arctic was an important theatre for 

strategic air defense, where the United States and the Soviet Union were virtual territorial 

neighbors. Of great importance was the construction of preventive radar system, installed 

across the region by both the super-powers. In 1951, the United States and Denmark signed a 

bilateral agreement of defensive cooperation, providing, among other possibilities, to the 

United States the almost whole sovereignty over three bases in Danish territory: Narsarsuaq, 

in the southern Greenland; Kangerlussuaq, in the west; and Thule, in the northeast. The latter 

was crossed by the Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line, which was a line of anti-bomber 

aircraft radars crossing Alaska, northern Canada and Greenland, built by the United States 

and Canada between 1954 and 1957. The DEW line quickly became obsolete, due to the 

arrival of ballistic missiles. From the 1950s on, the Arctic region became a stage for tight 

military escalation between the two super-powers, which have developed and placed 

intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), and have increased production of nuclear-powered 

attack submarines. At the end of the Cold War, many radar stations were abandoned, causing 

many environmental problems and huge amount of toxic waste.  
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Figure 30 

The maps shows the DEW line (the dashed-black line), the MID Canada line Radar Stations (dashed-yellow 

line) and the Pinetree Line Radar Stations (the dashed –brown line).  

Credits: http://www.journal.forces.gc.ca/vo8/no2/lajeunes-eng.asp National Defence and the Canadian 

Armed Forces.  

Beyond the military build-up, other factors point to the militarization of regional affairs 

during the Cold War. Under the frozen waters, submarines frequently patrolled the Arctic, as 

for example the American submarine SS-571 Nautilus, which cross the North Pole through 

the Barents Sea and the Greenland Sea. Moreover, it has been estimated that the Soviet Union 

conducted more approximately 265 nuclear tests in the Novaya Zemlya archipelago, in the 

North of Siberia34.   

  

                                                 
34 International Atomic Energy Agency, Nuclear Explosions in the URSS: The North Test Site Reference 

Materials, 2004 http://www-ns.iaea.org/downloads/rw/waste-safety/north-test-site-final.pdf  

http://www.journal.forces.gc.ca/vo8/no2/lajeunes-eng.asp
http://www-ns.iaea.org/downloads/rw/waste-safety/north-test-site-final.pdf
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 Military activity since recent years 

In the 1990s, the international scenario became more stable, the Soviet Union was dismantled 

(in 1991) into its successor republics and many radar stations were abandoned. Through the 

1990s and 2000s, the international community, and especially the Arctic region, lived a 

peaceful moment, characterized by cooperation’s initiative. The most prominent was the 

foundation of the Arctic Council in 1996. In spite of that, the strategic importance of the 

Arctic has not decrease.  

The geostrategic of the Arctic in recent years is driven by global warming, as we have seen. 

However, the armed forces of the circumpolar nations currently have a limited capability to 

operate in the Arctic region, as they have inadequate technology and infrastructures to deal 

with Arctic’s operating challenges. Meanwhile, there is a numerically superior nation as far as 

is concerned armed forces, military navy and icebreakers that can facilitate their movement: 

Russia.  

In the 2000s, the Russian Federation experienced a dramatic economic growth. Hence, Russia 

increased its defence budget, up to become the fourth-largest defence budget in the world (Le 

Mier, Mazo, 2013, page 47). Russian government thus has increased its investments in the 

military, naval procurement, created a Federal Security Service Coastal Border Guard, and, 

above all, restarted patrolling the Arctic. At the same time, Russian government is re-

establishing a number of cold war bases. 

Since Russian Polar Expedition in 2007, when a Russian flag was planted in the Arctic 

seabed, the military presence in the Arctic has increased.  

Even though the challenges to face are huge, armed forces of the circumpolar nations are 

improving their capabilities to operate in the Arctic region, focusing in the maritime domain 

in particular, as it is predominant in the North Pole region. If we look at Canada first, the 

Royal Canadian Navy key programme (as of the time of writing) is the acquisition of 68 

Arctic offshore patrol ship and are building a refilling facility to enable RNC ships to stand 

station longer. Looking back to Canadian history, in 2007, the government invested around 6 

million dollars to increase their Polar ship availability, which could be used to patrol the 

Arctic region. In the same year, the government built a trainee camp to trainee in harsh 

weather conditions at Resolute Bay, the Arctic Warfare Training Centre. These measures are 

included into the “Canada First Defence Strategy”, which include also an increase in military 

expenditures around a 1, 3 per cent of national GDP.  
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The United States is a little bit less ambitious, indeed in their Arctic strategy, it is openly 

admitted that the ambition is going to be practiced upon a global threat assessment and 

competition for resources. Since 2006, the US abandoned their military base in Iceland. 

However, the government decided to strengthen the US Navy to patrol the Arctic region, and 

with the support of NATO, have involved the other member for a joint patrol of the area. In 

addition, in the same year, the US, assisted by the United Kingdom, began numerous 

combined military exercises. Even if the US defensive goal seems to not include a manifest 

priority toward the protection of national interest in the High North, in April 2011, two US 

nuclear attack submarines participated in the Ice Exercise (ICEX). Actually, there are five US 

Army locations in Alaska, and the latter uses the base in Thule, Greenland, for ballistic-

missile defence. 

Looking at smaller countries, in response to Russia’s defence improvements, Nordic countries 

are concerned. However, defence spending as a percentage of GDP declined in all of Nordic 

countries between the 1990s and 2000s, and all but Norway saw their defence budget decline. 

Norway has military links with Russia, who hold their Pomor joint naval exercise every year 

since 2010. On the other hand, Denmark has created a unified Arctic Command in October 

2012 and an Arctic Response Force. Between Nordic countries, furthermore, do exists a close 

coordination, key within which has been the NORDEFCO. The Nordic Defence Cooperation 

organization was founded in 2009, among five Nordic countries: Finland, Denmark, Iceland, 

Norway and Sweden. The aim of the organization is to strengthen the member countries' 

defence capabilities by identifying areas for cooperation and to promote effective solutions, 

and includes previous NORDEFCO agreements such as the Nordic Coordinated Arrangement 

for Military Peace Support (NORDCAPS).   

 The role of NATO in the High North 

The Arctic relevance for NATO has increased since the Cold War period, as it was acutely 

aware of the Soviet Union’s activity in the region, and the potential for nuclear confrontation. 

Due to increased Soviet Union’s military presence in the Artic, the United States and the 

NATO established bases in the North, mostly in Alaska, as well as the Thule base in 

Greenland. Although, these bases were after the Cold War period, abandoned. However, the 

growing significance of an accessible High North has prompted Arctic states to begin 

bolstering their northernmost capabilities. Finally, the region has fall onto NATO agenda 

since 2009. For instance, the only international organization consistently to feature in the 

debate on Arctic Security, as of the time of writing, is NATO. It must be noted that four of 
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five of the Arctic Coastal states are members of NATO, and its collective defence applies to 

the Arctic as well (art 5). NATO Review, a free-online magazine looking at some of today's 

most pressing security issues, visited the High North to analyse the security implications of 

the Arctic ice melting. It recognizes that one of the key issues that need to be determined in 

the Arctic is the sea, which in the present time is surrounded by a huge mess of ice, although 

it is melting. Four years later, NATO’s North Atlantic Council, which represents all twenty-

eight members, visited the region following an invitation from Norwegian foreign Minister. 

NATO Review asked the minister why he felt that the region needed more attention and how 

NATO could help. The Norwegian Minister, Espen Barth Eide, underlined that the Arctic 

region should offer great interest to the Alliance not because it is in any type of crisis or 

drama, rather the other way round, is an area of cooperation. In addition, it is also an area that 

is opening up to local new activities, and, finally, because of its global development, as we 

see many other nations increasing interest in the region, such as China or North Korea. 

Moreover, in January 2009, NATO and the government of Iceland organized a conference on 

security prospects in the High North, to begin a discourse on the vast array of security 

challenges that will inevitably arise in the Arctic. Although, despite the fact that the Arctic 

appeared in NATO agenda several times since 2009, the word Arctic cannot be found in 

official documents ,neither the 2010 Strategic Concept (acknowledging new security 

challenges for the alliance, such as cyber and energy security) nor the 2012 Chicago NATO 

summit declaration. In addition, during the North Atlantic Council’s visit in Norway, May 

2013, NATO Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen expressed NATO’s consensus 

policy stating, “At this present time, NATO has no intention of raising its presence and 

activities in the High North”35.  

Nevertheless, NATO’s role, as of the time of writing, is still ambiguous. Some states have 

called for NATO as a platform to promote cooperation with Russia, notably Norway and 

Iceland, while other states consider a NATO’s role unnecessary, especially Sweden and 

Finland, as non-member states. Mainly, Norway has been a leader in promoting NATO’s role 

in the Arctic, proposing it as an arena for building situational awareness and knowledge 

among the allies, providing capabilities in surveillance and monitoring, coordinating search 

and rescue, and protect critical infrastructure on allied territory. A priority on NATO’s role 

will be to maintain the current stability in the region as an area of low tension. On the other 

                                                 
35 http://archive.defensenews.com/article/20130529/DEFREG/305290022/NATO-Rejects-Direct-Arctic-

Presence 
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hand, Norway strongly promotes increased communication and coordination with Russia, if 

NATO succeeds in becoming an active actor in the Arctic, the country with which 

(necessarily) has many bilateral agreements. However, Norwegian position on NATO’s role 

in the Arctic is completely in contrasts to Canada, who has attempted to discourage greater 

NATO involvement in the region. Meanwhile, Russia is unlikely to have NATO as a partner 

in the Arctic.  

There is undoubtedly a role NATO can play, but for the time being the strained alliance’s 

focus, as a Cold War product in the 21st century, remains ambiguous. H. Conley strongly 

supports the potential of a NATO’s role in the Arctic. Indeed, she believes that “NATO could 

support the growing security challenges in the region in additional way by serving as a forum 

for dialogue”36. In this sense, NATO could become a partner to Russia on mission of 

scientific exploration to either map the Arctic seabed or study the climate effects. In addition, 

NATO could enhance its coordination role in maritime disaster response, supporting Arctic 

search-and-rescue and oil spill response operations. Finally, NATO could potentially serve as 

a resource for joint military training, and contingency planning in the Arctic. 

“However”, concludes H. Conley, “due to Russian opposition and the lack of alliance 

consensus, it seems unlike that NATO could take such a proactive role”.  

 

In sum, the recent military developments in the region shed some light on the importance of 

the connection between the political prominence and territorial sovereignty, which have 

become in dissociable from the economic prospects. In this sense, in the next chapter we are 

going to see specifically the Arctic policies of the interested countries.  

 

  

                                                 

36 “A New Security Architecture for the Arctic”, H.A. Conley, A report of the CSIS Programme, January 2012. 
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PART III: THE FUTURE OF THE ARCTIC 

 

VI  

GEOPOLITICAL IMPACTS 

 

3.1.1. Arctic Policies 

 Arctic Countries’ Foreign Policies  

Although the geopolitics of the Arctic is mainly regional, it affects the whole international 

system. In this sense, it would be useful analyse in details the Arctic policies of the Arctic 

countries and in the second paragraph the foreign policy of non-Arctic States and its growing 

interest in the region.  

Canada 

Canada is a major Arctic country that has 40 per cent of its landmass in the Arctic region.  

The main body through which Canada develops its foreign policy is the Arctic Council, 

whose first chairmanship was held by Canada in 1996 and then, again in 2013. If we go back 

to Canadian foreign policy during the Cold War, we find that the basic strategy was 

Continentalism. According to the scholars, continentalism was pragmatically more orientated 

in around geography were the relationships between Canada and the United States was 

evolving, and many decisions were made because of geography and not because of other 

national interests. In the 1980s (and in the beginning of the 2000s), the Canadian foreign 

policy was more orientated around Canada-US trade. Hence, the core of the Canadian foreign 

policy during the Cold war was actually based on economic prosperity and trade. Then, after 

the Cold War, the most spread trend in the Canadian foreign policy was Internationalism. In 

this sense, the core of the trend was promoting Canadian interests and its values through 

Institutions, a peaceful country completely integrated in the global system, whereof a part of 

it. Then, as of the time of writing, the trend has changed towards (Neo)continentalism, with 

the S. Harper (the prime minister of Canada)’s policy. It is based on neoconservative values 

and ideas, through fiscal conservatism, power devolution, and minimal state intervention and 

so on. Despite the difference between Canadian trends in foreign policy, scholars agree 

stating that do exist in Canada a truly belief in the democratic values and promoting 

democracy across states. Even if continentalism and neocontinentalism could seem similar, 
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the first is truly based on trade while the second follows not only trade and commerce but also 

defence and security, and through morality and new conservative concepts. When minister 

Harper came to power, after 2006, military issues became extremely important, as the only 

way to address new security issues in the Arctic will be through military capabilities, which, 

as we have already seen, have increased exponentially up to now. The 2007 was the year of 

the Russian flag on the seabed, and the resulting “Use it or lose it” motto of Harper, which 

was frequently heard in conjunction with calls for Canadians to respond to issues affecting the 

present and future development of the North. Although, the most important year in Canadian 

Arctic policy is 2010 when an official statement was draft.  

In the Canadian government’s website, concerning the Arctic policy, it is underlined 

“Canada’s vision for the Arctic is a stable, rules-based region with clearly defined boundaries, 

dynamic economic growth and trade, vibrant Northern communities, and healthy and 

productive ecosystems” as the Arctic “is fundamental to Canada’s national identity37”.  In 

2010, Canadian government has draft a statement on Canada’s Arctic foreign policy in which 

has emphasized the action plan. The statement articulates Canada's priorities with respect to 

sovereignty, economic and social development, environmental protection, and governance in 

the Arctic region. It details the ways Canada will show leadership and work with others to 

demonstrate responsible stewardship and to build a region that is responsive to Canadian 

interests and values. In the sense of sovereignty, firstly, “Canada will seek to resolve 

boundary issues in the Arctic region, in accordance with international law”. The government 

underlines that Canadian Arctic land is undisputed, except for the Hans Island (also claimed 

by Denmark). Other “disagreements” exist between the United States in the Beaufort Sea and 

between Denmark in the Lincoln Sea. However, these disagreements are “well managed”. 

Secondly, Canada will secure international recognition for the full extent of their extended 

continental shelf wherein they can exercise their sovereign rights over the resources of the 

seabed and subsoil. On the other hand, the statement articulates Canada’s priorities for Arctic 

economic and social development. In this sense, firstly, Canada will proceed to establish the 

appropriate international conditions for sustainable development in the Arctic, 

“complementing domestic measures to support economic development”. Secondly, Canada 

will continue to pursue trade and investment opportunities in order to benefit Northerners and 

all Canadians. Finally, Canada “will continue to encourage a greater understanding of human 

                                                 
37 Government of Canada, Foreign Affairs-Trade-and Development Canada, Canada’s Arctic Foreign Policy, 

2013-06-03. 
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dimension of the Arctic to improve the lives of Northerners, particularly through the Arctic 

Council. The statement expresses also Canada’s goals to protect Arctic environment through 

international acts, such as the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act (AWPA, 1970), or 

international conventions and agreements, such as the Agreement on the Conservation of the 

Polar Bears with the United Nation Convention. Furthermore, Canada has signed a 

Memorandum of Understandings with the United States for the conservation and the 

management of a shared polar bear population. Lastly, the assessment ends with Canada’s 

purpose of empowering the peoples of the North and growing strategic importance of the 

Arctic, stating that in the region their premier partner is the United States and “the key 

foundation for any collaboration will be acceptance of and respect for the perspectives and 

knowledge of Northerners and Arctic states’ sovereignty”.  

For the reasons listed above, it could be said that Canada target a positive foreign policy.  

The Kingdom of Denmark 

The Kingdom of Denmark is composed by Denmark, Faroe Island and Greenland, through 

which Denmark is among Arctic Council members. During the Kingdom of Denmark’s 2009–

2011 chairmanship of the Arctic Council the stress was focused on the Council’s position as 

an international actor. It is important to notice that Denmark is an Arctic state by virtue of 

Greenland being a member of the Kingdom of Denmark. Thus, to understand Danish foreign 

policy is fundamentally to understand the relationship between Denmark and Greenland. In 

this sense, it is useful to remember, briefly, the historical evolution of Greenland’s self-

government. Greenland was a Danish colony since the 1721, until 1953, when it became a 

Danish country. Then, in 1979 Greenland obtain its own government and parliament, which 

means legislative and executive power. Finally, in 2009, there has been the current self-

government agreement, thanks to which Greenland has now legislative, executive and 

juridical power. In addition, Greenland has its own foreign policy, as an ability to enter 

international agreements in area solely concerning Greenland. The best example of gained 

self-government is the paragraph 21 of the agreement, according to which “decisions 

regarding Greenland’s independence shall be taken by the people of Greenland”38. Hence, this 

creates a peculiar situation where Greenland belongs to the Kingdom of Denmark as long as it 

chooses to belong to. However, there are some exceptions in which Greenland cannot decide 

                                                 
38 http://www.stm.dk/_a_2957.html, Greenland Government.  

http://www.stm.dk/_a_2957.html
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on its own: foreign policy, defence policy, and security issues. The problem is to distinguish 

what belongs actually to foreign policy and what is not. As an example, there is the 

controversy situation of the uranium extraction. The Kingdom of Denmark as “zero 

tolerance” policy on uranium extraction, which, because of its peculiar nature and the 

convention of Non Proliferation (Treaty) ratified by Denmark, is consider a security issue, 

thus, belongs to Denmark, while Greenland consider uranium as resource extraction, thus, 

belongs to its self-government. In addition, most of the activity in Greenland is likely to be 

covered by one or more international agreements or conventions ratified by Denmark and it 

remains the principal subject in International law, which means that it is responsible 

internationally if any of these agreements are breached, even if it happens in Greenland’s 

territory.  

 In 2011, due to the growth attention to the Arctic Region, the Kingdom published its own 

strategic policy for the Arctic, The Kingdom of Denmark’s Strategy for the Arctic 2011–2020. 

The document, which represents a first joint Greenlandic-Danish Arctic policy document, 

contains a series of policy objectives, which can be gathered into two categories: first, 

supporting and strengthening Greenland's path towards greater autonomy and self-

government, and second, maintaining Denmark’s (i.e. the Kingdom’s) position as a major 

player in the Arctic. According to the Strategy document, the Kingdom of Denmark will work 

for “A peaceful, secure and safe Arctic; with self-sustaining growth and development; with 

respect for the Arctic’s fragile climate; and in close cooperation with our international 

partners.” The document describes the Strategy as “first and foremost a strategy for 

development that benefits the inhabitants of the Arctic”. It has a clear global perspective in its 

view of the vast changes in the Arctic as one of the most significant of global issues, and 

because “[T]he world has again turned its attention to the Arctic”, the aim must be “to 

strengthen the Kingdom’s status as global player in the Arctic” (Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

2011, 9–11). Furthermore, the fourth chapter Strategy document stresses the importance of 

international laws, especially the UNCLOS to solve divergences, and emphasises the 

importance of sovereignty and national security. Denmark’s, however, is the only one to 

highlight the importance of NATO and cooperation among the ‘Arctic 5’. Even though, the 

country defence plan (for 201-2014) highlights the growing importance of the Arctic Region 

and increases military budget. Thus, it seems that protecting Greenland and its self-

government entity, the Kingdom of Denmark’s aim is to strength its status in the Arctic 5 
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group as a global player, and the Strategy document can be seen as a means to attract 

industries to Greenland and investments to them.  

Finland 

Finland, which is one of the eight Arctic states with significant economic, political and 

security interests in the Arctic region, has been active in international northern and Arctic 

projects such as the initiatives for the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (sometimes 

referred to as the Finnish Initiative). Finland has not been much involved in the Arctic region 

during the Cold War or during the post-Cold War, although it was early in 2010 that Finland 

defined itself as an Arctic country, a natural actor in the region, and an active Arctic nation, in 

the first Finnish Arctic Strategy. Then, the most recent document on Arctic is the Finland’s 

Strategy for the Arctic Region, adopted on the 10th October 2012 and underlines the increased 

significance of the region and a growing perception of the whole Finland as an Arctic country. 

In the document is specified, “While the previous strategy from 2010 focused on external 

relations, the new strategy is more wide-reaching in scope. It examines the possibilities for 

bolstering Finland’s position regarding the Arctic region; the creation of new business 

opportunities; the Arctic environment and the region’s security and stability; the position of 

the northern parts of Finland; international cooperation; and Arctic expertise in the widest 

sense of the term”. The Strategy fall into thematic sections with the objectives and actions, 

focused on seven priority fields: security, protection of the environment, defence and 

inclusion of the indigenous people, European Union, institutionalization of the Arctic 

Council, infrastructure for the region and economy. A great importance is given to the 

economic sector, stressing the benefits of using the country’s know-how technology and 

expertise for the exploitation of Arctic’s natural resources. Even though Finland insists on the 

need for peaceful resolution of conflicts and regional cooperation, the government is 

fortifying its military sector and modernizing it.  

Sweden 

Sweden has always recognized itself as an Arctic country, as one-fifth of its territory is north 

of the Arctic Circle. Moreover, a full third of its domestic energy comes from that part of the 

country, mostly hydroelectric power, also forestry and mining are important, and the 90 per 

cent production of iron ore within the European Union comes from Northern Sweden. Sweden 

is not only an Arctic Country with a certain history, but a member (and a founder) of the 

Arctic Council. Of the past two decades, Sweden has been strongly engaged within each of 
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the four regional Councils in northern Europe, being the Council of the Baltic Sea States, the 

Barents Sea-Arctic Council, the Nordic Ministerial Council and the Arctic Council, and, in 

addition, the Northern dimension of the European Union.  

Despite Sweden was one of the founder of the Arctic Council, it was the last of the eight 

Arctic countries to develop an Arctic policy, finally published in May 2011. As is mentioned 

in the Strategy, historically Sweden has natural and strong ties that have linked Sweden to the 

Arctic region, both geographically and demographically. Its Strategy is based on three 

fundamental points: climate and environment, economic development and living conditions 

for the people in the region. The richest of the these three main priorities is the “Economic 

development”, and its emphasis on free trade (throughout the Arctic region); industrial policy 

(Barents region); and economic interests in many fields, such as mining, petroleum, forestry, 

tourism, transport, shipping and ice-breaking, and reindeer husbandry. Thus, it seems 

therefore that economic development is a top priority of Sweden’s arctic policy rather than the 

other two priorities. In addition, Sweden has been supplying training ice fields for NATO and 

US and has been cooperating militarily with other Nordic States, despite its stronger defence 

of the need for peaceful resolution and demilitarization of the Arctic.  

During the Swedish leadership of the Arctic Council, Sweden strongly emphasised the 

fundamental importance of ensuring that the Arctic remains a low-tension area when it comes 

to national security policies, and furthermore an area in which new activities are based on 

mutual agreements. This principal was clearly confirmed by Ministers at the Kiruna Meeting 

in May 2013, within the vision for the Arctic, which specifies that, the further development of 

the Arctic region as soon as peace and stability is at the heart of its efforts.  

Norway 

It is important to sum briefly Norway history when it comes to Norway Arctic policies. In the 

late 1800s, there was a greatly interest in the Arctic, and it would became a very important 

part of the region nation building. Later, the region experienced a period of significantly 

expansion, the so-called ice-ocean imperialism at the end of the World War I, when Norway 

gained the sovereignty over Svalbard islands. In 1933, Norway attempted to obtain the 

ownership to the east part of Greenland but lost out. During the Cold War, everything cooled 

down, and security became the main focus on regional policies towards the North, since 

Norway was the only NATO state that had an exposed border directed towards the Soviet 

Union. In this sense, Norway demilitarized its northern territories and its main foreign policy 
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was to keep things at a low level of confrontation. After the Gorbachev’s Murmansk speech in 

1987, which was a desire to cooperate on rescue, on the environment, in the High North, the 

region experienced a period, as C. Emerson calls, of “slow motion scramble”39 (page 83). In 

1998, the Norwegian government came up with the white paper of what they called the “Near 

Abroad”, later translated into the High North Effort, launched in 2005. The effort focused on 

environment, security and economy, and had twenty priorities among which dialogue with 

neighbours, oil and gas exploration, new naval presence, sea rescue, industrial/border/cultural 

cooperation with Russia and so on.  As it is often the case with same initiatives that embrace 

so many dimensions and priorities, they end up being overburden and under-driven, and that 

was what happened to the High North Effort.  

Norway recognizes as its main priority in terms of foreign and defence policy. In 2014, 

Norway’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs published a report on Norway’s Arctic Policy for 2014 

and beyond, in accordance with the Norwegian Government's High North Strategy, in which 

there are three main pillars: the extraction of natural resources, knowledge accretion and its 

relationship with Russia, as it is recognized as the main actor in the Region. In the report is 

underlined “The Government will seek to further develop North Norway so that it becomes 

one of the country’s foremost regions in terms of value creation and sustainability40”. Then, 

the report explains five Government’s priorities: international cooperation, the development 

of a knowledge-based business sector, knowledge development, infrastructure, and 

emergency preparedness and environmental protection. Through the idea of cooperation, 

Norway is a major proponent of UNCLOS framework to the resolution of disputes. Despite 

its efforts to cooperate with Russia, Norway’s attempt to bring NATO to the Arctic represents 

a great challenge because it goes against Russian defence policy.   

The Russian Federation  

Historically, there is a clear interest of Russia in the Arctic. During the communist period, the 

Arctic was seen as the communication lines between the Soviet Union and its allies in the 

anti-Nazi coalition. In addition, Russia increased its mining operations in the region of 

strategic resources, such as apatite, titanium, cobalt, nickel, copper, in order to supply its 

defence industry. On the other hand, the Arctic represented for the Soviet Union a testing 

                                                 
39 The Future History of the Arctic, Charles Emerson, 2010.  

40 https://www.regjeringen.no/en/dokumenter/report_summary/id2076191/ Norway Government. 

https://www.regjeringen.no/en/dokumenter/report_summary/id2076191/
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ground (Novaya Zemlya, Plesetsk, Nenoska) where it, as a nuclear superpower, tested its 

most novel armaments. Moreover, the Arctic represented the frontline in an imaginary all-

embracing nuclear war with the U.S., as it was in this region that the Soviet strategists 

expected the approach of strategic bombers or ballistic missiles from across the North Pole. 

During the post-Cold War period, there can be recognized three main Russian interests in the 

Arctic region: a) geopolitical aspects, such as the borders issues b) economic aspects, as the 

22 per cent of Russian exports are produced in the Arctic and c) transport, mostly focused on 

the Northern Sea Route.  

To understand Russian Arctic policy, it will be useful to view in briefly the trend in Russian 

foreign policies. The American ambassador in Moscow, Michael McFaul, has identified seven 

goals of Putin’s foreign policy. First purpose is to strengthen the Eurasia Economic Union, 

which President Putin tried to forge with the post-Soviet states on Russia’s borders. Secondly, 

an important objective is to check American power around the world, including mostly 

important their alleged policies of regime change in the Middle East and Eurasia. Thirdly, to 

nurture the image of the United States as an enemy, as a way to strengthen Putin’s domestic 

supporters and weakening its domestic critics. A four purpose is to check the expansion of the 

American missile defence. As a fifth objective, to increase trade and investments. Sixthly, to 

reclaim Russia’s role as a respected, pivotal power in the international system. Finally, to stop 

NATO expansion, which has been mostly achieved.  

In 2008, the Russian government adopted an Arctic policy through a document named the 

fundamentals of state policy of the Russian Federation in the Arctic in the period up to 2020 

and beyond. The document is separated into four main chapters: a) Russia’s national interest 

in the Arctic; b) main goals and strategic priorities; c) fundamental tasks and means of 

realization of the state policy; and d) fundamental mechanisms of realization of the policy. As 

we have seen, the majority of Arctic resources are expected to be found in Russia. Thus, the 

strategy evidently accentuates the region's importance to the national economy as a major 

source of incomes and one of the Russian main goals is to increase extraction of the natural 

resources in the Arctic. Of particular interest is the development of the Northern Sea Route 

(NSR), which is seen as a “national transportation route41”, as a wholly integrated 

transportation link and a central element in maritime connections between Europe and Asia. 

Another Russian major goal is to establish special Arctic military formations in order to 

                                                 
41 http://government.ru/en/ The fundamentals of state policy of the Russian Federation in the Arctic in the period 

up to 2020 and beyond 
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protect the county's national interests in various situations. Thus, the strategy portrays the 

complex and integrated picture of Russia’s security situation, and points at failure of the 

current global and regional security architecture, as it is disproportionately weighted in favour 

of NATO.  

Hence, Russian strategy outlined its national interests in the region. Firstly, to use the Arctic 

zone of the Russian Federation as a strategic resource base of the Russian Federation 

providing the solution of problems of social and economic development of the country. 

Secondly, it is important for Russia to maintain the Arctic as a zone of peace and cooperation, 

thus maintaining bilateral and multilateral cooperation treatment of the Russian Federation 

with the Sub-arctic States based on international treaties and agreements to which Russia is 

part. Although, in the sphere of military defence and protection of the state border of Russia 

lying in the Arctic zone, the main objectives of Russian strategy are the maintenance of a 

favourable operative regime in the Arctic zone, and the maintenance of a necessary fighting 

potential of groupings of general purpose armies (forces), as the Russian Armed Forces, or 

other armies, military formations and organisms in the Arctic zone. The armed forces need to 

be created in order to provide military security under various conditions of a military-political 

situation. Another Russian purpose is to preserve the unique ecological system of the Arctic, 

implementing environmental protection. Finally, a major Russian national interest is to use 

the Northern Sea Route as a national single transport communication of the Russian 

Federation in the Arctic.  

In addition, Russian government has also finalized the development of a state program on 

exploration and development of mineral resources of the Arctic continental shelf for 2012- 

2030. One of the program’s main priorities is to intensify geological exploration activities, 

which need to be supported primarily by private Russian oil and gas companies’ investments. 

As of the time of writing, the only two companies allowed to receive new licenses to explore 

Russia’s continental shelf are Gazprom and Rosneft, with the already owned licenses mainly 

located in the Okhotsk, Kara and Barents seas. However, according to the Russia’s Arctic 

shelf development program, more companies may gain the right to explore and produce oil 

and gas in the offshore strip.  

Thus, the ultimate objective of the state policy is to transform the Arctic into Russia's 

foremost strategic base for natural resources by 2020.  
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The United States 

The United States interest in the High North began at the end of the 19th century, when 

purchased the Alaska. Although, it was during the Cold War that the Arctic outshine US 

attention, as we have seen. After the Cold war, the first President to have an Arctic Strategy 

was Bill Clinton, in 1994. However, this strategy was secret, thus nobody could say what was 

about. Then, the further President, G. Bush, in 2009, had a public Arctic Strategy, which was 

unfortunately issued in the last week of his presidency. This strategy was issued mostly 

because of the Homeland Security, which was the driving element. It was entitled National 

Security Presidential Directive 66-Homeland Security Presidential Directive 25. One of the 

ambiguous things of the overall US policy was the idea that they were “prepared to operate 

independently” because the Cold War institution were inadequate. In the strategy, a broad 

Arctic treaty was considered not necessary, unlike the Antarctica. In addition, the US decided 

to not ratify the UNCLOSIII. After the strategy of 2009, US position towards the Arctic has 

teetered as a spectator, for almost four years.  

In 2013, the United States announced a National Strategy for the Arctic Region, almost based 

on the previous of 2009. The 2013 document reflects the increase US interest in the region, 

and focuses on three priority lines of effort to: a) protect U.S. national and homeland security 

interests; b) promote responsible stewardship; and c) foster international cooperation (as can 

is outlined in the US Department of State website http://www.state.gov/e/oes/ocns/opa/arc/ ). US 

Arctic policy’s principal objects are mainly fixed on environmental protection and sustainable 

development, with particular emphasis on the role of indigenous people. In this strategy, 

Indigenous people are for the first time included in an US Arctic Strategy. Furthermore, the 

US underlines the Middle East involvement and the “pivot to Asia” prevail in US strategic 

outlook. And finally, it must be said that there are no timelines, which means no assignment 

of responsibilities.  

The Arctic Council, whose chairmanship will be assumed by the US in 2015-2017, plays an 

important role for the US in the conduction of international cooperation as the premier forum 

for Arctic diplomacy. Thus, it seems that the US strategy is concentrated on the security, 

especially since a retired coast guard rear admiral, R. Papp, has been named as the US Special 

Representative for the Arctic, although we are going to discuss later about it. However, the 

prospects of the U.S. in the Arctic are not so positive. The U.S. is very unlikely to ratify the 

UNCLOSIII or to fund much infrastructure. Furthermore, it seems that Coast Guard will be 

http://www.state.gov/e/oes/ocns/opa/arc/
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the leading figure in the Arctic. Finally, according to the Arctic Institute, the U.S. strategy 

“remains as elusive as a mirage on the Arctic ice-sheet”42.  

Iceland 

Before addressing objectives and purposes of the Icelandic Arctic Policy, it will be useful 

going back to Iceland foreign policy in general, and how has it been affected by the 

International System. In this sense, it is important to notice that Iceland has used the 

International System in a truly unique way. Indeed, it has entered multilateral agreements but 

tried to find bilateral protection in those multilateral agreements. A perfect example is the 

especial relation between the United States. Within the structure of NATO, Iceland had a 

special relation with a protector, somebody that made the proposals or analyse the policies, 

thus, Iceland was able to relay on guidance and responses from others. Till 2006, when the 

U.S. decide to shut down its military base in Iceland, it seems that Iceland let international 

events affect the country rather than starting thinking an implemented foreign policy. Then, 

Iceland started rethinking its position into the International System and rethinking its bent 

towards it, as an example Iceland applied to join the European Union in 2009, and started 

studying security issues.  

Although the Arctic Council does not recognize Iceland as an Arctic five states, its 

government sustains that it should be recognized as a major player in the Arctic as the region 

is a priority in the Iceland foreign policy. Therefore, on March 28 2011 the Althingi (the 

Iceland parliament) approved a resolution on Iceland’s Arctic policy, which focuses on 

environmental issues, natural resources, maritime routes, the question of natives and the 

cooperation with other states, express in twelve principles. At the core of the resolution, there 

is the idea that Iceland accepts and promotes the Arctic Council as the most important foreign 

forum on the issue of the Arctic, which, in practice, means that Iceland need to be accepted as 

a Coastal Country. On the other hand, it stresses the importance of regional cooperation, 

especially in the west Nordic with Greenland and the Faroe Island, and the rights of 

indigenous people, which perfectly fits with the emphasis that Iceland has in Human Rights.  

In addition, the Icelandic President Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson on April 15, 2013, at the 

National Press Club in Washington, proposed a non-profit organization, called the Arctic 

                                                 
42 http://www.thearcticinstitute.org/2013/05/the-arctic-institute-reaction-to-us.html 
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Circle, to facilitate cooperation and dialogue among states and experts to address issue facing 

the Arctic as a result of climate change and melting ice.  

As we have seen up to now, every one of the cited country has its personal interest in 

developing an Arctic strategy, and it is almost understandable as they are Arctic countries. Of 

particular relevance is, at this point, to understand non-arctic states interest in the Arctic 

region.  

 Non-Arctic States Growing Interest in the Arctic Region  

As the attention on the Arctic region increases, even non-arctic states felt the urge of an Arctic 

policy. In the new context of increased attention through the Arctic, the region is globalized, 

and the globalized Arctic will affect the rest of the world. Thus, we are going to analyse the 

strategy of some non-arctic states.   

European Union 

The European Union has showed a growing interest in the Arctic region, as it recognized its 

strategic importance. Moreover, three states of Arctic Council are members of the European 

Union. Thus, the EU places itself on the top among those who can support successful Arctic 

cooperation and help to meet the challenges now faces the region, as the world’s strongest 

proponent of greater international effort to fight climate change. Within the last decade, the 

EU has become the biggest sponsor of Arctic research; there is a contribution of over 20 

million € per year.  

The EU is moving towards a united and coordinated Artic policy for all of its members. In 

this sense, on May 12, 2014, during a foreign affairs council meeting in Brussels, the 

European Commission has expressed the need for a European Arctic policy, which focuses on 

three main components: a) knowledge; b) responsibility and c) engagement. The first pillar, 

knowledge, sums up all activities that are connected to polar research support and promotion. 

A concrete example, in this regard, is the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European Union, 

which establishes and enforces ties between researchers from the UN other countries. The 

Horizon 2020 brings together existing information sources in the best way to ensuring that 

policy makers are well informed and that growth and development may increase in a 

sustainable peaceful way. The second pillar of EU Arctic policy, responsibility, include EU 

actually promotion of sustainable management of Arctic resources, as well as development of 

environmentally friendly technologies, which could be used by the extractive industries and 

shipping industries. One of the EU greatest challenges is not only to meet their Kyoto target, 
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which is reducing EU gas emission about a 20 per cent until 2020, but also reduce gas 

emission by 40 per cent until 203043.  The last pillar, engagement, is about a core interest for 

the EU, which is cooperation with Arctic partners, as environmental protection, safety marine, 

and so on, are goals that can be achieved only through cooperation.   

The EU Arctic policy focus on three key areas: environmental security, maritime security and 

energetic security (see http://eeas.europa.eu/arctic_region/index_en.htm ). It must be noted that the 

European Union is a major consumer of Arctic resources, thus, has a great interest in Arctic.  

Germany is one of the European countries that are in the Arctic Council as a permanent 

observer and has multiples economic and ecological interests in the region. Italy is the most 

recent observer of the Arctic Council (among European Union), added in May 2013, which is 

considered as a recognition of Italy’s long-time participation in studies and researches in the 

region. The other permanent observers of the Arctic Council are Poland and Spain.  

China 

In the last years, China has shown a growing interest in the Arctic. China has a significant 

Arctic research budget; indeed, it has conducted five maritime research expeditions. However, 

China Arctic policy is a little ambiguous. In spite this ambiguous policy, China is particularly 

interested in Arctic mineral resources, in order to satisfy its increasing consumption needs 

and, especially, to maintain its dominant international market position. China arctic policy is 

still very much be undertaken, and is not going adopt a concrete an arctic policy in the near 

future. Even though, it’s in process. Nonetheless, if we look at China long-term goals for the 

arctic, there are usually four main areas that can be recognized. 

Firstly, China is interested in the Arctic (and Antarctic) for scientific researches, which has 

grown very quickly. China has looking forward in developing scientific partnership with the 

Nordic States, to examine issues including (but not limited to) climate change and 

environmental affairs, and especially how these aspects may affect China. Indeed, China has a 

research base at Svalbard, Norway. Secondly, Beijing is also concerned with the access to 

northern resources fossil fuel but also metals and minerals. The latest are particularly 

important for China potential economic interests in the northern region. Thirdly, in Chinese 

Arctic attentions there is the access to Arctic Sea Routes, and especially the NWP, as a faster 

and less expensive way to bring good to western markets. Finally, it is important to underline 

                                                 
43 The 2030 framework for climate change and energy policies, greenhouse gas reduction compared to 1990.  

http://eeas.europa.eu/arctic_region/index_en.htm
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the greater role within the Arctic Council, into which China has become a permanent observer 

status, but also in legal affair and regional governance.  

In this sense, Chinese companies have been particular active in the Arctic, in particular in 

Greenland and in Iceland. In October 2013, Icelandic Eykon Energy signed a landmark deal 

with CNOOC (China National Offshore- oil Company) to develop potential oil and gas in the 

Jan Mayen region. Despite complicated Sino-Norwegian relations since 2010, Norway agreed 

to assist with the project at the end of the same year. Iceland is hoping to act as the gateway to 

the Arctic for Asian economies. Meanwhile, in May 2014, CNPC (China National Petroleum 

Corporation) and Gazprom announced a gas trade deal worth US400 billion dollars to start in 

2019, as we have seen in Figure 24. On the other hand, Greenland is becoming a potentially 

important test case for China’s resources interests in the Arctic, as the erosion of the 

Greenlandic ice Sheet has opened up mining possibilities. The access to mineral resources in 

Greenland has become a real prospect, as have been discovered minerals such as platinum, 

nickel, rubies, and much more. Chinas as thus a great interest in investing in Greenland 

mines, especially for REE (Rare-earth elements).  

Japan and South Korea and other states 

Japan and South Korea have also obtained the status of permanent observer in the Arctic 

Council (May 2013). Especially for Japan, after the disaster of Fukushima in 2011, the access 

to new energy sources become crucial to the country. Both country will benefit from the open 

of the Northern sea route and are interested in the potential for fish resources. On the other 

hand, South Korea has already invested in energy and climate change researches in the Arctic: 

in this sense, since 2002 the country is operating the Dasan Arctic research station in the 

Svalbard. Both countries, with Australia and China, are interested in investing in Greenland 

mines for its riches mineral resources.   

The inclusion of Northeast Asian and European countries as observer states in the Arctic 

council can be justified to their geographical (and political) location near the Arctic; however, 

the global dimension of arctic involvement is bigger.   

Indeed, another country interested in the Arctic is India, as far as concerned energy security, 

natural resources concerning food security, new commercial routes and international 

competition. Despite the fact that India is a still a new actor in the region, it considers itself as 

an Arctic stakeholder. In the same year as china, India has become an observer in the Arctic 

Council, which has been seen by the International community as a strategy to counterbalance 
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China’s interests in the region. What is clear is that healthy bilateral relations with the 

Council’s permanent observer states and participation in research programme will go a long 

way in gaining access to resources and transportation routes. Indian stated position is that it 

will contribute its scientific expertise, particularly the polar research capabilities, in advancing 

the goals of the AC. Nevertheless, “beyond that, Delhi will look at options to explore for 

hydrocarbons and diversify its energy basket”, as assert Dr. Jyoti Prasad Das in the Foreign 

Policy Journal44. 

Robert Huebert suggested that the most productive policy for a country is trying to maintain 

the advantages gained through the last decade, as we cannot ensure that the motivator 

cooperation that has been develop through both the UNCLOS and the Arctic Council will be 

maintain forever. 

In the last part of this analysis, we are going to see the future of the Arctic region in terms of 

cooperation or conflict between interested countries and the future of the Arctic Governance.  

  

                                                 
44 http://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2013/07/24/india-and-china-in-the-arctic/  

http://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2013/07/24/india-and-china-in-the-arctic/
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VI  

THE FUTURE OF THE ARCTIC GOVERNANCE 

In sum, we have seen that the Arctic is important because it is connected to rest of the planet, 

and what happens in the Arctic do not just lay here. If the ice melts, the global water level 

increase, this will affect not only Arctic costal states, but also the whole world. The fact is that 

the Arctic is an effective opening up. Thus, the human activity in this area in going to increase 

exponentially, especially through trade and fossil fuel exploration and exploitation. In the 

uncertain context of the Arctic region, it will be useful a joint Arctic governance. Before 

going into that, let us see the future of the Arctic Council in brief.  

 

3.2.1. The future of the Arctic Council 

As of the time of writing, the actual Chairmanship of the Arctic Council is led by Canada, 

until 2015. At the Kiruna Ministerial Meeting on 15 May 2013, Canada assumed the two-year 

Chairmanship of the Arctic Council. The Honourable Leona Aglukkaq, an Inuk from 

Nunavut, is Canada’s Minister for the Arctic Council and Chair of the Council during 

Canada’s Chairmanship. In formulating Canada Chairmanship priorities they were guided by 

their main government of Canada Arctic policies, as assure Ms Susan Harper, Senior Arctic 

Official of Canada, that are Canada Northern Strategy and Canada Arctic foreign policies. In 

each Canada Arctic policies, the main pillars were basically four: a) protecting Canada’s 

environmental heritage, b) promoting economic and social development, c) exercising Canada 

sovereignty, and d) improving and evolving governance. In addition, Canada underlined the 

importance of the views and needs of those living in Canada’s north, as they have to build 

consensus from within before attempting to build consensus with their partners. The flagship 

achievement of the current chairmanship is the foundation of the Arctic Economic Council, 

which is a circumpolar business forum. The Arctic Economic Council will: foster business 

development in the Arctic, engage in deeper circumpolar cooperation, and provide a business 

perspective to the work of the Arctic Council. It should allow a business-to-business contact 

to be establishing, and to facilitate examples and changes of knowledge, the development pf 

best practices and to provide foreign attractive investments clients.  

The increased importance of the Arctic Council can be measured by the increased numbers of 

observers’ application.  
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 U.S. Chairmanship of the Arctic Council, 2015-2017 

From the U.S. perspective, the Arctic is becoming increasingly important for two main 

reasons: one is the climate change, and the other is the relationship with Russia. During the 

Cold War, the Arctic was a frontline.  

In July 2014, a retired Coast Guard Rear Admiral, Robert Papp, was named as the U.S. 

Special Representative for the Arctic, which actually means that he would be the US man on 

the chair. As a special representative, he is not technically an officer of the government; 

therefore, he does not need senate approval. Although, at the Passing the Arctic Council 

Torch Conference (October 2014), the Admiral R. Papp gave a talk about the U.S. future 

leadership of the Arctic Council. In his speech, he underlined that the U.S. look forward to 

continue the important work of the Canadian chairmanship of Arctic Council and its key 

issues, such as safe shipping, improve economic and living conditions for Arctic’s 

inhabitants. In addition, the U.S. planed to pursue those projects as well, and they will be 

related to other projects.  Then, Papp listed a number of considerations that should guide the 

work of the Arctic Council: firstly, “we should ensure that economic development is 

conducted carefully, and do consideration to short and long- term environmental affects 

(which is particularly true when it comes to managing the Arctic Ocean)”. Secondly, 

continues Papp, “We should look for ways to mitigate the negative impacts of climate change 

in the Arctic, while, at the same time, working to improve climate resilience”. Thirdly, “we 

should assist the citizens in remote Arctic communities while adapting the new and rapid 

changes that are having such a deleterious effect on the traditional way of life”. During U.S. 

chairmanship of the Arctic Council, they have planned to continue the projects of the Arctic 

Climate Impact Assessment, the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment, as, says Papp, “(they) 

are noble examples that increased our understanding of the great challenges that we face in 

the Arctic”, but also to focus more on developing and implementing solutions to these 

problems. Papp concluded his speech underling that the U.S. “propose to focus on the Arctic 

as a region of shared responsibilities”, as there is only one Arctic with shared opportunities, 

challenges and responsibilities.  

As of the time of writing, the specific programme of the U.S. chairmanship have not been 

published yet, although, R. Papp assured in his speech that they will focus on three broad 

categories: a) improving Arctic Ocean governance and stewardship, b) addressing the effects 

of climate change including mitigation and habitation, c) including the economic and living 

conditions of the Arctic residences. Relates to the Arctic Ocean, the U.S. is going to look 
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forwards for some essential agreement such as the Search and Rescue Agreement and the Oil 

and Spill Prevention and Response Agreement. In addition, the U.S. will propose project that 

increase energy security for remote Arctic Communities, by providing them with better and 

more secure access to renewable resources.  Finally, the U.S. will improve telecommunication 

infrastructure in the Arctic.  

According to the 5th President of Iceland, O.R. Grìmsson one of the most important thighs to 

remember when we look at the Arctic in the 21st century is that it is so recently that we as 

mankind have been able to come together to discuss and decide what to do in respect of the 

Arctic. The uniqueness of the Arctic is that it can be at the same time a challenge and an 

opportunity. So therefore, the cooperation in the Arctic is one of the most crucial issues of the 

21st century for many reasons. Firstly, this is the front line of climate change. The aggressive 

melting of the ice in the region will have consequences all over the world. The President 

Grimsson underlines that already we are seeing that the present melting of the Arctic sea ice is 

causing extreme weather events in the United States, in Asia, and in other part of the world. 

Of particular relevance is the fact that the Arctic is extremely rich in terms of untapped 

natural resources. These are the reasons why the Arctic has become the new political and 

economic playing field. In 2015, the United States are going to take on the chairmanship of 

the Arctic Council, which is not only a formal role, but it also is supposed to provide a vision, 

a policy agenda and a direction towards the future. In order words, this will mean that in the 

next years, the United States will be in the leadership role with respect to the future of the 

Arctic, and in partnership with other Artic countries as well as non-Arctic countries such as 

Asia. Although the Arctic council is an intergovernmental body, there is a role for activist, 

environmentalists, experts, scientist, ordinary people in this process, and to facilitate it the AC 

established last year the Arctic Circle, which is a kind of international assembly where 

everybody can come to discuss.  

It has been suggested to the United States for their future chairmanship of the Arctic Council 

to focus on Arctic Security. Nevertheless, the Arctic Council’s charter states that it “should 

not deal with matters related to military security”. Although, it must be noted that there do 

actually exist military security forums that focus on the Arctic, such as the Arctic Security 

Forces Roundtable, which focus on topics common to military such as communication and the 

impact of climate change on naval facilities. The other is the Arctic Coast Guard Forum, 

which issues the law enforcement capabilities into military. With these considerations, will 

the Arctic region be a zone of cooperation or conflict? 
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3.2.2. Arctic Security: a zone of future cooperation or confrontation?  

The Arctic was for centuries largely unknown, and it was just a very remote part of the 

Western world. It was only 100 years ago that discoveries started to go to the North Pole and 

to these remote areas. Then, the Cold War closed the Arctic in terms of military confrontation 

and conflicts between the Soviet Union on the one hand and the Western powers on the other. 

What about the 21st century?  

What is evident, as of the time of writing, is that the Arctic is a zone of uncertainties. The 

only certainty is that global warming is affecting particularly the region, in a non-return way. 

Yet, the warming Arctic make difficult, if not impossible, to predict exactly how the region 

will develop politically and economically. On the other hand, the USGS on percentage of 

resources and other scientifically researches are potentially, which means that the resources 

are expected to be found and the amount of those that can be exploit is not clearly defined. 

Additionally, weather conditions remain a major challenge to operate in the region.  A major 

uncertainty is about whether the Arctic maritime shipping routes will become globally 

significant and competitive with existing routes. The future of shipping depends on a stable 

legal regime, reliable infrastructure on the relevant coast, the possibility of environmental 

disaster, and so on.  

Another certainty is that the geopolitics of the region is changing. Indeed, the continuing 

changes in the Arctic have attracted the interest of non-Arctic states. On the other hand, the 

possibility of an independent Greenland complicates Arctic geopolitics, introducing an 

economically underdeveloped state in its geopolitics and complicating the situation of 

Denmark.  

Even if a military confrontation is currently low, we have seen how, in recent times, the 

Arctic has been re-militarized by the Arctic countries. Thus, the region will become 

increasingly strategic for military forces and politically cooperative process that could be 

undermined by aggressive military deployments. In this sense, the lack of security 

architecture must be solved. A Russian expert, Oleg Alexandrov, a professor at the 

Department of International Relations and Foreign Policy of Russia at the Moscow Institute 

of International Relations, published in 2009 an article paying attention on the question of a 

further conflict in the Arctic region45.  He stresses that in the Arctic region “One of its main 

characteristics is the high conflict potential”. Thus, he quoted as examples that the disputes 

                                                 
45 http://eng.globalaffairs.ru/number/n_13591 
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between Russia and the U.S. over the delimitation of their Arctic possessions and economic 

zones in the Bering Sea have not been settled yet, as Russia have not recognize the U.S.- 

Soviet Maritime Boundary Agreement. In addition, Norway and some others states, including 

Russia, have different views concerning the Svalbard archipelago and the limits of an 

economic zone around it. Moreover, Alexandrov emphasises the ongoing disputes between 

other Arctic States such as between Canada and Denmark, or Denmark and Russia.  

Despite these slight risks in the Arctic, the overall environment and trends in the region are 

collaborative and peaceful. The stated aspiration of all the countries, as reflected in their 

Arctic strategies and documents, is to develop and maintain a region of peace, stability and 

prosperity.  

 In this sense, how can be structured the agenda of an Arctic Cooperation?  

According to Professor A. Zagorski46, the agenda should be arranged by looking at three main 

issues. These issues are a) expectation of the increased economic activities in the region, and 

would focus on primarily, although not exclusively, maritime Arctic; b) the associated 

challenges that occur; and c) opportunities for cooperation, which are linked to both the 

opportunities for economic activities as well as the concerns activities. The section of 

economic activities includes many different areas. One area, which is obviously attracting 

much attention, is the extraction and exploitation mineral resources, which is still very limited 

in the region. A second area is the growing vessels traffic in the region, as the maritime 

shipping routes are expected to be more accessible yearly and more exploitable seasonally. 

Lastly, another major area of the economic activities, which nevertheless need to be 

developed, is the industry of fishery that is rather intense at the moment. Although, regarding 

fishery, this part of industry need to be implemented and developed as it is limited to Arctic 

Coastal Countries, which are particularly interested in ice-melt consequences with regards to 

emerging new fishing grounds. Economic activities and expectations on them are related to 

the concerns that have increasingly risen in the debate of the Arctic. Subsequently, the 

concerns and challenges in the Arctic are linked to issues such as the preservation of the 

environment, or the protection of ecological systems of the Arctic and their biological 

diversity, and everything that can be associated with environmental security and 

environmental human security in the Arctic. Above all, concerns have grown with regard to 

                                                 
46 Professor Andrei Zagorski is the Director of the Department of Disarmament and Conflict Resolution at the 

IMEMO (Institute of World Economy and International Relations).  
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the maritime security, markedly as maritime shipping is expected to increase, especially in 

remote Arctic area with still harsh climate conditions. In this sense, danger is growing, which 

may result in incidents, regarding not only Human Security but also Environmental Security, 

pollution and many other environmental damages.   

In addition, many scholars have underlined the importance of issues linked to sovereignty or 

sovereign rights. Sovereignty includes the delineation of maritime boundaries, which, as we 

have seen, are, at the moment, limited, but, most important; include continental shelf’s claims 

and delimitation of limits, which is highly emotional in some countries of the Arctic council, 

whereas, at least, a domestic debate will not be very effortless despite the fact that the 

Countries ratified the UNCLOS. Although, in the Illulissat Declaration (2008), the five Arctic 

Ocean littoral states reaffirmed their wish to pursue “the orderly settlement of any possible 

overlapping claims.” Hence, it seems imperative to settle maritime boundaries peacefully 

through conciliation, negotiations and judicial procedures in the face of rising tensions.  

Another important issues, underlines professor Zagorsky, is the securitization of the Arctic, 

and the implementation of the Military security in the region, which is not contemplate in the 

Arctic Council chart highlighting that it does not address “matters related to military 

security”47.  

Finally, finally yet importantly, it must be consider the Arctic as global issue, particularly 

since the Arctic Council has accepted as observer states non-Arctic countries such as China, 

Germany, or India.  

The purpose listed above, can be achieved looking for opportunities for cooperation rather 

than confrontation, which opened up in parallel with the opening operations opportunities in 

the Arctic. Professor Zagorsky emphasizes, “If we assume that there is slight ground in the 

Arctic for any conflict, although, we see that Arctic is not isolated from the rest of the 

world”48. There are many opportunities for Arctic Cooperation, being bilateral in the Arctic 

Council or multilateral in the multiple international organizations.  

Actually, institutionalizing the Arctic has been projected to avoid conflict. If we look at the 

Ottawa Declaration, we see that is focus mostly on some areas such as economy, 

transportation, tourism, indigenous people and science, which scholars call soft security 

                                                 
47 “Declaration of the Establishment of the Arctic Council”, Ottawa Declaration 

48 Professor Zagorsky at the conference “The future of the Arctic Cooperation”, CSIS  
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prospective. Although, regarding military security and political security, there is a week 

institutionalization. The Arctic Council made (only) two agreements on marine security: the 

Agreement on Marine Oil Pollution, Preparedness and Response in the Arctic, at the 

Ministerial Meeting in Kiruna (Sweden) and The Arctic Search and Rescue Agreement 

(formally the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in 

the Arctic), at Nuuk (Greenland). As we can see in the figure 31, the Agreement aims to 

strengthen cooperation and coordination in the Arctic in aeronautical and maritime search and 

rescue operations delimitating to each country a zone of application. These operations will be 

undertaken on the basis of the International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue 1979 

(the “SAR Convention”) and the Convention on International Civil Aviation 1944 (the 

“Chicago Convention”), with additional guidelines provided by the International Aeronautical 

and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual (the “IAMSAR Manual”). Every State has its own 

search-and-rescue area, in which it has to maintain an adequate search-and-rescue capability.  

 

Figure 31 

The map shows the search-and-rescue delimitation established by the agreement on Search and Rescue in the 

Arctic.  

Credits: http://www.arcticportal.org/features/751-arctic-search-and-rescue-agreement  

http://www.arcticportal.org/features/751-arctic-search-and-rescue-agreement
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Although, these agreements are defined by scholars as week in terms of how to solve 

disputes. The reasons why is that, basically, they provide, in case of dispute, negotiation. On 

the other hand, do exist strengthen agreements, such as the bilateral agreement between 

Canada and Denmark, the Agreement for Cooperation Relating to the Marine Environment49, 

signed on 26 August 1983. The treaty, besides establishing contingency plans to prevent 

pollution incidents from shipping and offshore hydrocarbon operations, the countries agreed 

to cooperate in identifying and monitoring vessel routing areas outside territorial waters. 

Thus, according to this bilateral treaty, countries have to negotiate and after a certain period, 

if they have not agreed upon anything, states have to put down on a Tribunal. It consists on a 

representative of Denmark and Canada and a third person, who is the President, choose by 

both countries, and if they do not agree about who might be this person, the International 

Court of Justice will name one, and then, the Tribunal will make decisions on how to solve 

the dispute. It is a far stronger mandate rather than the Arctic Council Agreement.  

The longest-standing forum is the Arctic Security Roundtable, as a result of US European 

Command and Norwegian Ministry of Defence initiative. As of the moment of writing, it has 

met only three times in official sessions: in 2011 and 2012 in Norway and in 2013 in Finland. 

As the Arctic Council is not allowed to address military security, the forum has been 

projected to discuss about topics common to military.  

Hence, regarding institutionalized Arctic cooperation, it could be said that there are more 

multilateral agreements rather than bilateral but within the so-called “soft security”. As we 

have seen, there is still a lack of institutionalizing political and military security.  

An important link within the International System and the Arctic region is the Ukraine crisis, 

which might have spill over effect in the Russian cooperation with other countries. In the 

Russian perspective, the Ukraine crisis is a kind of intra-Ukrainian conflict between various 

political forces, while the West perspective is that it is a Russian-Ukrainian conflict over 

influences Ukraine. This conflict may have effects on the Russian cooperation with other 

states, as, for instance, both the United States and the European Union have decided to impose 

a number of restrictions against Russia. The Ukraine crisis has thus added a northern flank to 

the western theatre of renewed confrontation.  

In this context of rebounded trust in cooperation, what would be the role of NATO? 

                                                 
49 http://www.treaty-accord.gc.ca/text-texte.aspx?id=101887  

http://www.treaty-accord.gc.ca/text-texte.aspx?id=101887
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CONLUSION 

 

There are three main certainties about the Arctic.  

One is a terrifying certainty: the planet is warming, and also the Arctic region does. The other 

one is connected to the first, and is that the warming Arctic is opening up new economic 

opportunities. This means that the Arctic is quickly becoming one of the most interesting 

economic and political playing field in the world. Although, the quickness with which the 

interest in the region has growth during almost the last 50 years has led the attention on 

security issues in the Arctic that must be addressed by the international community. The third 

certainty is that the Arctic would not be longer a regional issue for Arctic States but a global 

issue, as a territory of cooperation and relevance to all of us.  

The potential wealth of resources and the apparent militarization of the Arctic has led to a lot 

of prognostication that there is an impending conflict out with the Arctic nations. Although, 

this possibility seems to be very slim, because, actually, the hydrocarbons deposits are 

primarily located within uncontested exclusive economic zones. On the other hand, there is a 

long tradition in the Arctic of cooperation and negotiated settlement and boundary disputes, 

this includes between apparent antagonists. Finally, if we look at the military programmes 

specifically, they are not geared towards an enemy per se, but more geared at dealing with an 

environmental challenge operating in the Arctic. Of course, the increasing economic human 

and military activity in the region does come with some risks, and we can expect a significant 

amount of power politics exercise in the region, at least as the ice continues to melt.  

Although, this grown importance of the Arctic will represent one of the most crucial areas 

were the U.S. and Russian cooperation primarily, or cooperation generally speaking, will be 

tested.  
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